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Abstract

The increasing demand for large and low cost wireless coverage, ranging

from campus to city wide areas, has motivated a high interest in multi-

hop communications with Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) based on IEEE

802.11s as the most recent and significant standard.

Channel Assignment (CA) is a mechanism which selects the best chan-

nels for an individual wireless node or the entire network aiming to increase

the capacity of the network. Channel assignment has been extensively re-

searched for multi-radio WMNs, but it is still very challenging when it

comes to its implementation. Although IEEE 802.11s introduces new inter-

working, routing and wireless frame forwarding at the link layer, the multi

channel architecture receives less attention due to many unsolved challenges

that arise while mesh service set works over multiple frequencies.

This research work tries to give a solution to the needs of designing an

efficient channel assignment mechanism.

As a result we have proposed a new static channel assignment based on

the fact that not all wireless links are practically useful. Our mechanism

prunes the network topology by removing weak wireless links and improves

the network performance by reaching a more diverse channel-radio assigna-

tion solution.

Toward designing a distributed channel assignment we propose a new

game theory based formulation of channel assignment which is applicable

to a realistic scenario with imperfect information at each router. We have

proposed a distributed and hybrid channel assignment protocol based on the

game formulation. The proposed channel assignment makes wireless routers

to be able to follow the unpredictable changes in the wireless environment.

We also investigated the types of channel assignment protocols which

can be adapted to the IEEE 802.11s based mesh network and improve the

network good-put in terms of data delivery ratio and end-to-end delay.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMN), based on commodity 802.11 radios, are
emerging as a promising solutions to extend the wireless coverage in a flex-
ible and cost-effective way without relaying on any wired infrastructure.
They have broad applications in Internet access, emergency networks, pub-
lic safety, and so forth [2, 47].

Technical solutions for multihop wireless networks are being specified in
IEEE 802.11s [27]. IEEE 802.11s is developed as an extension of the success-
ful IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs (Wireless Local Area Networks) [25].
IEEE 802.11s based mesh networks are composed of mesh stations (Mesh
STAs) that operate as routers. Within a mesh, packets are transmitted over
multiple wireless hops providing Internet access for last mile users.

However due to the broadcast nature of the wireless media, wireless links
interfere each other if there are simultaneous transmissions in them. In
multi hop networks, the interference of the next hop link over the previous
hop reduces the end-to-end performance drastically [24, 8]. Moreover the
increasing number of devices sharing the same spectrum band, can degrade
the performance of the mesh networks [24].

Interferences can be grouped in two types: external and internal. The ex-
ternal interference appears when two or more coexisting wireless networks
work in the same frequency channel (Fig. 1.1). Although it can be eliminated
by using different non-overlapping channels offered in IEEE 802.11 [25], it
requires that the different networks agree on the channel distribution. Addi-
tionally, as the number of non-overlapping channels is reduced, the scenario
where the external interference can be completely avoided is unrealistic.
By internal interference we refer to the time overlapping transmissions by
nodes of the same network which can result in collisions or transmissions
errors. Both external and internal interferences limit the system perfor-
mance [51, 43].

In WMNs, mesh routers can have more than one radio interface, which can
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Fixed Network
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Figure 1.1: Wireless Mesh Network suffering from interference caused by
external sources. If there are only three available channels (A, B and C), to
avoid the external interference the mesh network has to be able to find the
most suitable channel at each hop.

be tuned to different channels, forming a multi-channel WMN as shown
in Fig. 1.2. Multi radio WMNs are able to offer higher network capacity
by segregating the collision domains into multiple non-overlapping channels
provided by IEEE 802.11 standards in the unlicensed bands.

Although IEEE 802.11s defines the mesh operation in a single channel, multi-
radio mesh routers can form different meshes. The connection between dif-
ferent meshes is provided via bridging.

The 802.11a standard occupies a section of spectrum known as unlicensed
national infrastructure (U-NII) band. The band takes up 300 MHz of spec-
trum and is divided into three sections of 100 MHz. The first two are next
to each other and the third is 375 MHz up from the top of the second band.
Due to the separation among channels, 12 of them can be considered as
non-overlapping channels.

Although there are several non-overlapping channels available, the number
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Figure 1.2: Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh Network

of channels that can be used simultaneously by a single node is limited by
the number of radio interfaces installed on the node. Therefore a mechanism
which selects the best channel, in terms of interference, among all available
channels, is needed in order to achieve the maximum possible network per-
formance.

1.1 Channel Assignment Mechanism

In multi-radio mesh networks, the Channel assignment (CA) [11, 51] is a
mechanism which tries to find a feasible mapping between wireless channels
and radio interfaces at each node with the aim of maximizing the capacity
of the network.

A channel assignment solution must satisfy the following conditions to be
feasible:

• The number of channels assigned to a node must be equal or less than
the number of radio interfaces it has.

• The neighboring nodes must have at least a radio at a common channel
to be able to communicate with each other.
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This is a special challenging task in distributed wireless networks, as each
channel may be shared by many wireless devices from the same or different
networks, which makes it difficult to predict the amount of available band-
width in each channel. In addition, nodes may not be aware of the criteria
followed by the other nodes of the same network in the channel selection,
thus increasing the uncertainty of any CA decision.

Based on the time duration between consecutive runs of the channel assign-
ment protocol, CAs are categorized as: static; dynamic; semi-dynamic; and
hybrid [11].

1.1.1 Static Channel Assignment

Most of CA proposed in the literature fall into static category [63, 60, 15,
34, 54, 6, 52, 50, 45, 4], where nodes tune their radios to certain channels
permanently. Static CAs are easy to deploy but unsuccessful to cope with
the changes in the wireless environment [63].

1.1.2 Dynamic Channel Assignment

Dynamic channel assignments [23, 7], on the other hand, enforce nodes to
switch their interface dynamically from one channel to another between
successive data transmissions. Therefore they require tight synchronizations
among nodes. Dynamic approaches are only used for single radio nodes
working over multiple frequencies, since they can not exploit the advantages
of multi-radio networks [11].

1.1.3 Semi-Dynamic Channel Assignment

Static CAs could be easily extended to be semi-dynamic [43, 59, 3, 36, 44,
32, 57, 30, 17, 40] if the node refreshes the channels assigned to the radios on
a regular time period. Semi-dynamic CAs adapt fast to the changes in the
traffic pattern and the interference on the wireless medium from both in-
ternal and external sources. However to maintain the network connectivity,
neighboring nodes are supposed to share a common channel [43, 14].

1.1.4 Hybrid Channel Assignment

Hybrid CAs [43, 59, 40] apply a semi-dynamic channel assignment to the
fixed radio interface of each node while the other interface is controlled
dynamically. Wireless nodes which use hybrid CAs, do not share common
channel with their neighbors, since the dynamic radio switches to the channel
of the neighboring nodes to make the connection.
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Motivations

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are supposed to be the next generation of
Internet back-haul due to their easy deployment, self-configuring and self-
healing properties. However the capacity of the WMNs is limited due to
wireless interference.

To employ the benefits of WMNs, channel assignment problem must be
solved to provide better performance by making the neighboring routers to
be able to transmit over non-overlapping channels.

Using non-overlapping channels improves the performance of the network by
increasing the number of wireless links which can transmit simultaneously
without interfering each other. Moreover due to the increasing number of
wireless devices, which operate on the same channel, a mechanism is needed
to move the network or a transmission to another channel to avoid perfor-
mance degradation due to appearance of an interfering device.

It is proven that by means of an efficient channel assignment the network
throughput can be enhanced by the factor of 6 or 7 compared to the single
channel network [45, 34]. However the channel assignment is a challenging
task and although many proposals have been presented recently, It has been
shown that, the proposed mechanisms are unable to make use of the available
channels efficiently [58].

Many challenges make channel assignment algorithms to be inefficient.

Wireless antenna Current commodity of 802.11 antennas suffer signifi-
cant switching delay from 3 ms to 20 ms [37]. The switching delay
increases the end to end delay if the wireless routers, on the path be-
tween the source and the destination, switch their radio frequently.
Moreover due to the imperfect filtering at wireless antenna the two
antennas which installed on a single node may interfere each other if
the antenna separation is less than a specific length [5, 48]. This limits
the number of radio interfaces that can be installed on a node.
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Wireless media The unpredictable wireless media is an important chal-
lenge toward selecting less busy channels. The increasing number of
wireless devices sharing the same medium, introduces wireless interfer-
ence over channels which changes randomly over time. The frequent
changes in the status of the channels affects the decision of the chan-
nel selection mechanism and reduces the performance of the system
by frequent switching.

Wireless link The distance between wireless routers determines the qual-
ity of the links between them [46]. Many other factors like the mobility
of routers, environmental obstacles, external noise and noise figure of
the antenna, determine the quality of the wireless links over time. The
channel assignment must consider the temporal variation in wireless
links, since the links with low delivery probability are ignored by rout-
ing protocols. Moving the low quality links to better channels has not
any impact on the throughput of the network.

Routing metric The channel assignment affects the routing protocols
which uses a dynamic metric, that is, changing the channel of the
links changes the routing metric which considers the channel diver-
sity of the path. On the other hand changes in the transmission path
affect the channel assignment decision which considers the traffic to
select a channel for the link. This is why there are many articles
which consider the joint problem of channel assignment and the rout-
ing. However, those proposed channel assignment mechanisms are not
flexible to be applicable with any preexisting routing protocol.

Connectivity Maintaining the connectivity between nodes which have ra-
dios on different channels is challenging since wireless nodes need to
share the same channel to have a common link, that is, if the neigh-
boring nodes do not have any radio interface over the same channel
there can not be any wireless link between them.

NP-hard Assigning channels to the wireless links with the limited number
of radio interface at each node is proved to be NP-hard [54, 34].

Interference pattern Adaptive channel assignments do not keep the
record of interference over channels. The channel selection is done
by considering the current situation of the network and channel occu-
pancy [57, 43]. However the channel that has been busy before may
be appear busy again in the near future.

Synchronization Dynamic channel assignment protocols need tight syn-
chronization between nodes, that is, the nodes which want to initi-
ate data transmission over a channel, which differs from their current
channel, should communicate to move to the destination channel and
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notifying their neighbors about the time that they will switch back to
the common channel.

Central coordinator Most of channel assignment protocols depend on a
central node or a common channel to ease the connectivity and syn-
chronization.

Many multi-radio mesh networks are implemented for scientific or com-
mercial use [38]. The two best known multi-radio examples are are Mo-
biMESH [5] and QuRiNet [58].

MobiMESH is a mesh network with mobility support and designed using the
IEEE 802.11 off-the-shelf technology. In MobiMESH, the interference has
proven to be a major issue, both because of external devices and the design
problems of commercial IEEE 802.11 network adapters, which experience
radiation leakages and interference. Moreover, it has also been reported
that the distance between the two interfaces on a router severely affects
the performance, even though the two interfaces are working on different
orthogonal channels. MobiMESH does not benefit from any adaptive chan-
nel assignment mechanism and each radio on a router is tuned to a specific
channel permanently [5].

The Quail Ridge Wireless Mesh Network (QuRiNet) is an experimental wire-
less mesh and environmental sensor network. QuRiNet consists heteroge-
nous nodes which utilize dual-radios and multiple orthogonal IEEE802.11g
channels. The evaluation of different channel assignment on QuRiNet shows
that there is no single channel assignment algorithm that does well overall.
The channel assignments are suboptimal when applied to a live mesh net-
work because temporal variations in the link quality metrics are not taken
into account [58].

This research work tries to find solutions for the need of designing an ef-
ficient channel assignment mechanism. We have proposed a static channel
assignment which considers the quality of the wireless links into account and
uses the orthogonal channels to prone the network topology (Chapter 5). We
have also proposed an adaptive channel assignment which minimizes the in-
ternal and external interference over wireless links by means of a real time
learning algorithm. The real time learner modifies the channel selection ac-
cording to the changes in the environment while considering the previous
situation of each channel. The synchronization between nodes is achieved
using hello messages without any reliance on a central node nor the common
channel (Chapter 7).





CHAPTER3
Background and Related Work

Channel assignment has been studied extensively during the last years.
Although many solutions have been considered for channel assignment
[11, 51, 43, 59, 3, 36, 44, 32, 57, 30, 17, 63, 60, 15, 34, 54, 6, 52, 50, 45, 4],
few proposals are adaptive to the changes in the wireless environment such
as the interference induced from other wireless networks [43, 57, 40].

3.1 Static Channel Assignment

The static channel assignment problem is well studied in recent years and has
been addressed in several proposals [14, 52, 45, 34, 15, 54, 3, 36, 50, 6]. The
detail classifications of channel assignment methods is presented in [11, 51].
The core idea of all proposed algorithms is to use the available channels to
eliminate the interference of neighboring transmissions.

A simple approach for utilizing two channels in a dual-radio network is
presented in [15], while the main focus of authors is on modifying the routing
parameters to benefit from multi-channel structure. Further investigations
in [34] and [45] show that it is possible to increase the performance of the
multi-channel network more than two factors by applying smart channel
assignment algorithms.

Raniwala et al. [45] presented a traffic aware channel assignment. Given
the network topology and the traffic profile, the channel assignment binds
each radio to a channel such that the available bandwidth on each link
is proportional to its expected load. If the traffic loads change over time
the algorithm must perform channel reassignment. Skalli et al. [52] also
formulated the channel assignment problem considering the traffic load of
each node. Their priority based scheme, uses a common channel on all nodes
to exchange control messages and to maintain the network connectivity. It
gives higher priority to nodes close to the gateway to occupy better channels.
But using traffic dependent schemes in presence of dynamic traffic profile
is very challenging since the channel assignment output affects the routing
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protocol decision and in return changes the traffic load over links.

Marina et al. [34] and Subramanian et al. [54], formulated the static and
traffic independent channel assignment as a topology control problem, and
develop their approaches subject to minimize the link conflict weight. The
channel assignment mechanisms proposed in [34, 54] assign channel to all
link to preserve the network topology and do not consider the different
quality offered by wireless links. Avallone et al. [6] formulated the problem
to reduce the size of collision domains by assigning links to non-overlapping
channels. However they also do not consider the delivery probability of the
wireless links.

Recently Dhananjay et al. [14] proposed a distributed channel assignment
and routing which takes the links delivery ratio into accounts to find the
shortest path to the gateway. In the proposed algorithm each node follows
the channel assignment pattern which is propagated by the gateway i.e. the
algorithm optimizes the paths to the gateway, thus the big size of collision
domains between links far from the gateway, especially in a dens network
leads to a lower performance in an arbitrary traffic profile.

3.2 Semi-Dynamic and Hybrid Channel Assign-
ment

Many semi-dynamic and hybrid CAs have been addressed in previous pro-
posals [43, 59, 3, 36, 44, 32, 57, 30, 17], but few proposals consider the effect
of the external interference [43, 57].

A simple semi-dynamic approach is proposed in [32] for a mesh network with
two radio interfaces per node. Although the authors introduce a new path
metric which takes into account the interface switching cost in addition to
the expected transmission time [15], the proposed mechanism considers only
the internal interference.

Breath first search channel assignment (BFSCA) [43] is the first interfer-
ence aware CA mechanism. In BFSCA each node estimates the external
interference through monitoring the wireless media and coordinates with
a central node through a common channel. The central coordinator then
assigns channels to links considering the distance of each link to the coordi-
nator and the quality of the link in terms of transmission delay. The main
drawbacks of BFSCA are: it needs tight synchronization between nodes and,
the channel assignment algorithm is very slow and time consuming since it
does an exhaustive search over all interfering links to find the best channel
for each link.

Urban-X is another adaptive and hybrid channel assignment [57]. Urban-X
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is proposed for a network where each node must have at least three radios.
One radio of all nodes is tuned to a common channel and is used for con-
trol traffic. The channel assignment considers the external interference in
addition to the number of flows at each node, to make decisions. The best
channel is occupied by the receiving radio of a node which has more traffic
to send, although it may not receive any traffic.

3.3 Game Theory Based Formulation of Channel
Assignment

Channel assignment algorithms using game theory models have been studied
recently in some works [17, 21, 9, 49]. None of the proposed algorithms
considers the effect of co-channel interference. All approaches consider that
nodes or players have information about all strategies and payoffs, it means
that all nodes make decisions based on a global payoff table. However,
in a scenario having external interference, it is difficult to have a perfect
knowledge of the channel use, before making decisions.

Felegyhazi et al. [17], formulate the channel assignment problem as a game
where traffic flows compete for shared channels in a conflict situation. Al-
though the algorithm converges to a stable Nash Equilibrium, their work
is limited to a single hop single collision domain network, where each node
participate in only one traffic flow.

Further extensions of this work for multi hop networks but limited to one
collision domain are presented in [21, 9, 29], where nodes are limited to
communicate with devices in their transmission range. However, although
it may be an unrealistic assumption, the authors assume that each node
knows about the existence of all other nodes in the network and the channel
they use.

Kim et al. [29] did not put any constraints for the number of radios per node.
The proposed game should be played sequentially and channels should be
reallocated for any changes in the traffic profile. The approach proposed
in [21] formulates the channel assignment as a cooperative game where nodes
are cooperating with each other to improve the network throughput. The
channel reallocation is necessary for any changes in traffic pattern. Shah et
al. [49] formulate the game for multiple collision domains, but they use a
static game which is limited to find a Nash Equilibrium for competing flows.
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3.4 Validation and Verification of Channel Assign-
ment Simulation

Simulating any CA in the current network simulators needs some general
components which are missing in all simulators. The necessary modifications
for ns-2 simulator [16], for evaluating multi radio wireless networks, are
presented in [1]. The manual is restricted to the static channel assignment,
which assigns a channel to the radio interface of a node before the simulation
starts and keeps the configuration until the end of the simulation.

Ns-3 simulator [41] provides the basic features to simulate static or semi-
dynamic CAs but they are not enough for simulating hybrid or dynamic CA
mechanisms.

This research is the first work which provides the essential steps toward
simulating channel assignment protocols in ns-3 simulator.

Furthermore, to the best of the our knowledge, there is no previous work in
validating the channel assignment simulation.
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Turkey October 17-18, 2010. ACM 2010, ISBN 978-1-4503-0277-7
PP. 68-74.
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2. Maryam Amiri Nezhad, Llorenç Cerdà-Alabern, Boris Bellalta, Manel
Guerrero Zapata. A Semi-Dynamic, Game Based and Inter-

ference Aware Channel Assignment for Multi-Radio Multi-

Channel Wireless Mesh Networks . Accepted for publication
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mitted to IEEE Communications Letters 2012.

4.2 Summary of Contributions

The paper 4.1.1-1 presents a static channel assignment which is traffic in-
dependent and considers the delivery probability and the usefulness of the
wireless links. Based on estimating the wireless links usefulness, the channel
assignment makes an efficient decision for assigning good channels to good
links. The paper shows that the topology preserving constraint (assigning
channel to all available links), as it has been done in most of static channel
assignments, leads to a suboptimal solution, and relaxing this constraint
improves the results considerably. The paper presents the simulation and
numerical results which shows that our protocol outperforms other static
channel assignment algorithms.

The paper 4.1.1-2 presents SICA, an interference aware channel assignment
protocol. SICA estimates the amount of interference over channels, induced
by any external wireless device, based on IEEE 802.11k standard. The
paper then presents a game theory model to formulate the semi-dynamic
channel assignation problem. Unlike previous game formulation in the lit-
erature, we assume a more realistic scenario by explicitly considering the
presence of external interferences from other networks and, we assume that
nodes do not have perfect information about others’ strategies. Then we
apply a real-time learning method to design a distributed algorithm which
assigns channels to radios while avoiding the ripple and channel oscillation
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effects. The nodes continuously refine their decision accounting the changes
in the wireless environment. The paper provides simulations using ns-3 and
compares SICA with other channel assignment mechanisms that have been
proposed in the literature. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of SICA
in exploiting channel diversity, hence reducing the interference over wire-
less links and improving the system performance in terms of capacity and
supported nodes and networks.

The paper 4.1.1-3 provides an overview of how 802.11s based mesh networks
works. It tries to find out which kinds of channel assignment can be imple-
mented in a 802.11s based mesh network. It also presents some of the recent
proposals for adaptive channel selection which can be adapted to the stan-
dard. And, it shows the performance gains of dynamic channel assignment
in multi-channel mesh networks compared to the single channel one.

The paper 4.1.2-1 is a revised and extended version of the paper 4.1.1-
1, which uses queuing theory to show that the maximum throughput and
the bottleneck delay is highly affected by the quality of the path to the
gateway. The paper also presents more detailed results which compare the
performance of our protocol in two more additional modes: pruning the
network topology before applying the channel assignment and using our
protocol while preserving the network topology. The performance of the
protocol is also investigated in a network with different number of radio
interfaces for each node and also for different number of available channels.

The paper 4.1.2-2 is the revised and improved version of the paper 4.1.1-2.
The paper provides a modified game theory model that handles better the
internal and external interference. The new game theory model is based
on a set of control parameters that improve the system adaptability to the
changing environment conditions. Using the new game theory model, SICA
achieves a gain equal to 11% compared with the former protocol. Finally, a
new random topology is introduced to evaluate SICA, as well as we extend
the protocols to which it is compared, showing that SICA outperforms all
of them.

The paper 4.1.2-3 shows in detail how to simulate a hybrid channel assign-
ment protocol using ns-3 simulator without any need to modify the simula-
tor’s source code. The paper contains the definition of new classes and the
presentation of class diagrams. As a specific example, we present the sim-
ulation of SICA using the presented classes. As another contribution, the
paper presents the simulation verification and the validation of the proposed
CA model using Markov model and the State Space Checker algorithm. The
paper also describes how other existing CA protocols could be adopted to
implement the presented approach.

The paper 4.1.2-4 presents a new game theory model for distributed channel
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assignment. The channel switching for each radio interface is modeled as
a Markov model. The Markov process helps nodes to estimate the future
gain of changing channels. The result is used as the prize to the game. The
paper shows that by tuning the game parameter the result obtained by the
learner working based on the defined model has an acceptable distance from
the best response.



CHAPTER5
Centralized and Static Channel

Assignment

5.1 Introduction

Static Channel Assignment has been researched in many papers [45, 34,
6, 15, 44, 43, 54, 3, 36, 50]. However, most of the schemes disregard the
delivery probability of wireless links, i.e. they suppose that all wireless links
offer the same performance for data transmission. Normally, the delivery
probability of a link strongly depends on its length, because the received
power decreases drastically with increasing the distance. In addition, in a
mesh network with a gateway most of the data traffic is directed to/from
the gateway, not all wireless links are useful. Therefore links close to the
gateway should be selected with higher probability by the routing protocol.

In this chapter, we propose a new channel assignment that takes these fea-
tures into consideration and demonstrates its benefits by a performance
comparison with other relevant channel assignments algorithms that have
been proposed in the literature.

Our contributions that set our work apart from the existing approaches for
channel assignment problem are as follows:

• We show that the topology preserving constraint (assigning channel
to all available links) leads to a suboptimal solution, i.e. relaxing this
constraint improves the results considerably.

• We propose a new centralized channel assignment algorithm which is
traffic independent.

• We consider the delivery probability and the usefulness of the wireless
links to make an efficient decision for assigning good channels to good
links. Simulation results show the effectiveness of our approach.
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• We show that the maximum throughput and the bottleneck delay is
highly affected by the quality of the path to the gateway.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 contains the
description of the network model and formulation of the problem. The
channel assignment mechanism is proposed in Section 5.3. We report the
simulation results in Section 5.4. The discussion on the efficiency of the
method is presented in Section 5.5. The work is concluded in Section 5.6.

5.2 Network Model

We consider a multi-radio wireless mesh network (WMN) consisting of a set
of mesh routers (nodes) where some nodes serve as gateways between the
WMN and the wired network. We assume that each node has at least R ≥ 1
radio interfaces (radios) and can tune each radio to one of the frequencies
selected from C non overlapping channels. For simplicity, we assume that
all radios have the same characteristic.

We model the connectivity between nodes by an undirected graph Gt =
(V,E); henceforth referred to as the topology graph. Here V denotes the set
of nodes, whereas E denotes the set of links. A pair of nodes have a link in
E if they are connected in the network. We associate to every link e a weight
equal to its packet delivery probability (pd(e)). Since the wireless links may
interfere with each other while transmitting simultaneously, the topology
graph is not sufficient to fully characterize the wireless network. To account
the impact of interference on a transmission we use the interference protocol
model defined in [24]. In this model, two transmissions links will interfere
if they occur within the interference range of each other. The interference
range of a link is usually supposed to be two times the transmission range.

To represent the interference among all possible transmissions in a network,
the conflict graph is used [28]. The conflict graph Gf = (Vf , Ef ), contains
a set of vertices corresponding to all links in the network topology. There
is an edge between two vertices in the conflict graph if the corresponding
links interfere with each other. We define the interference weight for a link e
(I(e)), as the number of links that potentially interfere with e, consequently
the interference weight of a link is equal to the degree of the corresponding
vertex in the conflict graph.

Throughout this chapter, we use the topology graph to model the network
topology, and the conflict graph based on the protocol model for the wireless
interference.
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Figure 5.1: Channel assignment mechanism

5.2.1 Problem Formulation

The static channel assignment problem in a multi-radio wireless mesh net-
work is to find a feasible mapping between radios and channels (see 1.1 for
feasibility conditions).

The aim of our channel assignment algorithm is to utilize the available chan-
nels effectively, to reduce the interference of all links as much as possible. In
most of the cases, due to the limited number of radios per node and the big
interference weight of wireless links, it is not possible to eliminate the inter-
ference over all links completely. Moreover in a channel assignment strategy
each decision will limit the flexibility of the next decision, as we show in the
following example.

Fig. 5.1 shows a simple network with four nodes where R(v) shows the
number of radios of node v. The numbers under the links show the packet
delivery probability offered by each link. Consider a channel assignment
algorithm which starts from node A and assigns channel c1 to its single
radio. To preserve the topology, nodes B and C must tune one of their
radios to channel c1. Therefore they lose their flexibility in making the
decision for one of their radios. The algorithm finished its work by assigning
channel c2 to the other links incident on nodes B and C (Fig. 5.1(a)). In
order to calculate the capacity offered by this topology, capacity can be
defined as the maximum number of possible concurrent transmissions in the
network [8]. Since in this network all wireless links interfere with each other
and are assigned to channels c1 or c2, at most two transmissions can occur
concurrently (one on each channel). Therefore the network capacity would
be 2 ∗ 0.9 = 1.8.

From another standpoint, since the link between B and A is lossy (compared
to other links), if the channel assignment omits this link, node B can choose
two different channels for its radios, rather than c1, and obviously we achieve
a better channel utilization (Fig. 5.1(b)). The maximum capacity in the
second topology is 3 ∗ 0.9 = 2.7, since all remaining links can transmit
concurrently over different channels.

This example shows that omitting some lossy links may allow the channel
assignment to reach a more optimal solution.
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Note that, removing a wireless link from the network topology is possible if
endpoint nodes do not share any common channel, therefore it is possible to
use channel assignment to prune the network topology. On the other hand,
if the lossy links are removed before channel assignment, CA may add those
links to the topology by putting the nodes on a common channel, if it is not
aware of removed links. Moreover the process of removing links should be
done in a controlled way without affecting the network performance.

We study the problem to find a channel assignment that reduces the inter-
ference over good links with a slack restriction on preserving the network
topology. In order to measure the amount of interference in a channel , c,
we define the average of the interference weight of the links in c as:

Fc =
1

|Ec|
∑

e∈Ec

Ic(e) (5.1)

where Ec is a set of links assigned to a channel, c, and Ic(e) is the interference
weight of a link, e, in a channel, c. So, the aim of our algorithm is keeping
Fc as low as possible over all channels.

Our channel assignment assigns a priority to each link based on its perfor-
mance and then visits each link in order. It then finds the best channel
for the link by comparing the value of Fc for all channels and selecting the
channel which has the minimum interference weight (Fc). We explain the
channel assignment in more detail in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Link Quality Estimation

To assess the delivery probability (pd(e)) of a link we use the shadowing
propagation model (equation (5.3)) [46]. Measurement based propagation
models for radio communication systems indicate that, the average received
signal power decreases logarithmically with distance. The average path loss
for an arbitrary transmission-receiver separation is expressed as a function
of distance.

PL(d)dB = PL(d0) + 10βlog(
d

d0
) (5.2)

where β is the path loss exponent and is usually empirically determined by
field measurements. Large β, indicates more obstructions and hence, faster
decrease in average received power as distance becomes longer. The value
of β depends on the specific propagation environment, here we consider
an urban area, and use β = 2.7 [46]. d0 is the close-in reference distance
which is determined from measurements close to the transmitter and d is
the transmitter-receiver separation distance.
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In reality, the received power at certain distance may be vastly different at
two different location due to the surrounding environmental clutter. Mea-
surements have shown that at any value of d the path loss at a particular
location is a random variable, thus the communication range of a wireless
radio is not an ideal circle. Equation (5.3) predicts the mean received power
at distance d based on the Shadowing propagation model.

[

Pr(d)

Pr(d0)

]

dB

= −10βlog( d
d0

) +XdB (5.3)

where (XdB) is a Gaussian random variable (with zero mean and standard
deviation σ) and reflects the variation of received power at certain distance.
We use σdB = 6 throughout this work.

Since Pr(d) is a random variable with normal distribution the Q-function
(equation (5.4)) can be used to determine the probability that the received
signal level will exceed a particular level:

Q(x) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

x

exp(−u2

2
)du (5.4)

The probability that the received signal level will exceed a certain value ζ
can be calculated from cumulative density function as:

Pr[Pr(d)|dB > ζ] = Q

(

ζ − Pr(d)

σ

)

(5.5)

Packets are delivered correctly if the received power is greater or equal to a
threshold (e.g. RXThresh in network simulator ns-2) [16]. Therefore, the
delivery probability at distance d is given by equation (5.6)

pd(e) = Pr[Pr(d)|dB ≥ 10log10(RXThresh)] (5.6)

In our model we consider that, links exist only when pd(e) ≥ 0.5, this deliv-
ery probability is achievable if d is not longer than 131.53m. For analytical
sections of this work we use equation (5.6) to calculate the delivery proba-
bility of links. Note that RXThresh, antenna gain and height are set based
on default values in [16].
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5.3 Utility Based Channel Assignment (UBCA)

In this section we describe an algorithm (UBCA) for assigning channels
to radios, which is developed based on our model. Note that UBCA is a
centralized algorithm which considers a network with at least one gateway.
The wireless links are assigned a priority for assigning channels. To assign
the priority to the links we consider the gateway placement in the network.

We start by defining the following terms:

Free radio: Whenever the number of channels assigned to a node, is less
than the number of radios it has, the node is supposed to have some free
radios.

Potential link: In a multi-channel network, the availability of a link depends
on the physical distance between end point nodes and the existence of com-
mon channel between them. Therefore, we call a link as potential, if the
endpoint nodes are physically neighbors but they have no common channel.
Note that if a link remains potential at the end of the channel assignment,
it is actually removed.

Our channel assignment algorithm (UBCA) has two phases (see Alg. 5.1).
In the first phase, UBCA chooses the most diverse channel set for links
without having tight restriction for network connectivity. In this phase, if
the algorithm can not assign any common channel to the end point nodes
of a link, it marks the link as potential. In the second phase, UBCA makes
the final decision for potential links: It tries to make one common channel
for them through merging channels over endpoint nodes, or removes them
from the topology.

At the beginning of the algorithm, each link is given a priority based on
its delivery probability and utility. We describe the exact criteria for deter-
mining the priority of each link in the next section (Section. 5.3.1). UBCA
visits each link based on the priority order (line 1 in Alg. 5.1). For each vis-
iting link, the algorithm first determines a possible set of channels, and then
selects the best channel for the link among that set. To select the channel
for a link, UBCA investigates the effect of adding the visiting link to all
possible channels and chooses the channel with lower interference average
(See Alg. 5.3 and equation (5.1)).

If the possible channel set for a link is empty, then UBCA marks the link
as potential for the next phase. The size of the possible channel set for a
link depends on the situation of its endpoint nodes (See Alg. 5.2). If both
endpoint nodes have free radios, then it is possible to assign a new channel to
the visiting link, for this case the possible channel set contains all available
channels. In the case that one endpoint node has no free radios, selecting a
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different channel from the current channel set of that node is against the first
condition of the feasibility (Section 5.2.1), therefore the possible channel set
for the visiting link is equal to the current channel set of the node which
has no free radio (lines 3-5 in Alg. 5.2). If both end point nodes do not have
any free radio, then the possible channel set must be equal to the common
channel between the two nodes. Finally in the case that nodes have no free
radios neither common channel, the possible channel set for the visiting link
would be empty, and the link remains potential (line 9 in Alg. 5.2).

In the second phase, UBCA visits the remaining potential links. It must
decide to remove a potential link from the topology or recheck the channel
assignment to make a common channel between end point nodes. A possible
way to create a common channel between two nodes is to select one channel
from each node’s current channel set and merge them to one, i.e. assigns
all links in one channel to another (Alg. 5.4). For selecting two appropriate
channels to merge, the algorithm must consider the interference weight of the
links after merging channels. However UBCA is mostly oriented to remove
unnecessary links. For this reason, in this phase, it visits the potential links
in an increasing order of priority i.e. the link with the lowest priority is
visited first. For each potential link, it checks whether there is any other
path between the two end point nodes. If so, the link is removed, otherwise
the channel merging process is applied to make the link available.

Theorem 1. The proposed channel assignment algorithm satisfies the feasi-
bility conditions.

Proof. The feasibility conditions are mentioned in Section 5.2.1. Here we
express the proof for each condition separately.

Radio-constraint: For each link, the best channel is selected among the
possible channel set which is determined by Alg. 5.2. To determine the
possible channel set for a link, Alg. 5.2 checks the radio-constraint condition
for end point nodes through lines 2-8. Therefore, the possible channel set
for a link is selected based on the current channel set of end point nodes
and their free radios. Hence the radio constraint condition is preserved.

Connectivity-constraint: The second phase of Alg. 5.1, decides to remove
a link under two conditions: first, there must be an alternative path be-
tween two endpoint nodes; and second, the path must be independent of
the current link (see lines 3-4 of the second phase of Alg. 5.1). If these two
conditions are held, then the algorithm removes the link. Therefore, even
after deletion of a link, there is a path between two nodes, and thus the
network remains connected.
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Input:

Gt = (V,E): The topology graph
Gf : The conflict graph of Gt

C: The available frequency channels
Require: C > 0
Channel Assignment Phase 1:

1: Order potential edges of Gt in non-increasing order of their priority
2: for Unvisited and Potential edge e =< v, u > in order do
3: PCh← Get.Possible.Channel(e, C)
4: if PCh is ∅ then

5: Mark e as “Visited and Potential”
6: else

7: c← Find.Best.Channel(e, PCh,Gf )
8: Assign c to one radio of each endpoint nodes (v,u)
9: end if

10: end for

Channel Assignment Phase 2:

1: Order all “Visited and Potential” links in Gt in an increasing order of their
priority

2: for Potential link e =< v, u > in order do
3: if Any path P between u and v and < u, v >/∈ P then

4: Remove e from Gt

5: else

6: Cv ← Channels that have already been assigned to node v
7: Cu ← Channels that have already been assigned to node u
8: cv ← {c ∈ Cv|Fc < Fi∀i ∈ Cv}
9: cu ← {c ∈ Cu|Fc < Fi∀i ∈ Cu}

10: Merge.Channels(cv, cu)
11: end if

12: end for

Algorithm 5.1: Utility Based Channel Assignment(Gt,Gf ,C)

5.3.1 Computing Links Priority

Recall that the objective of our channel assignment is to reduce the average
interference weight of the high performance links by removing unnecessary
links. Therefore it is necessary to visit the preferred links first. To this
aim considering the delivery probability is not sufficient since links removal
must be carried in such away that have the minimum impact on the paths
to the gateway. To assess the role of each link in constructing the paths to
the gateway we define the Utility metric for each link (U(e)). U(e) will help
us to estimate the probability of using a specific link by routing protocol.
Without any traffic profile, it is pretty hard to estimate the Utility precisely,
but we can have a good estimation by considering a balanced traffic over
the network.
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Input:

e =< u, v >: The link between nodes v and u
Output:

PCh: A set of possible channels for the given link
Require: C > 0

1: if v and u have free radio then

2: PCh← C
3: else if at least one node has free radio then

4: Lim.Node← The node which has no free radio
5: PCh← Current channels of the Lim.Node
6: else if v and u have no free radio but common channels then
7: PCh← Common channels between u and v
8: else

9: PCh← ∅

10: end if

11: return PCh

Algorithm 5.2: Get.Possible.Channel(e =< u, v >,C)

To compute U(e), independent of specific traffic pattern, We use the shortest
path first (SPF) and consider all shortest paths between the gateway and
other nodes in the network. The shortest path, between two nodes, is a
path with the lowest cost from one node to another. The cost of a path is
the total cost of its participant links while the cost of a link is equal to the
inverse of its delivery probability (1/pd(e)) i.e. the expected transmission
count over the link, assuming Bernoulli trials[13]. We define U(e) equal to
the number of times that link e participates in constructing the shortest
paths between the gateway and other nodes (Alg. 5.5).

In a network with |V | nodes consisting one node as a gateway, we have |V |−1
paths from all nodes to the gateway. Thus, we estimate the probability of
using a link for a transmission to the gateway as the utility of that link
(U(e)) over the total number of paths ( U(e)

|V |−1).

Since our channel assignment algorithm tries to prune the topology by delet-
ing some links, it is important to start channel assignment from links with
the higher utility. Through our simulation study, we found that in all topolo-
gies many links have the utility equal to zero or one. Therefore, after sorting
all links based on their utility, links with the same utility must be ordered
based on their delivery probability. This sorting can be done by defining the
priority P (e) of each link e as:

P (e) = γ ∗ U(e)

|V | − 1
+ (1− γ) ∗ pd(e) ∀ e ∈ E (5.7)
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Input:

e =< u, v >: The link between nodes v and u
PCh: A set of possible channels for the given link
Gf : The conflict graph

Output:

C: The best channel for the given link

1: if |PCh| > 1 then

2: MinF ← I(e)
3: for c ∈ PCh do

4: Ec ← Ec ∪ e
5: Compute Fc from equation (5.1)
6: if Fc ≤MinF then

7: MinF ← Fc

8: C ← c
9: end if

10: end for

11: else

12: C ← PCh[1]
13: end if

14: return C

Algorithm 5.3: Find.Best.Channel(e =< u, v >,PCh,Gf )

Input:

csrc, cdst: The channels that must be merged

Require: csrc, cdst > 0

1: for v ∈ The set of nodes which have one radio tuned to channel csrc do

Assign cdst to the radio of node v instead of csrc
2: end for

Algorithm 5.4: Merge.Channels(csrc,cdst)

where γ is a tuning parameter subject to 0 < γ ≤ 1. Big γ prefer links with
higher utility while small γ is preferable for networks without any gateway.
We use γ = 0.9 as a default value for the algorithm. Note that γ = 1 means
classifying links only considering their utility which may be equal for many
links and thus results in an ambiguous classification.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed channel assign-
ment algorithm using the R numerical tool [42] and the ns-2 [16] simulator.
We use R to compare the capacity and interference properties of different
multichannel algorithms [34, 54, 15, 14]. Detailed ns-2 simulations are used
to evaluate the performance of the channel assignment algorithms in 802.11-
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Input:

Gt = (V,E): The topology graph
Sg : Set of gateway nodes

Compute utility, considering all paths to the gateway

1: if Sg 6= ∅ then

2: for v ∈ V do

3: gv ← argming∈Sg
SPF(g, v)

4: Sp[v]← SPF(gv, v,Cost = 1/pd)
5: end for

6: end if

7: for e ∈ E do

8: U(e)← Number of repetition of e in Sp

9: end for

10: return U

Algorithm 5.5: Computing the Utility of Links (Gt,Sg)

based multi-radio mesh networks. We have add the multi-radio functionality
to the physical and MAC layer of 802.11 in ns-2 simulator based on the work
done in [1]. The routing tables in the ns-2 simulations are obtained using
SPF, while considering 1/pd(e) of any link e as its weight.

To assess the delivery probability (pd(e)) of link e we use the shadowing
propagation model [46] with a path loss β = 2.7 and standard deviation
σdB = 6 dB. We have used the default ns-2 values for the other propagation
model parameters (see [16]). In our model we consider that, links exist only
when pd(e) ≥ 0.5. With the selected values, this delivery probability is
achievable if the distance of the link is not longer than 131.5 m.

We consider a network with different number of nodes (10 ≤ N ≤ 30) which
are randomly placed in a square field of 300× 300 m2.

We assume the protocol model for interference between wireless links with
an interference range equal to 263.06 m (two times the communication-
range). Throughout we assume that all nodes are equipped with two radios
that can be tuned over 12 non-overlapping channels. We also compare the
performance of channel assignment protocols with a network in which nodes
are equipped with more radio interfaces and in the case that different number
of channels are available.

We compare UBCA with three relevant channel assignment algorithms that
have been proposed in the literature: the Common Channel Assignment
(CCA) [15]; the Connected Low interference Channel Assignment algorithm
(CLICA) [34]; the distributed channel assignment (ROMA) [14]; and Greedy
Channel Assignment (GCA) [54].

CCA applies the same channel assignment pattern for all nodes, i.e. the first
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radio of all nodes is tuned to the first channel, the second radio is tuned to
the second channel and so on. Therefore if each node has r radio interfaces,
regardless of the number of available channels, the network created by CCA
always uses r channels.

CLICA is a centralized channel assignment which tries to reduce the inter-
ference weight of the links while preserving the network topology. CLICA
visits the nodes based on their priority which is defined by their distance to
a reference node and the number of free radios they have. Here the reference
node is the gateway. While assigning a channel to a link, each end-point
node will lose one of its free radios and thus during the channel assignment
the priority of the nodes will change dynamically. CLICA selects a chan-
nel for a link in such a way that leads to the lowest amount of interference
weight over that link and all other links which are interfering with it [34].

ROMA is a distributed algorithm proposed for a network with at least one
gateway. At the beginning of the channel assignment each gateway produces
a channel sequence (c1, c2, · · · , cn), and broadcasts it. The node which is i
hops far from the gateway will select the ci−1 and ci elements of the channel
sequence, and tune its radios to the selected channels. Therefore, at the end
of the procedure each node will have a common channel with its previous
node on the path to the gateway, and a common channel with its neighbors
at the same and lower level.

GCA is a centralized algorithm which tries to minimize the interference
on wireless links by assigning interfering links to different channels. The
algorithm does not consider any gateway and gives the same priority to all
links. The greedy algorithm runs in several rounds and in each round it
checks all channel-link pairs to find the channel which must be assigned
to a link and minimizes the total interference weight in the network. The
algorithm ends if it can not decrease the total interference weight in the
network anymore.

We also investigate the performance of our protocol UBCA with some
changes; first without removing any links, which means that UBCA acts
as a topology preserving algorithm (UBCA-TopologyPreserve); and second
remove the links with zero Utility from the network topology before running
the channel assignment and then apply UBCA (UBCA-RemoveFirst).

UBCA-TopologyPreserve is chosen to investigate the importance of link re-
moval in channel assignment. On the other hand UBCA-RemoveFirst is
chosen to proof that the link removal should be done in a controlled way to
avoid decreasing the network performance.

Single channel network is also used as a base to compare the performance
of multi channel networks.
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5.4.1 Topology Properties

Capacity-Gain

We use the maximum number of concurrent transmissions as an estimation
for network one-hop capacity [8]. We calculate this metric in two steps:
First, computing all independent sets in the conflict graph, and then select-
ing the set which gives us the maximum capacity factor, as we explain in
the following.

The simplest way to determine the capacity factor (Cf (C)) of a multi-
channel network with C orthogonal channels, is by considering the cardi-
nality of the largest independent set, S, of the conflict graph of each chan-
nel Gf (c) [8]. To take into account the delivery probability in the capacity
metric, we calculate the summation of the delivery probability of the links
in each independent set (equation (5.8)).

Cf (c) = max
∀S⊂Gf (c)

∑

∀e∈S

pd(e) (5.8)

Links over non-overlapping channels are able to transmit simultaneously,
therefore the capacity factor of the network is the total capacity acquired
over all channels (equation (5.9)).

Cf (C) =
∑

∀c⊂C

Cf (c) (5.9)

We define the capacity gain of the multi-channel network in relation to the
single channel network in equation (5.10), where Cf (C) and Cf (1) represent
the capacity factor of a multi-channel network with C orthogonal channels,
and a single channel network respectively.

Capacity Gain =
Cf (C)

Cf (1)
(5.10)

Network Interference

We use two metrics to show the interference characteristic in a multi-channel
network: the collision domain size; and the link conflict weight.

Size of collision domains: A collision-domain is a subset of links in which all
links collide each other if they transmit simultaneously. A collision-domain
in the conflict graph is a complete subgraph or clique of vertices. All vertices
in a clique are connected pairwise, therefore the set of their corresponding
links in the topology graph make a potential collision domain.
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Maximum average interference weight: The interference weight for a link is
the number of links in its interference range (Section 5.2.1). We calculate
this metric taking the maximum of equation (5.1) over C. This metric
is important since a link with the maximum interference weight could be
a potential bottleneck for the network. In CLICA [34] the authors use a
similar metric as the objective function.

5.4.2 802.11 Based Multi-Radio Performance

We use ns-2 simulator to evaluate multi-radio networks created by differ-
ent static channel assignment algorithms in terms of aggregate throughput,
packet delivery ratio, and average delay. In each network we produce ran-
dom traffic flows. We use two type of sources: CBR traffic with fixed rate
at 100 kbps and packet size equal to 1 kB; and TCP traffic with packet
size equal to 1.4 kB. We consider two traffic profiles: gateway profile con-
sisting of flows from the gateway to randomly selected nodes; and random
profile consisting of flows between random pairs of nodes. The simulation
time was set to 100 s. RTS/CTS mechanism is enabled. For each topology
with different number of nodes, we repeated the simulation for 50 different
random placement of the nodes, and report the average with the confidence
intervals.

Aggregate Throughput: For TCP traffic we calculate the aggregate through-
put (Mbps), dividing the total received traffic by the duration time of TCP
flows.

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): We consider the number of correctly received
packets with respect to the amount of sent packets.

Average Delay: For all received CBR packets, we calculate the average delay
to verify the ability of the network to use non interfering channels to deliver
data with less contention.

5.4.3 Results

As explained before, Fig. 5.2-5.4 have been computed with the R numerical
tool [42], analyzing the properties of the topology graphs obtained by the
channels assignment algorithms under study. Note that these properties do
not reflect the fact of having a gateway. Fig. 5.5-5.17, on the other hand,
show the results of analyzing the traces obtained using the ns-2 simula-
tor [16].

Fig. 5.2 shows the capacity gain of multi-channel networks (equation (5.10)).
The results are produced by different channel assignment algorithms vary-
ing the number of nodes. Using CCA the capacity gain is bounded to two,
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since CCA only uses two channels throughout the network [15]. The figure
shows that GCA, outperforms the other mechanisms, but it performs close
to UBCA as the number of nodes increases because UBCA removes some
links and reaches a more diverse solution. The good performance of UBCA
is because two main reasons: first, considering the delivery probability of
the links during the channel assignment; and second, removing some useless
links from the original network. As expected, removing useless links will
reduce the collision domain size, thus resulting a considerable increase in
capacity gain, but it must be considered that removing many links from the
topology as it has been done in UBCA-RemoveFirst does not necessarily
improves the capacity gain since it decreases the number of possible con-
current transmissions. As expected UBCA-TopologyPreserve performance
is close to the other topology preserving algorithm, CLICA.

Fig. 5.3 shows the average size of the collision domains for different number
of nodes. CLICA and GCA are successful in reducing the size of collision
domains compared to CCA, but the reduction is much higher with UBCA
and ROMA. Note that, even after increasing the network density, the size of
collision domains do not change much for the topologies created by UBCA
and ROMA.

Fig. 5.4 depicts the maximum interference weight of the links for different
network densities. The figure shows that by increasing the network density,
the maximum interference weight do not change significantly for UBCA,
while for the other mechanisms increases rapidly. Although CLICA and
GCA are designed to minimize this metric, they couldn’t achieve a reason-
able result compared to UBCA since they tries to preserve the topology
and as explained in section 5.2.1, this approach couldn’t achieve a diverse-
channel assignment hence unsuccessful in eliminating the interference over
links. The same reason justifies the higher value of maximum interfer-
ence weight for UBCA-TopologyPreserve compared to the original protocol
(UBCA) and UBCA-RemoveFirst.

To investigate the performance of the proposed channel assignment in a
general situation, we first run the simulation for the gateway profile. Fig. 5.5
depicts the aggregate TCP throughput with different number of nodes and
5 TCP flows. The figure shows that due to a significant increase in the
network capacity (see Fig. 5.2), UBCA and ROMA outperform the other
mechanisms especially in dense topologies. Note that UBCA- RemoveFirst
performs the same as UBCA, since it removes all links that never used to
reach the gateway and the resulted CA solution will be same as UBCA for
gateway traffic profile.

Fig. 5.6 shows that the packet delivery ratio in network topologies created
by UBCA, CLICA and ROMA are also much better than CCA or GCA.
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Figure 5.2: Capacity Gain.
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Figure 5.3: Size of the collision domains.

Moreover, in contrast to other mechanisms, delivery ratio in UBCA, CLICA
and ROMA is rather insensitive to the network density. GCA as expected
does not perform well for gateway traffic profile since it does not consider
the gateway placement for channel assignment.

Fig. 5.7 shows that by using UBCA, CLICA and ROMA the average delay
for CBR traffic is significantly lower than with the other algorithms. This
confirms its smaller size of collision domains, and lower interference weight
obtained in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 respectively.

We re-run the simulation by considering different number of traffic flows.
The network consists of 15 nodes randomly distributed in a square field of
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Figure 5.4: Maximum interference weight.
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Figure 5.5: Aggregate throughput for TCP traffic (gateway profile).

300× 300 m2. the gateway profile in Figs. 5.8-5.9. Fig. 5.8 shows the aggre-
gate TCP throughput with different number of nodes. As expected, due to
the proper channel assignment in CLICA, ROMA and UBCA compared to
CCA, the aggregate throughput improves significantly. UBCA get almost
the same result as ROMA. Recall that ROMA is designed to optimize the
gateway paths.

Fig. 5.9 shows that the packet delivery ratio in network topologies created by
UBCA and ROMA is much higher than the others. Additionally, in UBCA
and ROMA the rate of decrease in the packet delivery ratio with respect
to the increase of the traffic flows is much lower than the others. Finally,
Fig. 5.10 shows that in UBCA and ROMA, the average delay for CBR traffic
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Figure 5.6: Average packet delivery ratio for CBR traffic (gateway profile).
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Figure 5.7: Average delay for CBR traffic (gateway profile).

is lower than the other algorithms. These results are justifiable by taking
into account the fact that ROMA optimizes the paths to the gateway, and
UBCA estimates the utility of the links based on their frequency to access
the gateway.

We repeat the simulation for random profile of traffic flows. The aggregate
throughput is shown in Fig. 5.11. The result shows that UBCA performs
better for random traffic compared to others. Note that unlike the results
obtained for gateway traffic profile, the network aggregate throughput us-
ing UBCA-RemoveFirst for random traffic profile is worst than the original
protocol (UBCA) which shows that removing all links with the Utility equal
to zero from the network topology may decrease the network throughput.
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Figure 5.8: Aggregate throughput for TCP traffic (gateway profile).
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Figure 5.9: Average packet delivery ratio for CBR traffic (gateway profile).

We investigate the effect of increasing the number of radio interfaces on
each node on the performance of the channel assignment protocols (except
ROMA). Note that ROMA is proposed for a dual-radio network. Fig. 5.12
shows the aggregate network throughput for 5 TCP flows for different num-
ber of radio interfaces at each node. The figure shows that, increasing the
number of radio interfaces at each node improves the performance of GCA
significantly. It also shows that UBCA outperforms other CA mechanisms,
but the performance of the network does not change a lot while using more
radio interfaces for each node.

Fig. 5.13 is obtained for a network with two radio interfaces at each node
while different number of channels are available. The figure shows that as
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Figure 5.10: Average delay for CBR traffic (gateway profile).
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Figure 5.11: Aggregate throughput for TCP traffic (random profile).

the number of channels increase the performance of multi radio networks
improves but it does not improve as the number of channels increases to
more than 6. ROMA and UBCA performs better than others.

We conclude that based on the simulation results, UBCA builds a network
topology with low interference with a small number of radios per node. We
showed that removing some links from the network topology will lead to a
better performance, even if it may cause an increase in the length of some
paths between nodes. The link removal should be done in controlled way to
not reduce the network performance.

The results confirm that performing channel assignment while disregard-
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Figure 5.13: Aggregate throughput for TCP traffic (gateway profile) vs.
number of available channels.

ing the gateway placement does not improve the network performance in a
scenario where the traffic is oriented toward the gateway.

It is also important to note that removing the wireless links from the topol-
ogy is possible if the end point nodes do not share any common channel.
Therefore it must be done during the channel assignment. In other words
if the links are removed from the topology before channel assignment, the
CA mechanisms might make those removed links to be available later by
putting the neighboring nodes on a common channel. Fig. 5.14 shows the
number of removed links which are added to the topology after the channel
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assignment. The figure shows that if CA is not aware of the links which
must be removed the links removal can not be performed correctly.

The Impact of γ

Recall that UBCA uses a weighted metric for assigning the priority to wire-
less links before channel assignment (Section 5.3.1). As we have explained
previously, the priority metric is a weighted sum of the utility and the de-
livery probability of the wireless links. The weight given to the utility (U)
is denoted by γ, while the weight given to the delivery probability (pd) is
1− γ.

To investigate the impact of γ on the performance of UBCA, we repeated
the simulation with 0.1 ≤ γ ≤ 1 for three different network densities (N =
10, 25, 50).

Fig. 5.15 shows that by increasing γ, UBCA achieves better network
throughput for TCP traffic generated in the gateway profile. Obviously
the impact of different value of γ is more significant for dense networks
(N = 25, 50), because big γ leads to decrease the interference over the links
which are close to the gateway.

Fig. 5.16- 5.17 show that a larger value of γ leads to better packet delivery
ratio with less delay for CBR traffic.

These simulation confirms that, since a large γ forces the channel assignment
to favor the links with higher utility, for the gateway profile UBCA achieves
better performance with increasing γ. For the random profile we have not
obtained significant differences for different values of γ.

5.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the importance of considering the quality of wire-
less links during the channel assignment process with more details.

Recall that we associate two properties with each wireless link e: the delivery
probability(pd(e)), defined in section 5.2.2; and the Utility (U(e)), defined
and calculated in section 5.3.1.

We first study the relation between the quality of the path to the gateway
with the throughput and bottleneck delay using queuing model.

We then evaluate the distribution of U(e) over several random network
topologies. Results confirms that links close to the gateway have much
higher utility than other links. Therefore giving higher priority to links with
higher utility to occupy better channels leads to better resource allocation.
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Figure 5.14: Number of zero utility links which are added by CA to the
topology.
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Figure 5.15: Aggregate throughput for TCP traffic using UBCA varying γ
(gateway profile).

5.5.1 Bottleneck Delay and Throughput

Consider a mesh network with one gateway, we assume that all data requests
from mesh routers aim to the gateway, therefore the gateway is treated as a
service station in queuing system. We further assume that the gateway has
an infinite buffer.

We define bottleneck delay, Ds, as the average delivery delay of data requests
at the gateway while the service time of each request is identical and equal
to Ts. We also define the throughput, λ, as the maximum data requesting
frequency from all mesh nodes to the gateway.
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Figure 5.16: Average packet delivery ratio for CBR traffic using UBCA
varying γ (gateway profile).
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Figure 5.17: Average delay for CBR traffic using UBCA varying γ (gateway
profile).

We assume that all mesh nodes (excluded from gateway) generate data re-
quest at the constant rate of τ . Considering the delivery probability of a
wireless link (pd(e)), if τ is the rate of data produced at one endpoint node
then the data arrival at next node could be considered with the average rate
of pd(e)τ . Since the delivery probability is sufficiently smaller than τ we can
model the data arrival at the next node as a Poisson distribution with mean
λe = pd(e)τ .

Suppose that all nodes are placed over one path to the gateway, and as a
result of the channel assignment mechanism, all links are active over non-
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interfering channels. Since all transmissions can be done simultaneously,
according to the additivity property of Poisson distribution, data requests
arrival at gateway will be of Poisson distribution with mean value of λ:

λ = τ
∑

e∈Se

pd(e) (5.11)

where Se is the set of links which construct the path to the gateway. Equa-
tion (5.11) indicates that the quality of the shortest path to the gateway
determines the upperbound for the throughput.

For a gateway with an infinite buffer; the constant service time of a data
request; and data requests arrival at Poisson distribution, we can model the
data incoming and outgoing as in an M/D/1 queue. Considering constant
service time Ts, the expected value of Ts, is identical (E[Ts] = Ts) and the
variation of Ts is zero. According to [59], the bottleneck delay for a linear
topology can be estimated as:

Ds = Ts +
T 2
s λ

2(1− Tsλ)
(5.12)

The data request arrival rate shows the bottleneck throughput and since the
value of the utilization factor (ρ = Tsλ) should be smaller than one (in order
to arrive at a steady state), the data arrival rate should be smaller than 1

Ts
.

Therefore the maximum data rate for each mesh router is bounded by:

τ =
1

Ts

∑

e∈Se
pd(e)

(5.13)

We consider one path to the gateway which consists of 10 mesh routers uni-
formly placed in a chain. We assume that after channel assignment each
node can establish transmission only with its successive nodes on the path,
moreover all links are established over non-overlapping channels. We change
the distance between nodes to have different values for data delivery prob-
ability of wireless links, while the number of nodes is kept intact. As the
distance between nodes gets larger the cost of the path to the gateway in-
creases. Note that, all nodes (except the gateway) produces data requests
at the constant rate of τ . We run the experiment varying the value of τ in
the range of 20 to 100. The service time, Ts, is assumed to be 1 ms for all
requests.
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Fig. 5.18 shows the maximum data arrival rate, λ, at gateway, for different
value of the data rate at each node, τ . As expected, the throughput drops
as the distance between nodes gets larger. Fig. 5.18 depicts that, the higher
the data rate, the more sensitive to the distance.

Fig. 5.19, on the other hand, shows the bottleneck delay for different data
rates of mesh nodes. As expected the higher data arrival rate the bigger
delay it suffers at the gateway to get serviced. Note that for τ = 100 in a
scenario where the distance between nodes is 50m, the bottleneck delay goes
to infinity. This phenomenon happens because for this topology, according
to equation (5.13), the bottleneck data rate value is about 100, which prevent
the system from reaching the steady state.
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Figure 5.18: Maximum data request arrival at gateway for different data
arrival rate at mesh nodes
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5.5.2 Utility Distribution
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Figure 5.20: The distribution of links utility in a mesh network
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Figure 5.21: The ECDF of links utility

Category Links Delivery
Probability

Links Utility Considering the
paths to the
gateway

Considering all
paths

1 ≥ pd ≥ U 8.56% 14.39%
2 ≥ pd < U 43.01% 37.18%
3 < pd ≥ U 11.89% 20.03%
4 < pd < U 36.54% 28.40%

Table 5.1: The percentage of links, distributed in four categories based on
their delivery probability and utility in a network

In a WMN with a gateway, the traffic distribution is usually skewed, since
most of the user traffic is directed to/from the gateway. Therefore links close
to the gateway should be selected with higher probability by the routing
protocol. We define utility (U(e)) to estimate the probability of using a
specific link, e, for a random traffic request (see section 5.3.1).
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Note that, since a weak link with pd(e) < 0.5 is not favorable for trans-
mission, in our model we consider links with the delivery probability equal
or greater than 0.5 (Section 5.2.2). In practice, routing protocols favor
links which offer higher performance. Therefore most of the links with lower
quality are likely useless.

We perform a simple experiment in our simulation area to verify the different
types of links considering the delivery probability and the utility. We assume
a network with one gateway and 24 nodes, which are distributed randomly
in a 300 × 300 m2 square field. The gateway is fixed and placed on the
right edge of the field. We calculate the average utility of links in different
area of the network over 1000 different network topologies. Fig. 5.20 shows
a perspective view of average links’ utility, for all networks. As expected,
in the neighborhood areas of the gateway, the average utility of the links
has a considerable bigger value compared to other regions of the network.
According to our experiments, 79.54% of links have the utility equal to 0,
it means that, none of the network nodes use them to access the gateway,
while 0.2% of links participate in more than 12 paths (U(e) ≥ 12), i.e. the
probability of using those links, for a transmission, is more than 0.5. Note
that, the average of links utility (U), in this network, is 0.42. To gener-
alize our result, we calculate the utility of links regardless of the gateway,
by considering not only the gateway-paths, but also, every other shortest
paths between all pairs of nodes. Fig. 5.21 shows the empirical distribution
function (ECDF) of links utility in this scenario. The figure shows that af-
ter considering all possible paths, a considerable amount of links have the
utility close to zero.

We use the average of delivery probability (pd) and the average of utility
(U), to categorize the links based on their attributes: first the links with big
delivery probability and utility; second the links with big delivery probabil-
ity but small utility, third the links with small delivery probability but big
utility; and forth the links with small delivery probability and small utility.
Table 5.1 shows the percentage of links in four categories and for two men-
tioned scenarios: considering only paths to the gateway; and considering all
paths between all pairs of nodes. As shown in table 5.1, the forth category
contains at least 28% of the network links, which have the lowest amount of
pd , and are less important in the network (small U). Note that, this result
is almost the same for a dense network.

From the result in this experiment, it is obvious that assigning high priority
to the links in categories with higher U and pd, to occupy better channels,
will lead to better channel assignment, since these links are more probable
to participate in traffic transmissions. On the other hand, it is important to
disregard links in category four during the channel assignment. Removing
weak links from the topology may lead to even better performance due to
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the following reasons:

• It reduces the potential interference over good links,

• It relaxes the restriction over channel assignment to make a common
channel for weak links by considering finite number of radios per node,

• It doesn’t have a big effect on the communication between nodes.

This simple experiment shows that; it is extremely unfair and illusive to
threat all links identically.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the static channel assignment problem in a
multi-radio multi-channel mesh network. We have showed that considering
the utility of the links makes it possible to estimate the usefulness of each link
regardless of the traffic profile. We have presented a new algorithm, called
UBCA, which assigns channel to links considering their utility without a
tight constraint on preserving the topology. We have done a performance
evaluation comparing UBCA with other relevant static channels assignment
algorithms proposed in the literature. In our study, we have used a numerical
tool to analyze the properties of the topology graphs, and detailed ns-2
simulations. Our numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of UBCA
in exploiting channel diversity for reducing the interference over wireless
links with a small number of radios per node. The simulation results show
that our approach increases the performance of the multi-radio mesh network
significantly. Additionally, UBCA provides a considerable decrease in the
size of collision domain and thus significant increase in the network capacity.
The ns-2 simulations proved that pruning the network from some useless
links leads to a better channel utilization and thus reduces the average delay
and increases in the packet delivery ratio and throughput.





CHAPTER6
Game Theory Modeling of Distributed

Channel Assignment

6.1 Introduction

Game theory is considered to solve the non-cooperative and distributed
channel assignment problem where nodes have conflict of interests for the
wireless bandwidth. Many game theory based channel assignment solutions
have been proposed recently [17, 55, 30, 21, 49]. However they do not con-
sider the dynamic nature of wireless environment, which results in a different
amount of available bandwidth in each channel due to presence of external
devices. Moreover, they assume perfect information at each player, and
in some cases there is no constraint for the number of radios installed on
nodes [30].

In a scenario with external interference, it is not possible to have the perfect
knowledge of the channel use before moving to that channel. The other
shortage of the previous proposals is assuming all nodes to seek for a maxi-
mum identical amount of bandwidth while in a wireless network, nodes may
reduce their data rate to avoid congestion or to save energy. The proposed
games are solved disregarding the effect of past events on future decisions.

In this chapter we present a novel Game Theory based formulation for chan-
nel assignment problem which is general enough to be applicable in heteroge-
neous networks consisting of nodes equipped with different number of radio
interfaces. We solve the game by means of an adaptive learning algorithm
based on multiplicative weight updates. The numerical results show that,
the learner is capable to cope with the random changes in the environment
and reach a satisfactory stable situation in a limited amount of time.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 contains the
description of the problem and the game model. The best response to the
game with one collision domain is discussed in Section 6.3. The general
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multiplicative weight learner algorithm is explained in Section 6.4 to solve
the game for multi collision domain network. Numerical results is presented
in Section 6.5 and the chapter is concluded in Section 6.6.

6.2 Problem Formulation

6.2.1 Scenario

We consider a multi radio wireless network that consists of N wireless nodes
which are equipped with several radio interfaces. We assume that there are
|C| non-overlapping channels available.

We define Ii < |C| as the number of radio interfaces installed on node i. Each
wireless channel suffers external interference caused from external devices
which belong to other networks. The goal of a node is to use the channels
which have more available bandwidth in order to satisfy its required data
rate.

We define the normalized available bandwidth of a channel c, Bfree(c) =
BW (free,c)
BW (total) , as the amount of bandwidth which is free over channel c re-

lated to the total bandwidth of the channel, where BW (total) is the same
for all channels. We assume that nodes can estimate the occupancy of
channels using any of the bandwidth estimation methods proposed in the
literature [51, 40, 43].

We define ri,c as the number of radios that node i has placed on channel c.
Since the node does not get any benefit from placing more than one radio
in the same channel, ri,c is limited to 1 (ri,c ≤ 1). Therefore, the bandwidth
share available for node i over channel c is equal to:

Bi,quota(c) =
Bfree(c)ri,c

max(
∑

n∈N rn,c, 1)
(6.1)

We define ϑi as the bandwidth that node i wants to acquire. This minimum
bandwidth can be satisfied using one or more channels at the same time.

6.2.2 Channel Assignment Game

We consider the problem of finding the best channel assignment as a game
played between each node and the environment. The environment consists
of all other nodes of the same network, as well as the devices from other
networks that also operate in the same set of channels, that is, all wireless
nodes which work in the interference range of node i. From now on we use
the terms node and player interchangeably. We assume that, players are
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rational and selfish. However they do not know exactly the payoff matrix of
the game, but they are able to measure the current strategy’s payoff at the
time. The game is played over several rounds and players can modify their
decision in order to obtain a higher payoff.

We define si as the strategy of player i, which is the channel allocation vector
of the player, given by:

si = (ri,1, ri,2, ..., ri,C), i = 1, . . . , N (6.2)

A node strategy, si, describes whether it has a radio over a specific channel
or not which can be either a pure strategy or a mixed one.

Note that the total number of radios employed by player i is given by:

C
∑

k=1

ri,k ≤ Ii (6.3)

We define the strategy matrix (strategy profile), S, as the strategy vector
of all players at a given time:

S =









s1
s2
...
sN









(6.4)

By S−i we shall refer to the strategy matrix which consists all nodes’ strate-
gies except player i.

We define the payoff of playing the strategy vector si equal to the bandwidth
share that node i gets from all channels, on which it has radios, to the total
available bandwidth of all channels in its neighborhood.

F (si, S−i) =

∑

c∈C

Bi,quota(c)

∑

c∈C

Bfree(c)
(6.5)

We define ϕi as the minimum payoff that node i expects to gain considering
its required data rate (ϑi).

ϕi =
ϑi

∑

c∈C

Bfree(c)
(6.6)
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Nodes are not able to know the payoff of all possible strategies but they can
choose a channel by measuring the payoff in the current strategy profile.
However they must avoid channel oscillation. Channel oscillation happens
when nodes detect that a given channel is occupied by many nodes and they
decide to switch to another channel at the same time, eventually they will
find the target channel occupied again. To avoid channel oscillation we use
a Markov model to compute the expected payoff of selecting any channel
discounting the expectation of the neighboring nodes (Section 6.2.3).

6.2.3 Markov Model

1 2 3
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Figure 6.1: Markov model of transition from one strategy to another

The behavior of a node can be modeled as a Markov chain, when the node
keeps the current strategy with the probability proportional to the payoff
it gets and changes to other strategies with the probability proportional
to the complementary of staying in the current strategy. Fig. 6.1 shows a
chain with 3 strategies or states available for a node with one radio interface
while S−i,t is the current strategy of the environment. The probability of
staying in strategy si for a node is self transition over si and is equal to
psisi = F (si, S−i,t). We assume that, the node has the same tendency to
leave its strategy and occupy any other strategies. Therefore the probability
of departure from strategy s to any other strategy ś is considered as psiśi =
1−F (si,S−i,t)

|Si|−1 . Note that for a node with Ii radios, |Si| =
(|C|
Ii

)

is the number

of possible channel selections (strategies) while |C| channels are available.
The transition matrix of the Markovian process is:

Pi(S−i,t) =







F (1, S−i,t)
1−F (1,S

−i,t)
|Si|−1

1−F (1,S
−i,t)

|Si|−1 . . .
1−F (2,S

−i,t)
|Si|−1 F (2, S−i,t)

1−F (2,S
−i,t)

|Si|−1 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .






(6.7)

We define the predicted payoff of selecting any strategy as the stationary
vector, that is, the probability of selecting a strategy after a hight number
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of steps while S−i,t remains unchanged (ρi,t = ρi,tPi(S−i,t)).

6.3 One Collision Domain Solution

We first investigate the scenario where nodes have complete information and
the game is played simultaneously at each stage. Later, we will provide a
new algorithm to solve the game in a general scenario. This section is a
benchmark to justify the results of the general algorithm.

We define the goal of the channel assignment as maximizing the total band-
width that all nodes acquire in the network. We further assume that there
is only one collision domain.

The best response is the strategy profile that leads to the maximum achiev-
able bandwidth considering both the number of radios (Ii) and the band-
width required by each node (ϕi).

We define best response as the strategy that minimizes the difference be-
tween the bandwidth that a node gains and the bandwidth it requires.
Therefore, given that S is the game strategy profile (Equation (6.4)), the
best response is the answer of the following optimization problem:

Minimize:

G(S) =
∑

i∈N





ϑi
∑

c∈C

Bi,quota(c)



 (6.8)

subject to:

∑

k∈C

ri,k ≤ Ii ∀i ∈ N

∑

i∈N

ξiri,c ≤ Bfree(c) ∀c ∈ C

Note that, ξi shows the bandwidth demand of a node for each channel (equa-
tion (6.9)), since we assume that, a node which has radio interfaces over more
than one channel will use all channels proportionally.

ξi =
ϑi

∑

c∈C ri,c
(6.9)
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To obtain the best response, the minimization problem is solved using La-
grangian multipliers:

L(G(S), λ1, . . . , λN+|C|) =

∑





ϑi
∑

c∈C

Bi,quota(c)



− λ1

[

C
∑

k=1

r1,k − I1

]

− . . .

−λN

[

C
∑

k=1

rN,k − IN

]

− λN+1

[

∑

i∈N

ri,1ξi −Bfree(1)

]

− . . .

−λN+|C|

[

∑

i∈N

ri,|C|ξi −Bfree(|C|)
]

In detail, the equations that are solved are:

∂L

∂ri,c
= 0 ∀i ∈ N ; ∀c ∈ C

together with the complementary slackness conditions:

λi

[

C
∑

k=1

ri,k − Ii

]

= 0 ∀i ∈ N

λN+c

[

∑

i∈N

ri,cξi −Bfree(c)

]

= 0 ∀c ∈ C

To Solve the optimization problem we must assume that a node knows the
payoff of all possible strategies, which is only possible if all nodes are in one
collision domain. In the next section we provide an algorithm which solves
the game without any need to deal with the optimization problem.

6.4 General Multi Collision Domain Solution

We propose a real-time learner algorithm which uses the local information
at each node and is based on a multiplicative weight update scheme [18].
The main idea of the real-time learner is as follows: 1) each player assigns
a weight to each possible strategy considering its payoff, 2) if the current
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strategy does not provide the desired payoff, the player selects a random
strategy considering the weights, 3) the player updates the weights based
on the local observation of the channel occupancy.

Note that the properties that make this algorithm interesting are:

• The algorithm minimizes the loss that players suffered without know-
ing the complete cost matrix of all strategy combinations.

• If other players are adversarial, it is proven that the algorithm con-
verges to the Minimax solution [18].

• If other players are not adversarial, the solution obtained by the player
is better than the Minimax solution. Note that the external interfer-
ence which occupies part of the spectrum, can be considered as another
player, which does not have a minimization strategy.

Let E[F (S−i,t)] be the expected payoff vector of node i. Therefore consider-
ing the strategy profile S−i,t, the expected payoff of selecting strategy si is
E[F (si, S−i,t)]:

E[F (si, S−i,t)] = δE[F (si, S−i,t−1)] + (1− δ)F (si, S−i,t) (6.10)

where δ is the memory tuning parameter that takes values in the range
[0, 1). Equation (6.10) works as a low pass filter with an exponential impulse
response, that approximates the mean value of F (si, S−i,t).

A node assigns a non-negative weight (w(si)) to each element of
E[F (si, S−i,t)]. Initially E[F (si, S−i,t)] is unknown to player i, but as the
game is played repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds (1, . . . , T ), it is up-
dated at each round. In each round t ∈ [1, . . . , T ], the player plays a mixed
strategy based on the weights assigned to the elements of E[F (si, S−i,t)].
The probability of selecting the strategy si, is calculated as the related mag-
nitude of its weight to the total weights of available strategies:

pt(si) =
wt(si)
∑

s∈Si

wt(s)
(6.11)

Initially all weights are set to 1, thus, the probability of selecting any strat-
egy is identical following a uniform distribution. Once one strategy has been
selected, the node observes the network state, that is, the external interfer-
ence and the channels occupied by its neighbors. Based on that, it measures
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its obtained payoff and updates the weight assigned to strategy si using the
following formula:

wt(si) =











1, F (si, S−i,t) ≥ ϕi OR

F (si, S−i,t) ≥ max(ρi,t)

wt−1(si)β
(1−E[F (si,S−i,t)]), otherwise

(6.12)

Here β is the game parameter in the range of (0, 1) which yields a multiplica-
tive update [18]. The player selects a new strategy only if it does not obtain
the expected payoff (6.6) and the current payoff is lower than the maximum
payoff computed by the Markov model (Section 6.2.3). This implies that, a
node stops oscillating between channels when the bandwidth it gets with the
current strategy is adequate. Note that, reaching a stable solution is a key
point since oscillating between channels reduces the network performance
due to the switching delay of the current wireless antennas.

The performance of the decision made by the learner using the multiplicative
weights scheme, depends on the value of β. The main theorem [18, 19]
concerning this algorithm is:

Theorem 1 For any matrix M with n rows and entries in [0, 1], and for
any sequence of mixed strategies Q1, . . . , QT played by the environment, the
sequence of mixed strategies P1, . . . , PT produced by the algorithm satisfies

T
∑

t=1

M(Pt, Qt) ≤
ln( 1

β
)

1− β
min
P

T
∑

t=1

M(P,Qt) +
1

1− β
ln n (6.13)

The proof can be found in [18, 19]. The theorem simply implies that, the ex-
cellency of the decisions made by the learner using the multiplicative weights
scheme, depends on the value of β. A high β value introduces minor changes
to the weights, and the learner follows the environment more accurately
but slowly. Therefore it is applicable to a scenario where the environment
changes less frequently. On the contrary, a low β value imposes big changes
in the weights, which introduces a higher error to the decision but, it is
adequate to a scenario with frequent changes.

Note that the best solution reached by the learner is not necessarily the Nash
Equilibrium, since it has been shown that multiplicative weights update
learning algorithm cannot work for Nash Equilibrium in general bi-matrix
games [12].
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6.5 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the real-time learner channel assignment (RTLCA) al-
gorithm (Section 6.4) is evaluated and compared with the best response
solution (Section 6.3) and two other game models proposed in the litera-
ture.

We first consider a scenario with N = 5 nodes, where each node has Ii = 2
radio interfaces. The number of available channels is |C| = 5. All channels
have the same total bandwidth and it is normalized to 1. The amount
of external interference in each channel (i.e. environment strategy) follows
a uniform random variable which picks values in the range between 0.2
and 0.8. The values of external interference are kept unchanged during the
simulation.

The learner algorithm is examined for different values of β, δ and ϕ. Re-
member that δ is the memory tuning parameter for computing the payoff
(Equation (6.10)), β is the game parameter (Equation (6.12)), and ϕ is the
minimum payoff that a node expects to gain (Equation (6.6)). Each point
in the charts shows the result of running the algorithm for 50 rounds and
is averaged over 50 runs with different random seeds. The error bars shows
95% of confidence interval.

Fig. 6.2 shows the average distance between the payoff obtained by the
real-time learner algorithm and the maximum achievable payoff from the
best response for different values of δ. We have run the simulation for
β ∈ {0.1, 0.9} and ϕ ∈ {0.2, 0.8}. The figure shows that changing ϕ has
a big impact on the results. With small ϕ the difference between the best
possible payoff and the payoff obtained by the algorithm is less than 0.1,
which implies that the algorithm can reach the expected results easily. For
a network where nodes have high expectation for payoff (big value of ϕ),
reaching a good result depends on tuning β and δ. By selecting a small
value for β the best result is achieved when δ is big (and vice versa). This is
because of the fact that a small β imposes big changes to the weights assigned
to the strategies and nodes are prone to select different strategies in each
round, i.e. in each round the solution is less dependant to the past which is
get adjusted by having a big value for δ as a memory tuning parameter.

Fig. 6.3 shows the values of G(S) (Equation (6.8)) for the strategy profile
that the game reaches after 50 rounds. Fig. 6.3 confirms that in each sce-
nario the minimum G(S) is acquired when the difference between the payoff
obtained by the system and the best payoff reaches 0.

Fig 6.4 shows the average number of radio interfaces over each channel (left
y-axis) for the final strategy profile after running the game for 50 rounds.
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Figure 6.2: The performance of the learner related to the best response vs.
different values of δ
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Figure 6.4: The average number of radio interfaces on each channel
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Figure 6.5: Chebyshev distance between the obtained and the demand payoff
vs. different number of nodes

The results are obtained for ϕ = 0.8, β = 0.9 and δ = 0.8. The portion of
free bandwidth over each channel (right y-axis) is shown by a red line. The
figure shows that for the stable strategy the number of radio interfaces on
each channel is relative to the available bandwidth on the channel.

We evaluate the performance of RTLCA with two other game based channel
assignments proposed in the literature: Centralized Nash Equilibrium Chan-
nel Assignment (CNECA) [35]; and Centralized Nash Equilibrium Multi
Collision domain Channel Assignment (CNEMCCA) [55]. CNECA consid-
ers all nodes interfere each others while CNEMCCA is designed for multi
collision domain networks. Both algorithms distribute the interfering ra-
dios on different channels fairly. However none of the proposed algorithms
considers the different available bandwidth for different channels.

Fig. 6.5 is obtained for grid networks with different number of nodes (9 ≤
N ≤ 100). The number of available channels is |C| = 12. Nodes’ requested
payoff follows a uniform random variable which picks values in the range
between 0.1 and 1 (Equation (6.6)). We obtain results for RTLCA with
β = 0.2 and γ = 0.8. The other parameters are the same as for Fig 6.2.

Fig. 6.5 shows the Chebyshev distance metric between the obtained payoff
and the payoff which is required by the players for different game based
channel assignments. The results show that, RTLCA is more successful
in providing the required bandwidth, for players, in unpredictable wireless
environments.
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6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a Game Theory based formulation for the
channel assignment problem in multi-radio wireless networks. The consid-
ered problem is formulated using a repeated game with incomplete infor-
mation and it is general enough to be applicable in any wireless network.
We solve the game using a multiplicative weights learning algorithm which
adapts to the changes in the environment and reaches a desired solution in
a limited amount of time.



CHAPTER7
Distributed and Hybrid Channel

Assignment

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose SICA, a Semi-dynamic and Interference aware
Channel Assignment protocol for IEEE 802.11 based WMNs. SICA esti-
mates the amount of interference over channels, induced by any external
wireless device, based on IEEE 802.11k standard [26]. We then use game
theory to formulate the channel assignation problem. The model we use
in this chapter is the simplified version of the game we have proposed in
Chapter 6. The main contributions that sets our work apart from others are
the following ones:

• A novel game theory formulation of the channel assignment problem,
considering external and internal interferences.

• A decision making strategy assuming imperfect information at each
mesh router that allows a fast network adaption to the changing wire-
less environment.

• A fully distributed channel assignment algorithm which preserves the
network connectivity and supports any routing protocol.

• A new protocol which applies channel load estimation, interface
switching, control message exchange and data delivery mechanisms
in addition to channel assignment.

We evaluate SICA through simulations using ns-3 [41] and compare it with
other channel assignment mechanisms that have been proposed in the litera-
ture [57, 43, 21]. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of SICA in exploiting
channel diversity, hence reducing the interference over wireless links and im-
proving the system performance in terms of capacity and supported nodes
and networks.
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The chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 7.2–7.5 we explain SICA
architecture, channel assignment algorithm and simulation details. The per-
formance evaluation is done in Section 7.6, and Section 7.7 ends the chapter
with the concluding remarks.

7.2 SICA Architecture

We present a multi-radio multi-channel mechanism which mitigates the im-
pact of the interference, and improves the performance of the wireless mesh
networks by driving the benefits of non-overlapping channels. The dis-
tributed multi-channel architecture considers the channel selection mech-
anism, describes the switching process of the antennas and controls data
buffering and transmitting. Nodes use a distributed algorithm to occupy the
best channel based on the information gathered during the channel sensing
periods. Channel assignment is viewed as a lower layer mechanism which
does not consider the traffic load and, therefore any routing protocol can be
applied to the network.

We describe SICA in the specific case where nodes are equipped with two
radio interfaces, each one being able to use a set C (with cardinality |C| > 1)
of non overlapping channels. However, SICA could be easily extended to a
network where nodes are equipped with a number of radios larger than two.
The radios will be referred to as the receiving radio and the transmitting
radio, and denoted by R and T, respectively.

The distributed channel assignment mechanism selects and assigns the best
channel to the R radio of each node. Then, nodes switch the T radio
accordingly. For example, if a generic node A tunes its R radio over channel
c ∈ C, each neighboring node, which aims to send traffic to A, will switch
its T radio to channel c before start transmission. The T radio remains on
channel c until all packets, which are addressed to node A, have been sent,
or until a maximum period of time, called Tmax.

In the following sections we explain the details of SICA. We explain the
channel sensing mechanism and CA algorithm in sections 7.2.1, 7.2.2 and
7.2.4, respectively. The synchronization and switching of R and T radios
are explained in sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5.

7.2.1 External interference estimation

To estimate the amount of external interference, mesh nodes use the Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) mechanism for spectrum sensing [31]. CCA is
based on energy detection during a specific period of time. At a given time all
nodes on the same channel stop transmission and start sensing the channel.
The required time synchronization for the common sensing period is achieved
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Figure 7.1: Sensing a channel by gathering samples

through sending messages (see Section 7.3). Since all nodes working on
the same channel must remain silent during channel state assessment, a
big sensing period will degrade the network throughput. However, a long
enough sensing period is necessary to have a precise estimation [57, 26]. In
SICA, each node senses only one channel at each sensing period (the channel
of its receiving radio). Then, at the end of each sensing period, each node
exchanges the channel state information with its neighbors.

As shown in Fig 7.1, during the sensing period (TSS) every node monitors
the channel by taking samples at the sense rate (TSRate). TCA is the period
of time between consecutive runs of channel assignment algorithm.

The channel status would be monitored as either idle or busy. Define
Ti,busy(c) as the time that channel is sensed busy during the sensing pe-
riod and Ti,idle(c) as the amount of time that the channel is sensed idle.

IEEE 802.11k standard for radio resources measurement [26] proposes a
simple formulation to compute the channel load as the percentage of time
that the node senses the medium as busy. At the end of the sensing period,
node i estimates the normalized bandwidth (or duty cycle) consumed by
external networks over a channel c, as:

Bi,neig(c) =
Ti,busy(c)

Ti,busy(c) + Ti,idle(c)
(7.1)

The mesh node then uses the channel load to make decision in channel
assignment algorithm (see Section 7.2.2).
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7.2.2 Game Theory Based Channel Assignment Model

We use a game theory model for the distributed channel assignment in SICA,
which is adaptive to the external interference.

In our model each node is a rational player which tries to occupy the best
channel for its R radio. The best channel is a channel which suffers less
external interference and it is not shared by many neighboring nodes in the
same network. From this point forward, we use the terms node and player
interchangeably.

Let N be the number of nodes of the network, and fi,c the number of R
radios of player i using channel c (fi,c ∈ {0, 1}). Define the strategy of
player i, si, as its channel allocation vector, given by:

si = (fi,1, fi,2, . . . , fi,|C|), i = 1, . . . , N (7.2)

A player strategy describes whether it has a radio over a specific channel or
not. Note that the total number of R radios employed by player i is given
by

fi =

|C|
∑

k=1

fi,k (7.3)

In a dual radio network with one R radio for each node, fi = 1.

We define the strategy matrix (strategy profile), S, as the strategy vector
of all players at a given time:

S =









s1
s2
. . .
sN









(7.4)

By S−i we refer to the strategy matrix consisting of all nodes’ strategies
except player i. Note that, node i may not know S−i completely.

We formulate a game theory model where each player i chooses a channel
c trying to minimize a loss function. Each mesh router uses two separate
costs for selecting a channel. The first cost is according to the channel load
estimated in Section 7.2.1 (Equation (7.1)). The second cost is according
to internal interference induced from neighboring nodes. To estimate the
internal interference over a channel, mesh routers compute how congested
is the channel in the neighborhood. Let Ni be the number of nodes in the
interference range of node i (two-hops neighbors based on the interference
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protocol model presented by [24]). We represent by Ri(c) the number of
nodes in the set Ni that have tuned their R radio to channel c at a given
time:

Ri(c) =
∑

k∈Ni

fk,c (7.5)

We define the density of interfering nodes over channel c by

Ri(c)

Ni
(7.6)

The mesh router then merges the costs by taking the weighted average of
the individual cost as a bandwidth loss function:

Mi,B(c, S−i) = α ·Bi,neig(c) + (1− α)
Ri(c)

Ni
(7.7)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the control parameter.

However, the cost of one node’s decision depends not only on the available
bandwidth of the selected channel, but also on the switching delay penalty
if a node’s radio switches frequently. According to [57, 37] current 802.11
commodities suffer a considerable switching delay (Ds), that ranges from
80 µs to 22 ms. We consider the magnitude of the switching delay related
to the Hello interval, TH (explained in Section 7.4).

If the hello interval is large enough the effect of the switching delay is negli-
gible and nodes are allowed to switch frequently to other channels. On the
other hand a considerable switching delay should result in a higher channel
switching cost, making nodes to switch between channels less frequently.

Let ci the channel being used by node i for the R radio, we assume that a
switching delay loss function, for any channel, is given by:

Mi,D(c, S−i) =

{

Ds

TH
, c 6= ci

0, otherwise
(7.8)

Finally, we combine bandwidth and switching delay costs in the loss function
given by:

Mi(c, S−i) = γ Mi,B(c, S−i) + (1− γ)Mi,D(c, S−i) (7.9)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter. Note that the loss function codomain
is [0, 1].
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It is not feasible nor necessary for a player to compute Mi(c, S−i) for all
possible values of S−i. Each player computes the loss value for one strategy
profile at a time. In Section 7.2.3 we explain how this method solves the
game effectively.

To sum up, we have defined a game with the following properties:

• Nodes are rational players and try to occupy the most vacant frequency
channels.

• Nodes do not have knowledge about their neighbors criteria of making
decision, beforehand.

• Each channel decision imposes a cost (in the range of 0 to 1) to a
node, as a function of switching delay and available bandwidth on the
selected channel.

• The game is played in several rounds, as the external parameters intro-
duced by the environment may differ in each round, the environment
is unpredictable and can remain permanently in the transient state.

7.2.3 Solving the channel assignment game

Due to the changes in the co-channel interference, the game outlined in the
previous section has no deterministic loss matrix, therefore using common
approaches to solve the game is impossible. Our solution is based on real-
time learning approach proposed by [18, 19].

As define before, Mi(c, S−i) is the loss matrix of node i, i.e. the rows of
Mi(c, S−i) are the strategies of node i (the channels, c ∈ C, it can choose),
and the columns are all possible strategies of the other players, S−i.

Each node assigns non-negative weights (wi(c)) to the rows of Mi(c, S−i).
We assume that, the number of rows in Mi(c, S−i) is the same for all nodes
and equal to the number of orthogonal channels (|C|).

Initially Mi(c, S−i) is unknown to player i, but this game can be played
repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds (1, . . . , T ). To avoid the channel
oscillation in each round t (t ∈ 1, . . . , T ), the player plays a mixed strat-
egy based on the weights (wi,t(c)) assigned to the rows of Mi(c, S−i). The
probability of selecting the channel c, is calculated as:

Pi,t(c) =
wi,t(c)

∑

c∈C wi,t(c)
(7.10)

Initially, all weights are set to 1, which means that the probability of se-
lecting any channel is identical. After selecting a channel, the node gathers
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information from its neighbors and updates the loss that is suffered (equa-
tion (7.9)). Then, the weights are updated as:

wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c)β
Mi(c,S−i) (7.11)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is the game parameter [19].

As explained in Chapter. 6 with β near 1, the algorithm introduces minor
changes to the weights and the learner, follows the environment more accu-
rate but slowly. On the contrary, a β close to zero, imposes big changes in
the weights, and introduces a higher error to the decision. Therefore, it is
adequate to a scenario with frequent changes.

In our simulations we found that β = 0.2 leads to better results (see Sec-
tion 7.6). We use the same β for all players.

7.2.4 Channel Assignment Mechanism

Alg. 7.1 summarizes the channel assignment mechanism previously de-
scribed. Recall that the main idea of SICA is to use all the available in-
formation at each node, which is gathered from its neighbors and sensing
the channels, and selects the best channel by playing a game with mixed
strategies. As explained in Section 7.2.3, the game is played in rounds that
we refer to as channel assignment periods, and represent its duration by
TCA. Each node i runs Alg. 7.1 at every TCA.

Input:

Ni: set of one and two-hops neighbors of node i.

1: if this is the first assignment then
2: Set wi,t(c) = 1 ∀c ∈ C
3: Assign a random channel ci to the R radio
4: else

5: Compute Pi,t(c) ∀c ∈ C (Eq. (7.10))
6: Compute the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) out of Pi,t(c)

∀c ∈ C.
7: Select channel ci using Inverse Transform Sampling.
8: Assign channel ci to the R radio.
9: end if

10: Switch the R radio to channel ci (Alg. 7.2)
11: Use CCA to estimate Bi,neig(c) (Eq. (7.1))
12: Inform other neighbors about Bi,neig(c)
13: for c ∈ {channels used by R radio of Ni nodes} do
14: Calculate Mi(c, S−i) (Eq. (7.9))
15: Update wi,t(c) (Eq. (7.11))
16: end for

Algorithm 7.1: SICA(Ni)
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Parameter Name Description Possible Value Default

TH Hello interval 10 ms - 100 ms 20 ms
TCA Channel assignment interval TH ≪ TCA 10 s
TSS Channel sense interval TH < TSS < TCA 5 s
TSRate Channel sense rate TSRate ≪ TSS 1 ms
α Bandwidth loss function tuning parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 1
β Channel weight parameter 0 < β < 1 0.2
γ Loss function tuning parameter 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 0.8
|C| Number of available orthogonal channels 1 < |C| 8
Ds Switching delay of the radio 80 µs - 20 ms 300 µs

Table 7.1: Channel Assignment Parameters

Four main reasons make SICA to be an efficient channel assignment algo-
rithm:

• Nodes are not required to have the perfect information about other
players’ strategies and loss functions.

• Nodes are supposed to be selfish players trying to occupy the best
channels.

• It is not necessary for a node to estimate the external interference
over all channels. Each node only estimates the interference over the
channel of its R radio.

• The proposed channel assignment eliminates the Channel Oscillation
problem. This problem happens when some nodes find a channel
empty and try to occupy it simultaneously. In such situation, the
nodes will switch back as they will find it busy by the others that
have switched to that channel too. Playing a mixed strategy, as previ-
ously described, avoids channel oscillation since each node selects the
destination channel randomly with a predefined probability.

Table 7.1 summarizes the parameters of the channel assignment mechanism
and the default value for each one of them.

7.3 Mesh nodes synchronization mechanism

Unlike most CAs proposed in the literature, in SICA there is not a common
control channel shared by all nodes. In SICA, the synchronization is achieved
through exchanging messages over the data channels. Since each node can
assign a different channel to its receiving (R) radio, nodes must be aware of
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the channels used by their neighbors’ R radios. In SICA, a node broadcasts
Hello messages to report the channel of its R radio to its neighbors.

It is not necessary to send Hello messages over all available channels, except
when a new node joins the network or when a node stops receiving Hello
messages from any neighbor. Once a node knows the channels used by the
R radio of its one-hop neighbors, the node switches the T radio to those
channels and sends Hello messages every TH seconds.

We refer to the period between Hello messages as TH . This period must be
long enough to minimize the overhead caused by the switching time of the
T radio, and small enough to keep the information updated for all nodes.

A Hello packet contains the following information, besides a sequence num-
ber:

1. Channel and MAC address of the R radio,

2. Channels of the R radios of the node’s one-hop neighbors,

3. Spectrum sensing information,

4. Channel switching attempt information.

Additionally, each node has to broadcast the the channel used by the R ra-
dios of its one-hop neighbors in the Hello messages. Therefore the neighbors
are able to keep the information of two-hops nodes.

Spectrum sensing information contains: i) the estimated consumed band-
width by external interferences over the receiving channel; and ii) the time
units remaining before the start of the next sensing period. Neighboring
nodes need information about the upcoming sensing period to avoid initiat-
ing any transmission over the channel that is going to be sensed.

Channel switching attempt information is the expected time units before
the moment that a node will switch its R radio to a new channel (See
Section 7.5). Note that there is no need to have a tight synchronizations
between nodes since nodes are aware of changes through Hello messages.

7.4 Data delivery mechanism

After gathering information from the neighbors, a node may start trans-
mitting data. One node may have packets to deliver to different neighbors
which have their R radio on different channels. In our model each channel
is associated with a sequential first-in first-out (FIFO) queue. Packets are
added to the corresponding queue according to the receiving channel of the
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neighbors. When the T radio switches to each channel, it sends all or some
of the packets in the associated queue. We use a different queue for Hello
messages, which has higher priority than data packets’ queue.

A mesh node uses a Round Robin approach to visit all the channels for which
it has data to sent, defined as the subset Ci ⊂ C. To avoid starvation, after
switching, the T radio will stay in one channel for at most a specific period of
time (Tmax). We assume that the switching delay of the T radio is constant
and equal to Ds. Therefore if a node has to send data over Ci ⊂ C channels,
it will take |Ci| Tmax+(|Ci|−1)Ds to visit them. In order to have the same
opportunities to transmit over Ci channels, the node computes Tmax as:

Tmax =
TH − (|Ci| − 1)Ds

|Ci|
−Dt (7.12)

where TH is the period between Hello messages and Dt is the delay before
the T radio starts the transmission. Note that Ci is given by the number of
different channels used by node’s neighbors.

Fig. 7.2 shows an example describing the whole process. In the example
the node has |Ci| = 2 channels over which it has data to send. Every TH

a Hello packet is pushed at the front of the Ci queues. We show Hello
and Data packets with black and shaded boxes, respectively. Tmax shows
the maximum duration of time that a node may remain in each channel
(see Equation (7.12)). In detail, Fig. 7.2-a shows the node status before TH

starts. The mechanism starts from channel one (Fig. 7.2-b) and, after Tmax

it switches to channel two, where it is able to transmit only three packets
before to switch again to channel one.

After switching the T radio to a channel, to avoid collision with any ongoing
transmission on the channel, a node must wait at least for Dt units of time
before it starts transmitting, (see Section 7.5.2). After Dt, the node sends
packets during at most Tmax, then it switches the T radio to channel two
and the transmission process is repeated for this channel (Fig. 7.2-b). While
there are packets in the queues, the node will round robin among them until
the end of TH (Fig. 7.2-c).

Note that the T radio can not switch to a channel and initiate any trans-
mission when the channel is being sensed by any of the neighboring nodes.
Moreover nodes must consider the switching attempt of the R radio which
is announced to the neighbors before it starts. The switching mechanisms
of T and R radios are explained with more details in the following section.
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Figure 7.2: Channel queues and data delivery mechanism

7.5 Channel Switching Mechanism

The switching mechanism consists of two different protocols for switching T
and R radios, respectively.

7.5.1 Switching the R radio

When a node decides to switch the R radio to any channel, it must announce
the switching attempt through Hello messages. The switching attempt in-
formation in a Hello message, consists the following fields:

1. The destination channel to which the R radio will switch,

2. The time to switch (TS).

The switching time (TS) contains the remaining time in the current channel
until the R radio switches to the new channel. This time must be longer than
the Hello interval to make sure that all neighbors are informed. Therefore
the neighbors will consider the new channel for upcoming transmissions. A
node follows the steps in Alg. 7.2 to tune the R radio to the defined channel.

If a node misses any information about a switching attempt of a neighbor,
the node would fail to send packets to it. The algorithm tries to prevent this
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Input:

c: The target channel for switching

1: if there is any transmission on R radio then

2: Wait until the end of transmission
3: else

4: TS ← Random(2TH : 3TH)
5: Set the timer delay to TS

6: while the timer is running do

7: Update the switching attempt information in Hello messages
8: end while

9: Switch the R radio to channel c
10: end if

Algorithm 7.2: Switch The R Radio (c)

by selecting a sufficiently large TS (see Table7.1). Moreover the node always
gets information about a lost neighbor from other common neighbors, thus,
updating its information.

7.5.2 Switching The T Radio

The T radio switches channels more often than R. Alg. 7.3 describes the
switching mechanism for the T radio. Here each node checks all queues
sequentially (Round Robin) and if there is any data waiting for transmission,
it switches the T radio to the corresponding channel and starts sending data
after Dt units of time.

When a node switches to a new channel it may fail to hear an on-going
transmission between any other nodes on the same channel, so it could be a
hidden terminal for the ongoing transmission and must avoid transmitting
immediately to prevent the collision. Consequently after switching, a node
may wait for Dt before starting any transmission.

The node remains on the target channel until the end of the transmission
or at most for Tmax. Then it proceeds to check the other queues.

7.6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed channel assign-
ment algorithm using ns-3 simulator [41] for 802.11-based multi-radio mesh
networks. We use a network where the mesh routers initialize their routing
tables using Shortest Path First (SPF), minimizing the number of hops. We
assume a two ray ground propagation model with a radio range of 250 m.
Wireless nodes can tune their radio to any channel among 8 non-overlapping
channels (according to IEEE 802.11a standard). RTS/CTS mechanism is
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Input:

Qc: The packet queue associated with the channel c
Ci: Channels of R radios of one-hop neighbors

1: for c ∈ Ci do

2: Set the timer delay to Tmax

3: if |Qc| > 0 then

4: Switch the T radio to channel c
5: Wait for Dt period of time
6: while the timer is running AND |Qc| > 0 do

7: P ← Pop one packet from Qc

8: Send P
9: end while

10: end if

11: end for

Algorithm 7.3: Switch The T Radio (QCi
, Ci)

disabled.

We compare SICA with three relevant channel assignment mechanisms
proposed in the literature: the Centralized Breath First Channel As-
signment (BFSCA) [43]; the semi-dynamic interference aware channel as-
signment (Urban-X) [57]; and the Nash Equilibrium Channel Assignment
(NEMCA) [29]. A baseline single radio network working over one channel
is also introduced for completeness.

7.6.1 Description of BFSCA, Urban-X and NEMCA

Breath First Search Channel Assignment (BFSCA) [43] is a centralized
mechanism that considers one node in the WMN as a coordinator, which
is responsible for assigning channels to all nodes’ radios in the network. It
also considers that one radio at each node is tuned to a common channel
for control messages. Each node estimates the external interference through
monitoring the wireless media, sending the results of such action to the cen-
tral node through the common channel. The coordinator then assigns chan-
nels to links and informs nodes. Nodes redirect the traffic to the common
channel before switching to a new channel and, therefore, they need to be
tightly synchronized as, otherwise the channel switching mechanism would
interrupt the traffic transmission. Channel assignment in BFSCA uses a
graph theory based interference model to find the interfering links [24]. It
sorts all links based on their distance to the central node and then tries to
assign different channels to the interfering links but if such a channel is not
found it assigns a random channel to the link.

Urban-X [57] uses three radios for each node: one R and one T radio, as in
SICA, and a third radio which is tuned to a common channel for all nodes.
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The common channel stays unchanged through the life time of the network.
Channel assignment in Urban-X is distributed and takes into account the
amount of flows a node has to send, and the estimated external interference
over the channels. Nodes need to have information about the number of flows
their neighbors have. Then Urban-X assigns a priority to each node based
on the number of active flows it has. Nodes having higher priority have more
chances to occupy the best channels. Nodes broadcast control messages over
the common channel up to two-hops neighbors. After switching to a channel,
the T radio remains there for a predefined period of time (40 ms).

Nash Equilibrium Channel Assignment (NEMCA) [29] is a game theory
based channel assignment which only considers the internal interference.
NEMCA is distributed and played by rational nodes. Nodes consider the
internal interference over channels without keeping any memory. Each node
selects a list of channels which are better than the current channel it has,
from where it selects the next channel to use using a uniform random prob-
ability.

7.6.2 Simulation Parameters and Performance Metrics

We have evaluated the performance of the protocols for different number of
nodes for two different node placement topologies: grid and random, and
with different number of traffic flows. The traffic is generated by 100 kbps
CBR flows with packet size of L = 8000 bits sent over vertical and horizontal
directions in the grid topology and between random nodes in the random
topology. Data queues are simulated in a way that they drop the old pack-
ets automatically to avoid saturation. We assume that the maximum time
duration that a packet can remain in a queue is 1 s for data and 20 ms (TH)
for Hello messages.

The channels receiving interference from external networks, are chosen ran-
domly. In the simulations, we consider that, at each time 50% of channels
are busy due to the external interference. A channel with external interfer-
ence is modeled as an on-off process, such that the channel is sensed busy
and idle during the on and off states, respectively. Note that as the chan-
nel is detected busy due the external interference, nodes are not allowed to
transmit during that state. The duration of the busy state has been fixed to
a constant value, while the duration of the idle state is chosen exponentially
distributed. The duration of the busy and idle periods have been varied to
produce different interference loads.

The SICA parameters have been set using the values of Table 7.1. The
specific parameters of other protocols are set according to the values given
in [43, 57, 29].
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We consider three network performance measures:

• Data delivery ratio: ratio of the total amount of data which is correctly
received by the destinations, to the total amount of data packets trans-
mitted by the sources.

• Average end to end delay: mean delay of the packets to reach the
destination.

• Control overhead: ratio of the total number of control messages sent
between nodes, to the total number of correctly received packets.

7.6.3 Results

Grid Topology

Figures 7.3-7.5 show the network performance for different number of nodes
and two CBR traffic flows of 100 kbps. Every 50 s, external interference is
introduced over 4 channels chosen randomly.

In these simulations the duration of the busy state of the external interfer-
ence is fixed to 10 ms, while the mean duration of the idle state is 8 ms.
The results have been obtained averaging over 10 runs of 1000 s simulation
time with different seeds. The error bars in the figures show 95% confidence
intervals.

Fig. 7.3 shows that the delivery ratio is 20% higher in SICA and BFSCA than
in Urban-X or NEMCA. This is a significant improvement, since Urban-X
and BFSCA use 3 radios and SICA uses only 2. This result shows that the
game theory approach used in the channel assignment of SICA outperforms
the optimized centralized algorithm used in BFSCA for large networks. The
bigger error bars in NEMCA and the single-channel network shows that they
suffer more unexpected external interference which is avoided by adaptive
schemes. Moreover, NEMCA, as a non adaptive channel assignment, per-
forms worse than a single channel network because of the radio switching
penalty and channel assignment overheads for making inefficient decisions
without considering the external interference.

In Fig. 7.4 we can see that the average end to end delay is lower in SICA and
BFSCA than the other protocols. SICA leads to a lower delay thanks to the
fast switching mechanism of the T radio over all channels (see Section 7.4)
and because it avoids the channels which suffer external interference. The
average delay in Urban-X is much higher than others because it keeps the
T radio in each channel for a predefined period of time, regardless of having
data to send, therefore forcing a considerable delay for data waiting in the
queues of the other channels.
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Figure 7.3: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)
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Figure 7.4: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)
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Figure 7.5: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)

Fig. 7.5 shows that SICA and BFSCA have similar control overhead. BF-
SCA uses a common channel for control packets which should be forwarded
until the coordinator node, in SICA on the other hand a node broadcasts
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control messages only over all channels which are used by its neighbors. The
control overhead in NEMCA is much higher than others since it broadcasts
many control messages for channel assignment but has a low data delivery
ratio. The control messages of the single channel network consist of Hello
messages that nodes send every TH seconds to their neighbors to announce
their presence.

Random Topology

Fig. 7.6- 7.8, show the packet delivery ratio, average end to end delay and
control overhead for different number of nodes which are randomly dis-
tributed over a 1000 × 1000 m2 area. Each point in the figures shows the
average over 50 runs. The error bars in the figures show 95% confidence
intervals. Fig. 7.6 shows that the delivery ratio in SICA is higher than other
protocols and it does not drop a lot as the number of nodes increases. For
BFSCA and Urban-x on the other hand, the delivery ratio drops fast as the
number of nodes increases. NEMCA performs the same as a single channel
network following the reasons explained for Fig. 7.3.

Fig. 7.7 shows that the average end to end delay of all protocols is much
lower compared to Urban-X due to the same reason explained for Fig. 7.4.

Fig. 7.8 confirms the reason explained for Fig. 7.5, showing that control over-
head for NEMCA is higher than other protocols, while SICA and BFSCA
lead to lower control overhead.

Increasing the number of traffic sources

Fig. 7.9-7.11 are obtained using a 8×8 grid network while other parameters
are the same as the parameters considered for the grid scenario.

Fig. 7.9 shows that the delivery ratio of SICA is higher than others in pres-
ence of high traffic load. The delivery ratio of BFSCA drops fast increasing
the number of traffic flows, since any channel switching interrupts the data
transmission and nodes are forced to deliver data packets through common
channel which offers a high load over the common channel (Section 7.6.1).

Urban-X performs better in presence of high load traffic compared to BFSCA
since it considers the traffic load for making decision, but it results in a
considerable high end to end delay (Fig. 7.10).

Fig. 7.11 shows that the control overhead of SICA and BFSCA is almost
better than others.
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Figure 7.6: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Random topology)
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Figure 7.7: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes (Random topol-
ogy)
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Figure 7.8: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Random topology)

Changing the interference load

Fig. 7.12 is obtained using a 8× 8 grid network while other parameters are
the same as the parameters considered for the grid scenario.
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Fig. 7.12 compares the delivery probability obtained with all protocols, vary-
ing the load of the interference. The x-axis of these figures shows the amount
of the external interference, which is varied by changing the duration of the
busy state of the interference process between 5 ms and 20 ms, and main-
taining the mean duration of the idle state equal to 8 ms. We introduced
interference over 4 channels. Fig. 7.12 shows that, even with a high interfer-
ence load, the delivery ratio in SICA and BFSCA does not change, when the
interference is increased. On the other hand, delivery ratio in Urban-X and
NEMCA drops fast. The result confirms that, SICA and BFSCA are much
more robust and less sensitive to the external interference than Urban-X.

Data delivery ratio: temporal evolution

In order to have a more detailed view of the protocol’s behavior, Fig. 7.13
shows the time evolution of the delivery ratio obtained with different channel
assignment protocols using a 8× 8 grid network. Other parameters are the
same as the parameters considered for the grid scenario. The values shown
in the figure have been obtained repeating the simulation for 20 different
random seeds and averaging the delivery ratio over 5 s periods.

Figure shows that in SICA the delivery ratio is kept more stable than in
others. BFSCA is also able to offer a high packet delivery ratio with a
few variations. Urban-x shows high variations in delivery probability and
NEMCA is incapable to avoid the interference over channels.

SICA performance as function of α, γ and β

Finally, we investigate the sensitivity of SICA to the α, γ and β tuning
parameters that characterize the response of the game theory model (see
Section 7.2.2). Fig. 7.14-7.16 are obtained using a 8× 8 grid network while
other parameters are the same as the parameters considered for the grid
scenario.

Recall that α is the weight which controls the related magnitude of exter-
nal and internal interference and γ is the weight between the bandwidth and
switching delay loss functions, while β is used to update the mixed probabil-
ities of the game. Fig. 7.14- 7.16 show the delivery ratio obtained with SICA
varying α, γ and β, respectively. The figures show the values obtained for
a grid network with different number of nodes (depicted with different line
types), and using other parameters the same as the parameters considered
for the grid scenario.

Fig. 7.14 shows that SICA performs better for the high values of α. This
comes from the fact that in our simulation scenario, nodes are prevented
from communicating during the time that a channel is occupied by external
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interference, which has a higher impact than the internal interference on the
system performance.

Fig. 7.15 shows that the performance of SICA is not sensitive to γ but values
of γ in the range of [0.4, 1] give better results, which implies that it is more
important to give a higher weight to the bandwidth loss functions rather
than switching delay loss function. This comes from the fact that we have
chosen a Hello interval (TH = 20 ms) significantly larger than the switching
delay (Ds = 300 µs).

Regarding β, Fig. 7.16 shows that the best results are obtained with β < 0.4.
Recall that choosing a lower value for β makes the algorithm to adapt faster
to the changes of external interference.

7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated the channel assignment problem in
multi-radio wireless mesh networks. We have proposed a new semi-dynamic
channel assignment protocol called SICA. We presented a novel formulation
for channel assignment problem using game theory and have solved the
game using a real time learning mechanism. SICA is a distributed channel
assignment and assumes that nodes do not have perfect knowledge about
other’s nodes strategies. We have done a performance evaluation comparing
SICA with other channel assignments mechanisms proposed in the literature.
Simulation results show the efficiency of SICA in assigning proper channels
to radios by avoiding external interference.
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Figure 7.9: Data delivery ratio vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 7.10: Average end to end delay vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 7.11: Control overhead vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 7.12: Data delivery ratio vs. Busy duration of external interference
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Figure 7.14: Data delivery ratio vs. α
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Figure 7.15: Data delivery ratio vs. γ
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Figure 7.16: Data delivery ratio vs. β





CHAPTER8
Validation and Verification of Multi-Radio

Multi-Channel Mesh Networks Simulation

8.1 Introduction

Implementing a multi-radio multi-channel mesh network is very challenging
due to the following reasons:

• The transmitting and receiving antennas installed on a single mesh
node should be separated enough to reduce the noise of the transmitter
on the own receiver [48, 14].

• The current 802.11 commodity devices suffer interference caused from
non-overlapping frequencies over each other due to lack of prefect fil-
tering at the antenna [48].

• The MAC layer of IEEE 802.11 standard should be modified to support
channel assignment mechanisms [11].

• The routing protocol must be modified to take the advantage of the
underlying channel assignment [14, 15, 43, 59].

Channel assignment mechanisms are usually evaluated via simulations due
to the multiple considerations and complex scenarios required to evaluate
them [34, 54, 6, 52, 4, 17, 40, 57, 30]. However most of current network
simulators do not support multi-radio routers nor dynamic re-configuration
of the radio interface, requiring modifications in to their core-level to allow
the evaluation of CA mechanisms [1].

Ns-3 [41] is a young simulator which allows the wireless mesh nodes to
be equipped with more than one radio interface, and makes it possible to
change the frequency of the radio during the simulation runtime. Although
those features are necessary in order to simulate a multi-radio multi-channel
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network, they are not enough for simulating hybrid or dynamic CA mecha-
nisms. Multi radio mesh networks simulated in ns-3 based on the recently
published standard, IEEE 802.11s [27], are assumed to share common chan-
nels. The ns-3 modules for IEEE 802.11s can be used to simulate static or
semi-dynamic CAs but they are insufficient for dynamic or hybrid CA. As
in IEEE 802.11s, the peer links are formed over common channels, the Peer
Management Protocol must be changed to be able to send beacons for neigh-
boring mesh points which do not share any common channel. This mod-
ification is incompatible with IEEE 802.11s standard which assumes that
mesh points operate in a single channel [27]. According to IEEE 802.11s
standard, multi radio stations form different meshes on different channels,
which are unified in a single LAN using the layer two bridging. We consider
the problem of simulating hybrid CAs without restrict our work to IEEE
802.11s mesh networks.

In this chapter we show in detail how to simulate a hybrid channel assign-
ment protocol using ns-3 simulator [41] without any need to modify the
simulator’s source code (Section 8.2). We use the simulator version 3.9 re-
leased on August 2011. As a specific example, we present the simulation
of the channel assignment proposed in [40] (Section 8.3), followed by the
simulation verification and the validation of the proposed CA model using
a Markov chain (Section 8.4- 8.5). The conclusion remarks are presented in
Section 8.6.

8.2 Simulation Components For Multi Radio
Mesh Networks

In this section, we introduce the required extensions to ns-3 simulator [41]
for simulating hybrid CA mechanisms. These extensions include the basic
functions on top of which the CA mechanism can be implemented. In addi-
tion, a CBR traffic generator and a specific routing strategy are presented
as required components, to evaluate the performance of the CA mechanism.

8.2.1 Multi Radio Wireless Nodes

Multi radio wireless mesh nodes are the required basic building blocks of
the simulation scenarios. Fig. 8.1 shows a wireless mesh node equipped
with several radio interfaces.

The figure depicts a general cross-layer channel assignment protocol that
interacts with the new components which must be added to the simulation:
traffic generators; routing protocol; and the channel sensing mechanism.

In Program 1 it can be seen how to make a multi radio node (MRNode)
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Figure 8.1: Node object

in ns-3. Where I is the number of radio interfaces which must be installed
on a node. Note that in ns-3 a unique ID starting from 0 is automatically
assigned to each radio interface.

We configure the MAC and physical layers according to Table 8.1 which
makes IEEE 802.11a based radio interfaces. The radio propagation model
is set to the fixed range propagation model with a maximum range equal to
250 m. We also define a single transmission rate equal to 6Mbps for data
and control packets transmission. Note that this configuration is not fixed
and it could be changed to any of the propagation and channel loss models
that ns-3 supports [41].

Program 1 Creating a multi radio wireless node

1 Ptr<Node> MRNode = CreateObject<Node> ( ) ; ///< Create a node
2 Ptr<WifiNetDevice> rad io ;
3 for ( int i =1; i< I ; i++ ) {
4 rad io=CreateObject<WifiNetDevice> ( ) ; ///< Create one rad io i n t e r f a c e
5 radio−>SetMac ( macConfiguration ) ; ///< Conf igure the MAC lay e r o f the

i n t e r f a c e
6 radio−>SetPhy ( phyConf igurat ion ) ; ///< Conf igure the phy s i c a l

a t t r i b u t e s o f the i n t e r f a c e
7 MRNode−>AddDevice ( rad io ) ;} ///< Add the dev i c e to the node
8 Ptr<NewClass> NewObject = CreateObject<NewClass>
9 ( ) ; ///< Create another object , i . e . CA

10 MRNode −>AggregateObject (NewObject ) ; ///< Attach the ob j e c t to the
node

Lines 8- 10 of Program 1 shows how any other object (CA mechanism,
routing protocol, etc.) is created and aggregated to the wireless mesh node.
Fig. 8.2 shows the class diagram of a node in ns-3.

Sections 8.2.2- 8.2.3 provide a brief explanation of the components which
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must be added to the multi radio node to make it possible to simulate the
channel assignment mechanism.

8.2.2 Network Devices

Configuring The Radio Interface

Ns-3 indicates each channel with a unique ID, which starts from 0. By
default the channel assigned to all radios in a node is set to 0. To re-
configure the channel assigned to a radio interface, a node has to change the
ID of the default channel in the physical layer of the radio interface. All
channels is ns-3 are supposed to be non-overlapping.

Program 2 shows the process of assigning channel c to the first radio interface
(netDevice) installed on MRNode.

Note that, if the interface is busy due to sending or receiving, it is not
possible to switch to another frequency. Program 2 checks the status of the
device (Line 5) before setting the new channel.

It is also possible to acquire the remaining time until the device gets idle
(Line 9) and set the channel afterward (Line 11).

Data Service Components

To transmit packets in a multi radio multi channel architecture, where wire-
less nodes use a dynamic or hybrid CA, some extra tasks must be done
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Parameter Name Description Value

Standard MAC and Physical layer
standard

ns3::WIFI PHY STANDARD 80211a

PropagationDelay The propagation delay
between the specified
source and destination

ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel

PropagationLoss Modalize the propaga-
tion loss through a
transmission medium

ns3::RangePropagationLossModel

MaxRange Radio range 250 m
RemoteStationManager Data and control pack-

ets transmission rate
ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager

Table 8.1: Physical and MAC layer configuration

to acquire the channel on which the packets must be sent, in addition to
computing the time for switching a radio interface to the desired channel.
Fig. 8.3 shows the main process that a node follows to deliver packets on the
presented multi-radio multi-channel architecture. It comprises three steps:
Destination Channel Query, Time Stamp Assignment and Packet Queuing
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Figure 8.3: Data Services For Channel Assignment Mechanism

Unlike single channel networks, a node in a multi channel architecture needs
to consider the possibility of having next hop neighbors over different chan-
nels. Therefore, to forward a packet, a wireless mesh node needs to know
the channel over which it can send the packet, in addition to the the address
of the next hop mesh node.
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Program 2 Assign channel c to a radio interface (netDevice)

1 Ptr <NetDevice> netDevice= MRNode−>GetDevice (0 ) ; ///< Get the
address o f the rad io i n t e r f a c e

2 Ptr <WifiNetDevice> wi f iNetDev ice=
3 netDevice−>GetObject<WifiNetDevice >() ;
4 Ptr<WifiPhy> netDevicePhyica lLayer = wif iNetDevice−>GetPhy ( ) ; ///<

Get the a c c e s s to the phy s i c a l l a y e r
5 i f ( ! netDevicePhyica lLayer−>I sStateBusy ( ) )
6 netDevicePhyica lLayer−>SetChannelNumber ( c ) ; ///< Change the

channel o f the rad io i n t e r f a c e
7 else

8 {
9 Time de layToId le =

10 netDevicePhyica lLayer−>GetDelayUnt i l Id l e ( ) ; ///< Get the time
l e f t u n t i l the dev i c e get f r e e

11 Simulator : : Schedule ( delayToIdle ,& Swi t ch Inte r f ace , this , c ) ; //
/< Schedule the t imer to change the channel l a t e r

12 }

The Destination Channel Query function finds the channel on which the
packet must be sent. A Packet Queuing mechanism buffers packets and
keeps them until the sender switches one radio interface to the corresponding
destination channel. To avoid saturation in a given queue, the packets that
have been waiting for a period of time exceeding a certain threshold, are
dropped from the queue. For such purpose, a time stamp is assigned to
each new arriving packet and used as a reference to drop the packets.

a. Destination Channel Query: Multi radio nodes keep the following infor-
mation about their neighbors in addition to their address:

• The number of radio interfaces a node has,

• The channel assigned to each radio interface,

• At which time each node will switch from one channel to another,

• At which time each node can receive packets on each channel.

The mentioned information is kept in the Neighbor Table. To forward a
packet, a node gets the receiving channel of the next hop neighbor. With
this information the node can tune a radio to that channel and send the
pending packets.

Nodes use control messages to update the information about their neighbors
in the Neighbor Table. This is necessary for the adaptive channel allocation
mechanisms, where a node changes the channel of its radio interface fre-
quently.
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Every time that a node informs its neighbors about switching the channel
of its radio interface, the neighbors will update the entry in the Neighbor
Table.

In a multi channel architecture, nodes may need to monitor the available
channels to acquire the list of busy channels. When forwarding a packet,
the node should make sure that the receiver is not in the monitoring mode.
Therefore, the node needs to keep the next monitoring period for all of its
neighbors to avoid initializing any transmission.

Program 3 shows an entry of the Neighbor Table.

Program 3 An entry of the Neighbor Table

1 struct NeighborTableEntry
2 {
3 uint32 t m id ; ///< The ID o f the ne ighbor
4 uint32 t m neighborRadioNo ; ///< The number o f rad io i n t e r f a c e s that

the ne ighbor has
5 uint32 t m neighborChannel ; ///< The channel used by neighbor ’ s

rad io i n t e r f a c e
6 Address m Addr ; ///< MAC address o f the ne ighbor ’ s rad io i n t e r f a c e
7 Time m switchTime ; ///< Shows the remaining time that a ne ighbor

stay on the cur rent channel
8 uint32 t m neighborNewChannel ; ///< New channel f o r the r e c e i v i n g

rad io
9 Time m monitorTime ; ///< Shows the remaining time un t i l the

ne ighbor s t a r t s monitor ing a channel
10 Time m updateTime ; ///< Time stamp , which shows the moment that the

in fo rmat ion i s updated
11 bool c l o s e ; ///< I f the entry exp i r ed or not
12 }

b. Timestamp Assignment: Nodes must time stamp the packets waiting to
be sent over a certain channel, in the case the destination channel is busy,
the older packets must be discarded to avoid saturation. Therefore, it is
possible to control the length of the buffers.

The timestamp assigned to each packet is equal to the time at which the
packet was received from the routing agent (Tenqueu(p)). We define Twait(p)
as the maximum amount of time that a packet is allowed to stay in the
buffer before it is transmitted over the wireless media. To remove the old
packets, a node checks the current time of the system (Tcurrent), and deletes
those packets that Tcurrent > Tenqueu(p) + Twait(p).

To avoid the queues from getting saturated in high traffic rate, nodes may
select a smaller value for Twait(p).

c. Data Queuing: In multi-radio multi-channel networks, the number of
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Element Description

Packet Type The type of the packet: Data or Control
Packet A pointer to the packet
Expire Time The time at which the packet expires and should be dropped

Table 8.2: Packet buffers elements

available frequencies is bigger than the number of radio interfaces at each
router (|C| > I). Therefore neighboring nodes may set their antennas over
different channels. A wireless mesh node which has traffic for more than one
neighbor, might need to switch to different channels to be able to deliver its
packets to the next hop. During the time that a node transmits data over
a channel, packets destined for other channels must be buffered to be sent
later.

We create sequential First-in, First-out queues for buffering packets in ns-3
for different channels. Each queue corresponds to one of the available chan-
nels. The defined queues have the ability to eliminate the old packets auto-
matically as described in Section 8.2.2.

Table. 8.2 shows the fields of each element of the queue with a brief descrip-
tion.

8.2.3 External Interference and Channel Sensing

Simulating two separate wireless networks which interfere each other is not
possible in ns-3. Separated wireless networks simulated in the same scenario
do not have any effect over each other since ns-3 treated them separately.
Note that, Signal to Noise plus Interference (SNIR) is defined as part of the
physical layer of the WiFi device [33]. Therefore setting the noise figure
weight for a radio interface affects all packets which have been received over
different channels. For an adaptive channel assignment we have a scenario
where each channel is occupied by different amounts of interference. Nodes
estimate the amount of interference through sensing or monitoring all chan-
nels at the same time [43, 57]. Simulating this scenario is possible only if
the interference threshold is set separately for each channel.

Therefore, to simulate the external interference on wireless channels, we have
created an Interference Emulator for each channel (Program 4). The inter-
ference emulator is based on a semi Markov model of the possible channel
status (Fig. 8.4), where the status of a channel is considered as either Busy
or Idle.

The emulator keeps the channel Busy for predefined period of time (Busy-
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Duration). The duration of Idle state is determined using an exponential
random variable with mean equal to MeanIdleTime.

In the constructor (Line 8 of Program 4), a timer is initialized to call the
ChangeStatus function when it expires. Initially the delay of the timer is set
to an exponentially distributed random variable with mean equal to 8 ms.

ChangeStatus changes the status of the channel from Idle State to
Busy State or vice versa. It sets the timer to BusyDuration after setting
the channel status to Busy State. Whenever it changes the channel status
to Idle State it sets the timer to a randomly selected duration.

Idle Busy

Figure 8.4: Channel Status

Program 4 External Interference Emulator

1 ChannelEmu : : ChannelEmu ( ) :
2

3 busyDuration(<Mil l iSeconds> BusyDuration ) , ///< The durat ion o f
Busy s t a tu s

4 nextTime ( Exponent ia lVar iab le (MeanIdleTime ) ) , ///< The random
va r i ab l e which determines the durat ion o f I d l e s t a tu s

5 Status ( I d l e S t a t e ) , ///< I n i t i a l s t a tu s o f the emulator
6 statusTimer (Timer : :CANCEL ONDESTROY)
7

8 { statusTimer . SetDelay ( nextTime . GetValue ( ) ) ;
9 statusTimer . SetFunction(&ChannelEmu : : ChangeStatus , this ) ; ///<

Set the func t i on which i s c a l l e d when the t imer i s exp i red
10 statusTimer . Schedule ( ) ;}

To monitor a channel, a node checks the Interference Emulator Status at-
tached to the channel during the sensing period.

The amount of interference over a channel, induced by an external network,
can be varied by setting different values for MeanIdleTime and BusyDura-
tion.

8.2.4 Routing Modifications

When simulating multi radio multi channel WMNs, considering a proper
routing protocol is challenging. The routing have to be considered as a joint
problem with the channel assignment [3, 36, 43, 44], since any change in the
channel radio mapping affects the quality of the links between nodes and
may trigger the routing protocol to re-route the traffic. On the other hand,
the changes in the traffic pattern have an impact on the next decision of
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Figure 8.5: Class diagram of Interference Emulator
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Figure 8.6: Collaboration class diagram of Interference Emulator

the channel assignment protocol. Therefore, the routing protocol and the
routing metric must be modified to adapt to the channel assignment [15].

In ns-3 the available routing protocols are not applicable for multi radio
wireless networks when using dynamic or hybrid channel assignment. Nev-
ertheless, as we are only focusing on fixed WMNs, where nodes are fixed or
have limited mobility, the static routing is a simple way to avoid complexity
related to the dynamic routing protocols. The Global Routing simulated in
ns-3, provides static routing only for wired networks by filling the routing
tables at the beginning of the simulation. In the case of wireless networks
there is no static routing since the topology of a wireless network is deter-
mined by the propagation model and other parameters at run time [41].
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Therefore, we have attached a static routing table to each node and initial-
ized it using Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm, minimizing the number
of hops between each node and any other destination. Each node knows
about the next hop node on the paths to all other nodes in the network.
Program 5 shows an entry of the Routing Table.

Program 5 A routing table entry

1 struct RoutingEntry
2 {
3 uint32 t m dst ; ///<The Id o f the d e s t i n a t i on node
4 uint32 t m nextHop ; ///<The Id o f the next hop node toward the

d e s t i n a t i on
5 double m metric ; ///<The metr ic va lue o f the path
6 }

The Routing Table is filled using a file containing all shortest paths between
all nodes. We have created this file using R numerical tool [42] feeding the
position of nodes in the network.

The routing header which is attached to each packet has the following ele-
ments:

• Sequence number,

• Node ID of the source,

• Node ID of the destination,

• Node ID of the next hop device to the destination,

• The time of originating the packet.

The relay nodes on the path from the source to the destination, update the
ID of the next hop node in the header and froward the packet.

8.2.5 Traffic Generator

Channel assignment problem can be formulated in a way to reduce the time
overlapping of low rate traffics and high rate traffics by using wireless mesh
nodes to communicate over different channels based on their respective data
rates [62, 30]. This approach increases the throughput of high rate traffics.

The traffic generated in ns-3, must be provided by an intermediate agent to
interact with the dynamic CA in the case that, there is the need to control
the traffic rate. Moreover for dynamic or hybrid CA, the packets can not be
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sent immediately through the media after the next hop has been selected,
since the radio interface should first switch to the destination channel. For
simplicity, we have created a simple constant bit rate (CBR) packet source
that generates traffic with a specific packet size (1000 b) at the constant
rate (i.e., 100 kbps). The packet generator is attached to the source node.
Program 6 shows our CBR traffic generator.

Program 6 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Packet Generator

1 GenerateCBRTraffic ( uint32 t pSize , uint32 t pRate )
2 {
3 Ptr<Packet> p= Create<Packet>(pS ize ) ; ///< Create a packet with the

de f ined s i z e
4 RoutingPort (p) ; ///< De l i v e r packet to the rout ing p ro to co l
5 Time packe t In t e rva l= Mi l l i S e conds ( pS ize /pRate ) ; ///< Compute the

time durat ion between c r e a t i n g each packet
6 Simulator : : Schedule ( packe t In te rva l , &GenerateCBRTraffic , this

7 , pSize , pRate ) ; ///< Cal l the func t i on to c r e a t e the next packet a f t e r
the i n t e r v a l

8 }

The packet is created (Line 3) and delivered to the routing agent (Line 4)
which adds the routing header to it and sends it to the data service (Fig 8.3).
Then, the packet is enqueued to the corresponding queue (Section 8.2.2).

CA

NeighborTable

RTABLE

ChannelEmu

CAHelper

ChannelTable

Queue
ns3::Queue

CAHelloHeader

Figure 8.7: Class Diagram of the CA Class

8.3 An Example of CA Implementation: SICA

Fig. 8.7-8.8 show the class diagram and the collaboration diagram of using
the defined classes to model a channel assignment protocol. In the following
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Figure 8.8: Collaboration Class Diagram of the CA Class

section we show with more detail the simulation of a channel assignment
mechanism, called SICA, in ns-3 using the components introduced before.
Moreover we provide the details of some important process regarding the
Data Forwarding and Channel Selection.

Semi dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment mechanism (SICA),
is a protocol proposed and simulated in ns-3 [41], for wireless mesh net-
works [40]. The source code of SICA is available and can be accessed at [39].

SICA is implemented in a network where nodes are equipped with two radio
interfaces, each one is able to use a set C (with cardinality |C| > 1) of non
overlapping channels. The radios will be referred to as the receiving radio
and the transmitting radio, and denoted by R and T, respectively.

The aim of the channel assignment mechanism is to select the channels which
suffer less interferences in terms of both internal and external interference.
The channel assignment mechanism selects and assigns a channel to the R
radio of each node. Then, the node switches the T radio according to the
receiving channel of its neighbors to start transmission. After a channel
switch, the T radio remains on the same channel until all packets, which are
addressed to the same destination node, have been sent, or until a maximum
period of time has expired [40].

Nodes estimate the amount of external interference on a channel via sensing
the channel. Then, they use control packets called Hello to exchange channel
sensing information and inform their neighbors about upcoming interface
switching for the receiving radio (R).
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8.3.1 External Interference Estimation

Using the Channel Emulators (Section 8.2.3), the status of a channel can
be monitored as Busy or Idle. Each node monitors the channel’s status for
its receiving radio (R) once in each sensing period of length TSS seconds.
For monitoring a channel c, the node checks the status of the corresponding
Channel Emulator (ce) at a pre-defined rate (TSRate) (Program 7).

Program 7 Monitoring Channel

1 void SenseChannel (uint32 t c )
2 {
3 Ptr<ChannelEmu> emu=GetChannelEmu( c ) ; ///< Get the i n t e r f e r e n c e

emulator attached to the channel
4 i f (emu−>IsBusy ( ) )
5 Tbusy+=ChannelSenseRate ; ///< I n c r e a s e the channel busy time i f the

channel i s busy
6 else

7 Tidle+=ChannelSenseRate ; ///< I n c r e a s e the channel i d l e time i f the
channel i s i d l e

8 m channelSenseTimer . Schedule ( ) ; ///< Reschedule the sense t imer f o r
the next s en s ing per iod

9 }

Tbusy (Line 5) and Tidle (Line 7), are global variables which save the duration
of the Busy and the Idle state respectively.

At the end of the monitoring period the node estimates the amount of ex-
ternal interference over a channel (Bext) using Equation (8.1).

Bext(c) =
Tbusy(c)

Tbusy(c) + Tidle(c)
(8.1)

Note that, each node senses only one channel during the monitoring period.
It then sends this information to its neighbors and as its neighbors do the
same, it gathers information about other channels via the control packets
received from its neighbors (see Section 8.3.3).

The internal interference is estimated based on the Interference Protocol
Model proposed in [24]. Each node is informed by its neighbors about the
current channel of their receiving radio. Therefore a node i can calculate
the number of neighboring nodes over channel c (Ri(c)). Then the node

estimates the density of interfering nodes on channel c by Ri(c)
Ni

where Ni

represents the total number of neighbors of node i.

In SICA, nodes use the average of the estimated external and internal inter-
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ference over a channel as a metric to select a channel that has more available
capacity.

8.3.2 Channel Selection Mechanism

The channel selection mechanism is developed as a repeated game which
uses the interference estimation information and selects the best possible
channel for the receiving radio of a node.

Initially the channel selection mechanism calculates and assigns a weight to
all available channels based on the amount of internal and external inter-
ference estimated over a channel. Then, the weights are updated using the
multiplicative weight update technique proposed in [18, 19].

We define wt(c) as the weight assigned to channel c at time t. The channel
assignment computes the probability of selecting a channel as :

Pt(c) =
wt(c)

∑

c∈C wt(c)
(8.2)

Initially all weights are set to 1, thus, the probability of selecting any channel
is identical. After selecting a channel, the node gathers information from
its neighbors and updates the loss that it is suffered. Then, the weights are
updated as follows:

wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c)β
Mi(c) (8.3)

where Mi(c) is the loss suffered by node i considering the external and
internal interference over channel c [40], and β is the game parameter in the
range of (0, 1) [19].

Then SICA selects a radom channel considering the probability of each chan-
nel as shown in Program 8.

Program 8 computes and sorts the probability of selecting a channel ac-
cording to Equation. (8.2) (Line 11- 18 and Line 20). Then it sorts the
list of available channels based on the weights (probabilities) assigned to
each channel (Line 19). Line 21 computes the cumulative probability vec-
tor by adding up each probability value with all probabilities lower than it.
Then the probabilities are fed to the empirical random variable generator
(Line 22-23) which generates a random number as an index for the available
channels’ list (Line 24 of Program 8).
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Program 8 Channel Selection Mechanism

1 uint32 t SelectRandomChannel ( std : : vector<uint32 t> channe l s )
2 {
3 /// channe l s conta in s the l i s t o f a v a i l a b l e channe l s
4 std : : vector<double> prob ; ///< A vecto r to keep the p r obab i l i t y o f

s e l e c t i n g any channel
5 std : : vector<double> weight ; ///< A vecto r to keep the weights

a s s i gned to each channel
6 std : : vector<double> cProb ; ///< A vecto r to keep the cumulat ive

p r obab i l i t y o f channe l s
7 Empir i ca lVar iab l e emRnd ; ///< An emp i r i c a l random va r i ab l e to s e l e c t

a random number based on cumulat ive p r o b a b i l i t i e s
8 double tota lWeight=0;
9 double tempW;

10 /// read the weights o f channe l s
11 for ( std : : vector<uint32 t > : : i t e r a t o r i=channe l s . begin ( ) ; i != channe l s

. end ( ) ; ++i )
12 {
13 tempW=m channel . GetChannelWeight (∗ i ) ;
14 weight . push back (tempW) ;
15 tota lWeight+=tempW;
16 }
17 for (uint32 t i =0; i<weight . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
18 prob . push back ( weight [ i ] / tota lWeight ) ; ///< Compute the

p r o b a b i l i t i e s us ing the weights
19 s o r t ( channe l s . begin ( ) , channe l s . end ( ) , CompareChannelsWeight (∗ this ) ) ;

///< Sort channe l s c on s i d e r i ng t h e i r weights
20 s o r t ( prob . begin ( ) , prob . end ( ) ) ; ///< Sort the p r o b a b i l i t i e s
21 cProb=ComputeCumulativeProbabil ity ( prob ) ; ///< Adds up the

p r o b a b i l i t i e s to have the cumulat ive p r obab i l i t y vec to r
22 for (uint32 t i =0; i< cProb . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
23 emRnd .CDF( i , cProb [ i ] ) ; ///< Feeds the p r o b a b i l i t i e s to the random

va r i ab l e
24 return channe l s [ emRnd . GetInteger ( ) ] ; ///< Se l e c t a random channel

c on s i d e r i ng the as s i gned p r o b a b i l i t i e s
25 }

8.3.3 Control Packet Elements

Unlike most CAs proposed in the literature [43, 44, 57], in SICA there is no
common control channel shared by all nodes. In SICA, the synchronization
is achieved through exchanging packets over the data channels. Since each
node can assign a different channel to its receiving (R) radio, nodes must
be aware of the channels used by their neighbors’ R radios. In SICA, a
node broadcasts Hello packets to report the channel of its R radio to its
neighbors. Fig 8.9 shows the content of a Hello packet.

In addition to the receiving channel announcement, Hello packets are used
to inform about the channel sensing information and the receiving channel
of the neighboring nodes, so a node can compute the external and internal
interference for each channel. In order to do that, there is a field in each
packet which contains the amount of external interference over the receiving
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Figure 8.9: Hello Packet Elements

channel estimated by the node. The number of neighbors and the channels
of their receiving radio is also added at the end of each Hello packet.

The remaining time before a node switches its R radio to another channel
and the remaining time before the node starts sensing the current chan-
nel is also announced via Hello packets. The announcements inform the
neighboring nodes about upcoming channel switching or sensing events.

8.3.4 Data And Control Transmission

For each channel c ∈ C, SICA maintains two sequential First In First Out
queues for buffering packets (Section 8.2.2): control packets queue (Qctrl(c));
and data packets queue (Qd(c)). Qctrl(c) has higher priority thanQd(c). The
source and each node in the middle of the path to the destination, push each
packet to the corresponding queue attached to each channel. Each packet
is time stamped when it is pushed to the queue. Using the timestamp as a
reference, packets that remain in the queue for a longer time than a certain
threshold are discarded to avoid saturation (see Section 8.2.2).

When the transmitter radio switches to a channel, it fetches the stored
packets from the queues and sends them until there are no packets left in
the queues or until a maximum amount of time has elapsed [40]. Program 9
shows how packets are sent over a channel c.
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Figure 8.10: Hello Header Class Diagram
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Figure 8.11: Hello Header Collaboration Class Diagram

TInterfaceReadyToSend (Line 4) is a function which gets the ID of the
channel and the estimation of the required time to send a packet by the T
radio, and checks whether it is possible or not to send a packet over the
channel.

In the following cases the TInterfaceReadyToSend returns False, which pre-
vents the node from sending packets over channel c:

• The channel is being sensed by any of the neighbors.

• The channel is busy due to the external interference.

• The T interface did not switch to the channel successfully.

• The estimated transmission time is less than the remaining time over
the current channel.

8.4 Validating the game model

The channel assignment in SICA is modeled as a repeated game, where
nodes compete to occupy the most vacant channel (as explained in detail
in Section 8.3.2). The game is played repeatedly in a sequence of game
rounds. In each round, the player plays a mixed strategy based on the
weights assigned to each channel.
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Program 9 Send packets over channel c

1 uint32 t he l loQueueS ize=Qctrl . GetSize ( c ) ; ///< Get the s i z e o f the
queue which keeps c on t r o l messages

2 uint32 t dataQueueSize=Qd . GetSize ( c ) ; ///< Get the s i z e o f the
queue which keeps data messages

3 Time txEst imat ion=EstimateTxDuration (maxPacketSize , w i f iphy ) ;
4 while ( ( he l loQueueSize>0 | | dataQueueSize>0 )&&

TInterfaceReadyToSend ( c , txEst imat ion ) )
5 {
6 i f ( he l loQueueSize >0)
7 {
8 protocolNumber=SICA HELLO PORT; ///< Set the port number to

c on t r o l port number
9 qEntry=Qctrl . Dequeue ( c ) ; ///< Fetch a queue entry o f a c on t r o l

message
10 }
11 else

12 {
13 protocolNumber=SICA DATA PORT; ///< Set the port number to data

port number
14 qEntry=Qd . Dequeue ( c ) ; ///< Fetch a queue entry o f a data

message
15 }
16 i f ( qEntry )
17 {
18 SendPacket ( qEntry−>GetPacket ( )−>Copy ( ) , m tInte r face ,

protocolNumber ) ; ///< Send data or c on t r o l messages us ing
d i f f e r e n t port number

19 }
20 he l loQueueS ize=Qctrl . GetSize ( c ) ;
21 dataQueueSize=Qd . GetSize ( c ) ;
22 }

In the following section we explain the Markov model we use to validate
the game theory model used in SICA. The Markov model is used to proof
that, the game theory based channel assignment algorithm converges to a
steady state if the algorithm is played in sufficiently enough rounds in the
case that the environment does not change. We simulate the game model
using R numerical tool [42] and compare the result with the results obtained
using the Markov model to compute the probability of selecting channels.
We define the process of selecting a channel for a radio interface at each
node as a Markov chain.

Fig. 8.12 shows the Markov chain that models how a node selects the chan-
nels. The channels set (strategy set) was mapped to the state space of the
Markov model. The payoff Pi = 1−Mi, is considered as the reward for the
transition between channel c and ć by node i.

We define the state transition matrix (Q) by using the Boltzmann distri-
bution (equation (8.4)) [56]. Boltzmann distribution is used to solve the
Markov model, by defining the transition from state c to ć related to the
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Figure 8.12: Markovian process of changing channel at node i

reward obtained on state ć.

We assume that the probability of transmission from channel c to ć is related
to the reward of the destination channel normalized by the total reward of
all channels:

Qi,cć =
e

Pi[ć]

λ

∑

k∈C e
Pi[k]

λ

(8.4)

Here λ is the learning parameter. For our model we define λ = 1 − β,
where β is the learning parameter used for the Game model of SICA (see
Section 8.3). Note that small values of λ enable the player to choose the
optimal strategy more accurately.

The stationary transition matrix (i.e the eigenvalues of Q) is computed using
the global balance equation for ergodic Markov chains:

{

ρ(Q− I) = 0

ρE = e
(8.5)

Where I is the identity matrix, E is the square unit matrix and e is the unit
row matrix.

By solving equation (8.5) we get the stationary channel transition vector
for node i as ρ = e(Q + E − I)−1. Using the R tool we’ve simulated the
Game based learning algorithm of SICA for a node. We define ρ́ as the final
probability vector of selecting each channel equal to the mixed strategy
vector obtained for the node. We compare ρ́ obtained for different rounds
of SICA algorithm, with ρ obtained from the Markov model (Fig. 8.13-
8.14). Moreover we run SICA in ns-3 simulator and report the probability
distribution of selecting channels over 200 s of simulation run. (Fig. 8.15-
8.16).

Fig. 8.13 shows the probability of selecting a channel at each node. For
clarifying, we show the available bandwidth of each channel with a red line
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Figure 8.13: The probability of selecting a channel for a node regarding
the channel occupancy for different rounds of the game
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Figure 8.14: The probability of selecting a channel for a node regarding
the channel occupancy for different rounds of the game

at the same figure with the probability distribution of selecting a channel.
As shown, the available bandwidth in each channel decreases linearly from
channel 1 to 8. The right y-axis shows the available bandwidth related to
the total bandwidth of a channel while the left y-axis shows the probability
of selecting the channel.

Fig. 8.13 shows that the weighted learning algorithm matches quite closely
the result from solving the Markov model after 100 rounds for β = 0.9.

We examine SICA and the Markov model for the case that 50% of the
channels (channels with the IDs from 5 to 8) are occupied by the exter-
nal interference. The interference occupies 80% of the bandwidth of those
channels, while channels with the IDs from 1 to 4 are almost free.

Fig. 8.14 shows that, in this specific scenario, when the decision about se-
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lecting the best channels, is more clear, the learning algorithm of SICA
converges to the Markov solution much faster, in this case only after 15
rounds.
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Figure 8.15: The probability of selecting a channel for a node over time
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Figure 8.16: The probability of selecting a channel for a node over time

To study the behavior of SICA over time, we simulate SICA using ns-3
simulator for a grid network of size 5 × 5 nodes and 2 CBR traffic flows of
100 kbps. The results are obtained averaging over 10 simulation runs and
the error bars show the 90% confidence interval.

Fig 8.15 shows how the probability of selecting a target channel changes over
time, when a different amount of external interference is introduced on each
channel. Specifically, the channel with the higher ID suffers more external
interference. The figure shows that, the nodes tend to select the channel
which offers more bandwidth, which is the expected behavior of any CA.

Fig 8.16 shows the average probability of selecting each channel over time
when the external interference is introduced on the first four channels (chan-
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nels with the IDs from 1 to 4) while other channels are free. The figure shows
that the probability of selecting any of the busy channels tends to 0 over
time, while the probability of selecting any of the free channels (channels
with the IDs 5 − 8) increases to 0.25 which confirms the results shown in
Fig 8.14. Moreover, it can be observed how SICA achieves a proportional
utilization of the four free channels.

8.5 Verifying the Simulation Model

To verify the simulation in ns-3, we design a state space explorer (SSE)
which is invoked by the major events that happen in the simulations and
performs state checking to verify the correctness of the simulation [53].

We assume that the simulation, as a system, consists of a group of entities
joined together to accomplish the packet delivery goal and hence virtually,
represents the operation of the real system.

We consider each radio interface as an entity with the following attributes:

• The frequency channel it is using.

• The number of packets it has received.

• The number of packets that has sent.

• The number of packets that has dropped.

The State of the system (st) is the complete description of the system at any
time which includes all entities and values of their attributes. We consider
those attributes which are relevant to the objective of interest. st represents
a function of all entities which assigns a value to all attributes, we consider
that, ξ contains all possible states of the system, and call it state space.

The Event (et) is any occurrence which changes the state of the system. In
our model we consider the following events:

• Sending a packet (Send, unconditional event).

• Receiving a packet (Receive, conditional, et = Receive| et0 =
Send t0 < t).

• Dropping a packet (Drop, conditional , et = Drop| et0 = Send t0 < t).

• Changing the channel of the radio interface (Channel-Change, uncon-
ditional event).
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We define E as the set containing all above events. The first three events
occurred between two entities: the sender and the receiver.

An Assertion is a property which must be hold for all states of the system
to be able to proof the correctness of the simulation.

For the simulation of the channel assignment protocol we define the following
assertions:

• Only one channel must be assigned to a radio,

• There must be a common channel between the sender radio and the
receiver radio at any given time.

We’ve designed SSE in ns-3, which starts from the initial state of the system
and reaches the successor state following the simulation events, and checks
for any violation from the assertions.

s0 is defined as the initial state of the simulation. We define ś is explored by
s0 if ś is the successor state of the system after the triggering event e (e ∈ E)
and we notate it as: s0

e→ ś. The event handler is triggered by any of the
events in E and it calls the state control procedure to check the assertion of
the successor event.

fi,c is defined as the number of receiving radios of node i which are tuned
to channel c. For any node i the assertion condition is:

|C|
∑

k=1

fi,k = Ii , ∀i ∈ N (8.6)

where Ii represents the number of radio interfaces of node i.

For any transmission pairs (i, j) the assertion condition is:

∃c ∈ C , fi,c.fj,c = 1 (8.7)

Alg. 8.1, shows the state check algorithm which is triggered by sending,
receiving or dropping packet events and checks if any violations happen
from the assertions.

Alg 8.2 shows the process of checking Channel-Change event. The state
checker gets the node which selects the new channels and checks whether
the number of channels selected by the node is equal or less than the number
of radio interfaces it has. In SICA each node selects only one channel at a
time and all nodes are equipped with two radio interfaces, thus the violation
from the assertions never happens for the Channel-Change events.
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Input:

St: The current state of the system at time t.
et−1: The last event which moved the system to state St.
P : The pointer to the packet in the case of sending and receiving events.

1: if St == S0 then

2: exit(0)
3: else

4: src = et−1− > Sender()
5: dst = et−1− > Receiver()
6: for c ∈ C do

7: if fsrc,c.fdst,c then

8: Write(’Assertion holds’ )
9: exit(0)

10: end if

11: end for

12: Write(’Assertion violated’ )
13: exit(1)
14: end if

Algorithm 8.1: StateCheck1(St,et−1,P )

Fig. 8.17-8.18 are obtained running State Space Check algorithm (Alg. 8.1)
for checking the simulation events of SICA. The simulation parameters are
the same as the parameters considered for Fig. 8.16.

Fig. 8.17, shows the state space control for Send, Receive and Drop events.
The figure depicts the number of events that happened during 200 s of
simulation run, and the number of events for which the assertion holds. The
figure shows that, SICA does not violate any of the assertions.

Fig. 8.18 shows the number of packets which have been sent, received or
dropped on each channel when the external interference is introduced over
channels with the IDs from 1 to 4. The figure confirms that SICA makes
the network to use the capacity of the free channels efficiently.

Fig. 8.19 shows the average number of radio interfaces over each channel
during the simulation time. Note that the simulation parameters are the
same as Fig. 8.18. The figure shows that the number of radio interfaces over
the set of channels that are occupied by external interference decreases over
time. It proves that, the channel assignment successfully detects and avoids
the channels which are occupied by external interference as it is expected.

Fig. 8.20 shows the average number of packets (with a size of 1kb) in each
data queue over the time. The figure shows that the proposed data delivery
mechanism ensures that the number of waiting packets in each channel is
lower than the default maximum queue size in ns-3 (100 packets) [41]. In
addition the maximum number of packets waiting in a queue at the begin-
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Input:

St: The current state of the system at time t.
et−1: The last event which moved the system to state St.

1: if St == S0 then

2: exit(0)
3: else

4: N = et−1− > Node()
5: C = N− > Channels()
6: I = N− > Radios()
7: if C <= I then

8: Write(’Assertion holds’ )
9: exit(0)

10: end if

11: Write(’Assertion violated’ )
12: exit(1)
13: end if

Algorithm 8.2: StateCheck2(St,et−1)

ning of the simulation (marked by red), happened over those channels that
are kept busy by external interference.

8.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented the extensions which must be done in
ns-3 simulator to simulate channel assignment mechanisms for multi radio
wireless networks. We provided the simulation details of the Semi-dynamic
Interference aware Channel Assignment (SICA) mechanism which is pro-
posed in Chapter 7 [40] as an example. In addition the source code of SICA
is published and available at [39]. We verified the simulation of SICA us-
ing a state space checker which checks the relevant simulation events for
any violation from the feasibility conditions of channel assignment solution.
The results prove the correctness of the simulation and show that SICA is
capable of utilizing the channels in a fair and efficient way. Moreover we
justified the results obtained by the Game theory based model of SICA,
using a Markov chain model.
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CHAPTER9
Next Generation Wireless Mesh Networks

and Dynamic Channel Access

9.1 Introduction

IEEE 802.11s [27] defines the mesh operation in a single channel although
multi-radio mesh stations (mesh STAs) can form different meshes. The con-
nection between different meshes is provided via bridging. Mesh STAs can
initiate the channel switching mechanism which moves the mesh or part of
it to another channel. The STAs which do not want to follow the chan-
nel switch request may join another mesh. Although it is possible to have
dynamic multi-channel networks, the network performance may be compro-
mised drastically if mesh STAs join and leave their mesh too frequently due
to channel switching overheads. In addition, the default path selection met-
ric of the standard does not consider the dynamic channel selection of mesh
STAs. And, it offers low performance in multi-channel multi-radio networks
compared to other path metrics which consider the channel diversity for
selecting the path [22].

This chapter, provides -in Section 9.2- an overview of how 802.11s based
mesh networks work. It also presents some of the recent proposals for adap-
tive channel selection -in Section 9.3. And, it shows the performance gains
of dynamic channel assignment in multi-channel mesh networks compared
to the single channel one -in Section 9.4. The chapter is concluded in Sec-
tion 9.5.

9.2 Current 802.11s Standard for Wireless Mesh
Networks

Since 2004, the Task Group S has been developing an amendment for 802.11
standard to create multi hop wireless networks based on WLAN technology.
The new standard called IEEE 802.11s that was finally released in 2011 [27],
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Figure 9.1: 802.11s Wireless Mesh Network

introduces wireless frame forwarding, routing capabilities (Path Selection)
at MAC layer, interworking and security.

Interworking makes the 802.11s mesh network to look like a single Ethernet
object to the outside (Fig. 9.1). A mesh BSS (MBSS) is an IEEE 802.11 LAN
consisting of autonomous STAs [27]. Mesh STAs, which form the MBSS,
forward packets wirelessly inside the mesh but they do not communicate
with non mesh STAs (Fig. 9.1).

IEEE 802.11s added some fields -extension address fields, mesh sequence
and time-to-live fields- to the data and management frames compared to
conventional 802.11 frames. The address extentions allow for a total of six
addresses in mesh data frames. This is useful when a mesh station acts as a
proxy for some stations which do not belong to the mesh network, e.g. mesh
STAs G and H in Fig. 9.1. The extended source and destination addresses
carry the address of the source and destination which use the mesh STA as
a proxy.

9.2.1 Mesh Formation

Active scanning (Probe frame transmission) or Passive scanning (observa-
tion of mesh beacons) are used by mesh STAs to detect each other. Through
beacons, mesh STAs transfer the following information:

• Mesh ID: The ID of the mesh network.
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• Mesh configuration: The path selection and path metric identifier, the
congestion control mode, the synchronization method identifier, etc.

• Mesh parameters: Parameters that are supported by the transmitter
mesh STA.

• Mesh Channel Switch Parameters.

Mesh STAs are considered to have only one radio interface and hence, the
default operation for IEEE 802.11s mesh networks is in single channel. How-
ever, as Fig. 9.2-a shows multi-radio stations can form different meshes on
different channels where the layer two bridging may be used to unify the
different meshes in a single LAN. Fig. 9.2-b shows the three meshes formed
on different channels.
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Figure 9.2: multi-radio mesh STAs

MBSS Channel Switching

A mesh STA can initiate a channel switching announcement to move the
mesh to another channel due to any reason, such as interference or radar
appearance. The mesh STA shall inform each of the peer mesh STAs that
the mesh is moving to a new channel. It maintains the mesh peerings by
advertising the switching event using Channel Switch Announcement ele-
ments together with Mesh Channel Switch Parameters element in Beacon
frames, Probe Response frames, and Channel Switch Announcement frames
until the intended channel switch time.

The channel switch has to be scheduled so that all mesh STAs in the MBSS,
including mesh STAs in power save mode, have the opportunity to receive
at least one Channel Switch Announcement element before the switch.
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A mesh STA that receives a Channel Switch Announcement element may
choose not to perform the specified switch, but to take an alternative action.
For example, it may choose to move to a different MBSS.

It is important to remark that, the standard does not provide any default
mechanism for selecting the target channel, hence opening the door for each
manufacturer to implement their own solutions.

9.2.2 Medium Access Control

Mesh STAs use Mesh Coordination Function (MCF) to access the medium.
MCF consists of a mandatory contention based and an optional contention
free channel access mechanisms.

The contention based MCF relies on Enhanced Distributed Channel Access
(EDCA), which provides limited support for quality of service (QoS) by
defining four different traffic categories at the MAC layer [25]. A mesh STA
using EDCA is able to transmit multiple frames whose total transmission
duration does not exceed the transmission opportunity limit (TXOP). The
receiver acknowledges any successful frame reception.

MCF Controlled Channel Access (MCCA) is an optional access method
that allows mesh STAs to access the medium at selected times with lower
contention than would otherwise be possible. Not all mesh STAs are required
to use MCCA. MCCA may be used by a subset of mesh STAs within the
mesh.

MCCA enabled mesh STAs, use management frames to make reservations
for transmissions. The mesh STA has to transmit an MCCA Setup Request
frame to initiate a reservation, the reserved TXOP is called MCCA Oppor-
tunity (MCCAOP). MCCAOP has a precise starting time and a pre-defined
maximum duration, which requires a tight synchronization for all mesh STAs
using MCCA. Note that the standard does not provide any default mech-
anism for scheduling the MCCAOPs, which may affect the performance of
the MCCA [10].

The mesh STA advertises the MCCAOP via beacon frames. To avoid con-
flict with mesh STAs outside the beacon reception range, the mesh STA
also includes its neighbors’ MCCAOP reservation in the advertising frame.
This implies that MCCA assumes the interference from nodes laying outside
the two hops neighborhood of a link is negligible, which may degrade the
performance of the channel access in realistic conditions [10].

The mesh STA which has reserved the MCCAOP will access the medium
using EDCA and does not have any priority over other mesh STAs which
does not support MCCA.
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9.2.3 Congestion Control

Mesh networks suffer from interference due to the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium. The mesh STAs, in the middle of the mesh, face more
interference due to the high number of neighbors they have, compared to
mesh STAs at the edge of the network. Since the access to the media re-
lies on the carrier sense mechanism of 802.11 [25], core mesh STAs have
less opportunities to access the media and hence they are prone to suffer
congestion and start dropping frames. Dropping data frames is costly in a
mesh network because a frame may travel several hops before reaching the
congestion point.

IEEE 802.11s provides a congestion signaling protocol which allows the con-
gested mesh STAs to advertise the expected duration of the congestion to
the neighboring mesh STAs and inform them to slow down or to stop trans-
mitting. The reduction of the frame arrival rate to a congested mesh STA
avoids wasting the mesh resources for transmission of packets that with high
probability will not be handled/forwarded by the congested mesh STA [20].

9.2.4 Synchronization and Beaconing

Beaconing procedure for mesh STAs is introduced in 802.11s. Since beacons
are not acknowledged, a Mesh beacon collision avoidance (MBCA) mecha-
nism is introduced to avoid collision between beacons transmitted by hidden
nodes. Using MBCA, a mesh STA advertises its beacon interval and tar-
get beacon transmission times (TBTTs) in addition to its neighbors beacon
interval. Upon receiving the beacon timing from its neighbors, the mesh
STA uses these information to select its TBTT and beacon interval so that
its beacons do not collide with the neighbors’ beacons within the two hops
transmission range.

In 802.11s the synchronization is similar to the timing synchronization func-
tion (TSF) of the original 802.11 standard [25]. In order to enable minimal
synchronization capabilities between mesh STAs using MCCA, MBCA and
power saving mode, an extensible synchronization framework is also intro-
duced to support different synchronization mechanisms in the mesh net-
works. Within the framework, the neighbor offset synchronization method
is defined as the default mandatory synchronization method. Using the
neighbor offset synchronization method, a mesh STA have to maintain a
timing offset value between its own time synchronization function (TSF)
timer and the TSF timer of the mesh STA with which the mesh STA is syn-
chronized. A mesh STA can initiate its TSF independently and can update
the TSF timer offset based on the time-stamp received in the beacons from
other mesh STAs.
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9.2.5 Path Selection

IEEE 802.11s provides a mandatory default path selection and path metric,
but any other approaches could be also used.

The path metric is called Airtime and reflects the amount of channel re-
sources consumed by transmitting a 1 kB frame over a particular link, con-
sidering the data rate, overhead and transmission errors.

The default path selection, Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) com-
bines the operations of a proactive tree oriented approach with an on demand
path selection inspired from Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
protocol.

HWMP elements are the path request (PREQ), path reply (PREP), path
error (PERR), and root announcement (RANN). The path metric is an-
nounced through PREQ, PREP, and RANN elements. An independent
sequence number is propagated by mesh STAs to others through HWMP el-
ements. The sequence number is used to discover stale paths and maintain
loop free connections.

HWMP supports two modes of operation depending on how the mesh net-
work is configured:

• On-demand mode: The functionality of this mode is always available,
independent of whether a root mesh STA is configured in the MBSS or
not. It allows mesh STAs to communicate using peer-to- peer paths.

• Proactive tree building mode: In this mode, an additional proactive
tree building functionality is added to the on-demand mode. This can
be performed by configuring a mesh STA as root mesh STA using ei-
ther the proactive PREQ or RANN mechanism. The proactive PREQ
mechanism creates paths from all the mesh STAs to the root, using
only group-addressed communication. The RANN mechanism creates
paths between the root and each mesh STA using acknowledged com-
munication.

9.3 Dynamic Channel Access

IEEE 802.11s standard proposed a channel switching mechanism which
moves the mesh to another frequency to avoid performance degradation
due to interference or presence of radar. As all mesh STAs are supposed
to work in the same channel, the access to the channel becomes competi-
tive specially in the core of the network. Many research findings show that
the capacity per node in such scenario drops significantly when the net-
work size increases [24, 51]. In a multi-hop single channel network with all
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links running, the end-to-end performance suffers low throughput and un-
fairness [61]. Multi-channel mesh networks are able to provide significant
capacity gain compared to single channel networks by placing neighboring
links over different non overlapping channels [51, 11].

Assuming that mesh STAs have two or more radios, hybrid channel assign-
ment protocols can be used to enhance IEEE 802.11s mesh networks, where
at least one radio interface at each mesh STA is controlled dynamically to
communicate with neighboring mesh STAs on different channels [40, 57].

We have provided an overview of some channel assignment algorithms pro-
posed recently in Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 7. Here we compare their per-
formance against the single channel network via simulation.

9.4 Performance Evaluation of Multi-Channel and
Single Channel Mesh

We have evaluated the performance of a single channel and a multi-channel
mesh network for different number of nodes placed in a grid topology and
with different number of traffic flows. The traffic is generated by 150 kbps
CBR flows with packet size of L = 8000 bits sent over vertical and hori-
zontal directions in the grid topology. Each flow is between one node in
an edge toward the other node placed at the opposite edge. For a grid of
xSize× ySize, the vertical flows are between (x,y) and (x+Size-1, y) while
the horizontal flows are between (x,y) and (x,y+ySize-1). The simulation
duration is 1000 s.

The channels receiving interference from external networks, are chosen ran-
domly. A channel with external interference is modeled as an on-off process,
such that the channel is sensed busy and idle during the on and off states,
respectively. Note that when the channel is detected busy due to the exter-
nal interference, nodes are not allowed to transmit during that state. The
duration of the busy state has been fixed to a constant value (15 ms), while
the duration of the idle state is exponentially distributed with mean equal to
8 ms. In the simulations, external interference is introduced over 4 channels
chosen randomly.

Different multi-channel mesh networks are evaluated using the channel as-
signment protocols explained before (Section 9.3). The specific parameters
of the protocols are set according to the values given in [40, 43, 57].

We consider three network performance measures:

• Data delivery ratio: ratio of the total amount of data which is correctly
received by the destinations, to the total amount of data packets trans-
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mitted by the sources.

• Average end-to-end delay: mean delay of the packets to reach the
destination.

• Control overhead: ratio of the total number of control messages sent
between nodes, to the total number of correctly received packets.

9.4.1 Increasing the number of nodes

Fig. 9.3- 9.5, show the packet delivery ratio, average end to end delay and
control overhead of 3 CBR (150 kbps) traffic flows for different number of
nodes in grid topology. The traffic sources and destinations are the same in
all simulations. Each point in the figures shows the average over 10 runs.
The error bars in the figures show 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 9.3 shows that the delivery ratio of multi-channel networks is higher
than the single channel network as the number of nodes increases. Moreover,
as expected, the specific channel assignment protocol has a big impact on
the efficiency of the multi-channel network.

The delivery ratio in SICA is higher than in other protocols and it does
not decrease as the number of nodes increases. For BFSCA, on the other
hand, the delivery ratio drops fast as the number of nodes increases since
the centralized protocol is not scalable enough. The single channel network
performs as a multi channel network using Urban-X in terms of delivery
ratio, but it results in a higher delay due to the higher congestion in the
single channel.

Fig. 9.4 shows that the average end to end delay of dynamic channel assign-
ment protocols is much lower compared to single channel. Urban-X results
in a higher delay compared to other channel assignment protocols, since it
keeps the transmitting radio on each channel for a predefined period of time,
after switching, regardless of the amount of traffic waiting to be sent.

Fig. 9.5 shows that SICA and BFSCA lead to lower control overhead. The
control overheads of the single channel network are the Hello messages that
nodes send to their neighbors to inform them about themselves.

9.4.2 Increasing the number of traffic sources

Fig. 9.6-9.8 are obtained using a 6 × 6 grid network while the number of
CBR flows of 150 kbps increases from 2 to 7. The results have been obtained
averaging over 10 runs of 1000 s with different seeds. The error bars in the
figures show 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 9.3: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)
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Figure 9.4: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)
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Figure 9.5: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Grid topology)

Fig. 9.6 shows that the delivery ratio of SICA is higher than others in pres-
ence of high traffic load. The delivery ratio of BFSCA drops fast when
the number of traffic flows increases, since any channel switching interrupts
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the data transmission and nodes are forced to deliver data packets through
the common channel, which saturates it (Chapter 3.2). The delivery ra-
tio obtained by using a single channel network is lower than multi-channel
networks due to the lower capacity of a single channel.

Urban-X performs better and more robust in presence of high traffic load
compared to BFSCA since it considers the traffic load for making decisions,
but it results in a considerable high end-to-end delay (Fig. 9.7). Moreover,
multi-channel approaches lead to a lower end to end delay compared to the
single channel network, although the dynamic protocols suffer from the radio
switching delay.

Fig. 9.8 shows that the control overhead of SICA and BFSCA is better than
for Urban-X.

9.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we overview the main features of IEEE 802.11s -the recent
standard for wireless mesh networks. In addition, we analyze some of the
most recent channel assignment protocols which are potential candidates to
enhance the operation of actual IEEE 802.11s-based mesh networks. Simu-
lation results show the benefits of using Dynamic Channel Allocation mech-
anisms in multi-channel mesh networks compared against single channel or
static channel selection approaches. The presented results show that, more
attention should be directed at designing a smart channel selection mecha-
nism and a channel aware path selection metric for the current standard.
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Figure 9.6: Data delivery ratio vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 9.7: Average end to end delay vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 9.8: Control overhead vs. number of CBR traffics





CHAPTER10
Conclusions and Future Research

Directions

10.1 Concluding Remarks

In this research work we have studied the channel assignment problem in
multi radio multi channel wireless mesh networks.

We have proposed a new centralized and static channel assignment protocol
which considers the utility of the links and makes it possible to estimate
the usefulness of each link regardless of the traffic profile. The channel as-
signment then assigns channel to links considering their utility without a
tight constraint on preserving the topology. We have done a performance
evaluation comparing our proposal with other relevant static channels as-
signment algorithms proposed in the literature. In our study, we have used
a numerical tool to analyze the properties of the topology graphs, and de-
tailed ns-2 simulations. Our numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our protocol in exploiting channel diversity for reducing the interference
over wireless links with a small number of radios per node. Simulation re-
sults show that our approach increases the performance of the multi-radio
mesh network significantly. Additionally, our protocol provides a consider-
able decrease in the size of collision domain and thus a significant increase in
the network capacity. The ns-2 simulations proved that pruning the network
from some useless links leads to a better channel utilization and thus reduces
the average delay and increases in the packet delivery ratio and throughput.

To design a distributed channel assignment, we have provided a new game
theory based formulation of channel assignment problem. The considered
problem is formulated using a repeated game with incomplete information
and it is general enough to be applicable in any wireless network. We solve
the game using a multiplicative weights learning algorithm which adapts to
the changes in the environment and reaches a desired solution in a limited
amount of time.
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We have proposed a new semi-dynamic channel assignment protocol called
SICA. SICA is developed using the game theory model and the real time
learning mechanism. SICA is a distributed channel assignment and assumes
that nodes do not have perfect knowledge about other nodes’ strategies. We
have done a performance evaluation comparing SICA with other channel
assignments mechanisms proposed in the literature using ns-3. Simulation
results show the efficiency of SICA in assigning proper channels to radios
by avoiding external interference.

To evaluate the channel assignment algorithms through simulation, we have
presented the extensions which must be done in ns-3 simulator to simu-
late channel assignment mechanisms for multi radio wireless networks. We
provided the simulation details of SICA as an example. We verified the
simulation of SICA using a state space checker which checks the relevant
simulation events for any violation from the feasibility conditions of channel
assignment solution. The results prove the correctness of the simulation and
show that SICA is capable of utilizing the channels in a fair and efficient
way. Moreover we justified the results obtained by the Game theory based
model of SICA, using a Markov chain model.

Finally we overview the main features of IEEE 802.11s -the recent standard
for wireless mesh networks. In addition, we analyze some of the most re-
cent channel assignment protocols which are potential candidates to enhance
the operation of actual IEEE 802.11s-based mesh networks. Simulation re-
sults show the benefits of using Dynamic Channel Allocation mechanisms
in multi-channel mesh networks compared against single channel or static
channel selection approaches. The presented results show that, more atten-
tion should be directed at designing a smart channel selection mechanism
and a channel aware path selection metric for the current standard.

10.2 Brief Future Research Plan

• To improve the channel assignment mechanism by considering the
intra-channel interference between the receiving and the transmitting
radio. Due to the imperfect filtering of current 802.11 based radios,
receiving and transmitting antennas installed on a wireless router may
interfere each other even though they are working on different non-
overlapping channels. It is desirable if the channel assignment consid-
ers this fact for assigning channels to the co-located radios.

• To study the mechanism of adapting a dynamic channel allocation
mechanism for IEEE 802.11s based wireless mesh networks. Although
it is possible to have static and semi-dynamic CA in a mesh service set,
having a hybrid CA needs more effort to be applicable in IEEE 802.11s
based mesh. The mesh peering management protocol should be pro-
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vided by an intermediate agent to be able to establish the connection
between mesh routers which use hybrid CA.

• To study the interaction between CA and routing protocols. Because
of the reactive nature of the multi channel routing metrics, the routing
decision can invoke the channel assignment to re-assign channels and
this will invoke the routing to change the routes. To avoid unnecessary
changes in channels and routes some tuning may needs to apply to
channel assignment.
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ABSTRACT

We address the channel assignment problem in a multi-radio mesh
network that involves assigning channels to radio interfaces for
eliminating the effect of wireless interference. Due to the insuffi-
cient number of frequency channels and available radios per node,
interference is still present which limits the available bandwidth on
wireless links and eventually decrease the achievable throughput.
In this paper we investigate the effect of considering the diverse de-
livery probability of the wireless links on the channel assignment
solutions. We show that it is possible to classify the wireless links
and omit some of them to benefit from a more diverse-channel solu-
tion. We propose a new channel assignment aiming to minimize the
interference over high performance links. Finally a performance
study is carried to assess the effectiveness of our proposed algo-
rithm. Evaluations show that the multi-channel network obtained
from our proposed algorithm achieves significant improvement in
terms of reducing the interference and increasing the network ca-
pacity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design—Wireless communication

General Terms

Algorithms, Performance

Keywords

Channel Assignment, Mesh Network, Multi-Radio, Wireless

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh networks (WMN), based on commodity 802.11

radios, are promising solutions to provide broadband network cov-
erage at low cost. Mesh networks however suffer from serious in-
terference problems, limiting their capacity due to the broadcast na-
ture of the wireless medium. A common method to improve the ca-
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pacity is to use multiple orthogonal channels that are already avail-
able in 802.11 standard. The main idea is to reduce the interference
by using different channels for neighboring links. A wireless router
can use multiple channels if it is equipped with multiple radio in-
terfaces (radios). Here the challenge is assigning channels to radios
subject to limit the interference over the links while maintaining the
network connectivity.

Many papers (and references therein) [2, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15] have
been published on channel assignment problem, proposing solu-
tions based on different criteria. However, most of the schemes dis-
regard the delivery probability of wireless links, i.e. they suppose
that all wireless links offer the same performance for data transmis-
sion. Normally, the delivery probability of a link strongly depends
on its length, because the received power decreases drastically with
increasing the distance. On the other hand all wireless links are not
useful, in a mesh network with a gateway most of the user traffic is
oriented to/from the gateway, therefore links close to the gateway
are more probable to be selected by the routing protocol.

In this work, we propose a new channel assignment that takes
these features into consideration and demonstrate its benefits by a
performance comparison with other relevant channel assignments
algorithms that have been proposed in the literature.

Our contributions that set our work apart from the existing ap-
proaches for channel assignment problem are as follows:

• We show that the topology preserving constraint (assigning
channel to all available links) leads to a suboptimal solution,
i.e. relaxing this constraint may improve the results consid-
erably.

• We propose a new centralized channel assignment algorithm
which is traffic independent.

• We consider both the delivery probability of the wireless
links and their usefulness to make a better decision for as-
signing good channels to good links. Simulation results show
the goodness of our approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We start by describ-
ing the network model and formulation of our problem in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present our algorithm. We report the simulation re-
sults in Section 4. The related works are summarized in Section 5
and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Network Model
We consider a multi-radio wireless mesh network (WMN) con-

sisting of a set of mesh routers (nodes) where some nodes serve as



gateways between the WMN and the wired network. We assume
that each node has at least R ≥ 1 radio interfaces (radios) and can
tune each radio to one of the frequencies selected from C non over-
lapping channels. For simplicity, we assume that all radios have the
same characteristic and transmission range.

We model the connectivity between nodes by an undirected graph
Gt = (V,E); henceforth referred to as the topology graph. Here V

denotes the set of nodes, whereas E denotes the set of links. A
pair of nodes have a link in E if they are connected in the network.
We associate to every link e a weight equal to its packet delivery
probability (pd(e)).

The topology graph is not sufficient to fully characterize the
wireless network, because the wireless links may interfere each
other while transmitting simultaneously. To account the impact
of interference on a transmission we use the interference protocol
model defined in [8]. In this model, two transmissions links will
interfere if they occur within the interference range of each other.
The interference range of a link is usually supposed to be two times
the transmission range.

To represent the interference among all possible transmissions in
a network, the conflict graph is introduced by Jain et.all [9]. The
conflict graph G f = (V f ,E f ), contains a set of vertices correspond-
ing to all links in the network topology. There is an edge between
two vertices in the conflict graph if the corresponding links interfere
each other. We define the interference weight for a link e (I(e)), as
the number of links that potentially interfere with e, consequently
the interference weight of a link is equal to the degree of the corre-
sponding vertex in the conflict graph.

Throughout this paper, we use the topology graph to model the
network topology, and the conflict graph based on the protocol
model for the wireless interference.

2.2 Problem Formulation
The channel assignment problem in a multi-radio wireless mesh

network is to find a feasible mapping between radios and channels.
A feasible mapping between radios and channels must satisfy the
following conditions (feasibility conditions):

Radio constraint: The number of channels assigned to a node
must be equal or less than the number of radios it has.

Connectivity constraint: The channel assignment must preserve
the connectivity of the network, i.e. after assigning channels to
radios, there must be at least one path between all pairs of nodes.

The aim of a channel assignment algorithm is to utilize the avail-
able channels effectively, to reduce the interference of all links as
much as possible. In most of the cases, due to the limited num-
ber of radios per node and the big interference weight of wireless
links, it is not possible to eliminate the interference over all links
completely. Moreover in a channel assignment strategy each deci-
sion will limit the flexibility of the next decision, as we show in the
following example.

Fig. 1 shows a simple network with four nodes where R(v) shows
the number of radios of node v. The numbers under the links show
the packet delivery probability offered by each link. Consider a
channel assignment algorithm which starts from node A and assigns
channel c1 to its single radio. To preserve the topology, nodes B and
C must tune one of their radios to channel c1. Therefore they lose
their flexibility in making the decision for one of their radios. The
algorithm finished its work by assigning channel c2 to the other
links incident on nodes B and C (Fig. 1(a)). We are interested in
computing the capacity offered by this topology. We define the ca-
pacity equal to the maximum number of possible concurrent trans-
missions in the network [3]. Since in this network all wireless links
interfere each other and are assigned to channels c1 or c2, at most

e1 : none

e2 : c1

e3 : c2

e4 : c3

0.90.7

R(B)=2R(A)=1

R(C)=2

R(G)=1

e1 : c1

e2 : c1

e3 : c2

e4 : c2

Channel assigments:

(a) (b)
e4

e3

e1

0.9 0.9
e2

Figure 1: Channel assignment mechanism

two transmissions can occur concurrently (one on each channel).
Therefore the network capacity would be 2∗0.9 = 1.8.

From another standpoint, since the link between B and A is lossy
(compared to other links), if the channel assignment omits this link,
node B can choose two different channels for its radios, rather than
c1, and obviously we achieve a better channel utilization (Fig. 1(b)).
The maximum capacity in the second topology is 3 ∗ 0.9 = 2.7,
since all remaining links can transmit concurrently over different
channels.

This example shows that omitting some lossy links may allow
the channel assignment to reach a better solution.

Therefore we tackle the problem to find a channel assignment
that tries to reduce the interference over good links, with a slack
restriction on preserving the network topology. In order to measure
the amount of interference in a channel c, we define the average of
the interference weight of the links in c as:

Fc =
1

|Ec|
∑

e∈Ec

Ic(e) (1)

where Ec is a set of links assigned to a channel c, and Ic(e) is the
interference weight of a link e in a channel c. So, the aim of our
algorithm is keeping Fc as low as possible over all channels.

3. UTILITY BASED CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT

(UBCA)
In this section we describe an algorithm (UBCA) for assigning

channels to radios, which is developed based on our previous dis-
cussion. We start by defining the following terms:

Free radio: Whenever the number of channels assigned to a
node, is less than the number of radios it has, the node is supposed
to have some free radios.

Potential link: In a multi-channel network, the availability of a
link depends on the physical distance between end point nodes and
the existence of common channel between them. Therefore, we call
a link as potential, if the endpoint nodes are physically neighbors
but they have no common channel. Note that if a link remains po-
tential at the end of the channel assignment, it is actually removed.

Our channel assignment algorithm (UBCA) has two phases (see
Alg. 1). In the first phase, UBCA chooses the most diverse channel
set for links without having tight restriction for network connec-
tivity. In this phase, if the algorithm can not assign any common
channel to the end point nodes of a link, it marks the link as poten-
tial. In the second phase, UBCA makes the final decision for poten-
tial links: It tries to make one common channel for them through
merging channels over endpoint nodes, or removes them from the
topology.

At the beginning of the algorithm, each link is given a priority
based on its delivery probability and utility. We describe the exact
criteria for determining the priority of each link at the end of this
section (Section. 3.1). UBCA visits each link based on the prior-
ity order (line 1 in Alg. 1). For each visiting link, the algorithm
first determines a possible set of channels, and then selects the best
channel for the link among that set. To select the channel for a
link, UBCA investigates the effect of adding the visiting link to all



Algorithm 1 Utility Based Channel Assignment(Gt ,G f ,C)

Input:

Gt = (V,E): The topology graph
G f : The conflict graph of Gt

C: The available frequency channels
Require: C > 0

Channel Assignment Phase 1:

1: Order potential edges of Gt in non-increasing order of their priority
2: for Unvisited and Potential edge e =< v,u > in order do

3: PCh← Get.Possible.Channel(e,C)
4: if PCh is ∅ then

5: Mark e as “Visited and Potential”
6: else

7: c← Find.Best.Channel(e,PCh,G f )
8: Assign c to one radio of each endpoint nodes (v,u)
9: end if

10: end for

Channel Assignment Phase 2:

1: Order all “Visited and Potential” links in Gt in an increasing order of
their priority

2: for Potential link e =< v,u > in order do

3: if Any path P between u and v and < u,v >/∈ P then

4: Remove e from Gt

5: else

6: Select least interfering channels from v and u and merge them
7: end if

8: end for

possible channels and chooses the channel with lower interference
average (See Alg. 3).

If the possible channel set for a link is empty, then UBCA marks
the link as potential for the next phase. The size of the possible
channel set for a link depends on the situation of its endpoint nodes
(See Alg. 2). If both endpoint nodes have free radios, then it is
possible to assign a new channel to the visiting link, for this case the
possible channel set contains all available channels. In case that one
endpoint node has no free radios, selecting a different channel from
the current channel set of that node is against the first condition
of the feasibility (Section 2.2), therefore the possible channel set
for the visiting link is equal to the current channel set of the node
which has no free radio (lines 3-5 in Alg. 2). If both end point nodes
do not have any free radio, then the possible channel set must be
equal to the common channel between the two nodes. Finally in
the case that nodes have no free radios neither common channel,
the possible channel set for the visiting link would be empty, and
the link remains potential (line 9 in Alg. 2).

In the second phase UBCA visits the remaining potential links. It
must decide to remove a potential link from the topology or recheck
the channel assignment to make a common channel between end
point nodes. A possible way to create a common channel between
two nodes is to select one channel from each node’s current chan-
nel set and merge them to one (assigns all links in one channel
to another). For selecting two appropriate channels to merge, the
algorithm must consider the interference weight of the links after
merging channels. UBCA is mostly oriented to remove unneces-
sary links. For this reason, in this phase, it visits the potential links
in an increasing order of priority, i.e the link with the lowest prior-
ity is visited first. For each potential link, it checks whether there
is any other path between the two end point nodes. If so, the link is
removed, otherwise the channel merging process is applied to make
the link available.

Theorem 1. The proposed channel assignment algorithm satisfies
the feasibility conditions.

Proof. The feasibility conditions are mentioned in Section 2.2.
Here we express the proof for each condition separately.

Algorithm 2 Get.Possible.Channel(e =< u,v >,C)

Input:

e =< u,v >: The link between nodes v and u

Output:

PCh: A set of possible channels for the given link
Require: C > 0

1: if v and u have free radio then

2: PCh←C

3: else if at least one node has free radio then

4: Lim.Node← The node which has no free radio
5: PCh← Current channels of the Lim.Node

6: else if v and u have no free radio but common channels then

7: PCh← Common channels between u and v

8: else

9: PCh←∅

10: end if

11: return PCh

Algorithm 3 Find.Best.Channel(e =< u,v >,PCh,G f )

Input:

e =< u,v >: The link between nodes v and u

PCh: A set of possible channels for the given link
G f : The conflict graph

Output:

C: The best channel for the given link

1: if |PCh|> 1 then

2: MinF ← I(e)
3: for c ∈ PCh do

4: Ec← Ec ∪ e

5: Compute Fc from equation (1)
6: if Fc ≤MinF then

7: MinF ← Fc

8: C← c

9: end if

10: end for

11: else

12: C← PCh[1]
13: end if

14: return C

Radio-constraint: For each link, the best channel is selected
among the possible channel set which is determined by Alg. 2. To
determine the possible channel set for a link, Alg. 2 checks the
radio-constraint condition for end point nodes through lines 2-8.
Therefore, the possible channel set for a link is selected based on
the current channel set of end point nodes and their free radios.
Hence the radio constraint condition is preserved.

Connectivity-constraint: The second phase of Alg. 1, decides to
remove a link under two conditions: first, there must be an alterna-
tive path between two endpoint nodes; and second, the path must
be independent of the current link (see lines 3-4 of the second phase
of Alg. 1). If these two conditions are held, then the algorithm re-
moves the link. Therefore, even after deletion of a link, there is a
path between two nodes, and thus the network remains connected.

3.1 Computing Links Priority
Recall that the objective of our channel assignment is to reduce

the average interference weight of the links by removing unneces-
sary links. Thus it is necessary to visit the preferred links first. Con-
sidering only the delivery probability is not sufficient since links
removal must be carried in such away that have the minimum im-
pact on the paths to the gateway. To assess the role of each link in
constructing the paths to the gateway we define the Utility metric
for each link (U(e)). U(e) will help us to estimate the probability
of using a specific link. Without any traffic profile, it is pretty hard



to estimate the Utility precisely, but we can have a good estimation
by considering a balanced traffic over the network.

To compute U(e), independent of specific traffic pattern, we con-
sider all shortest paths between the gateway and other nodes in the
network. We use the shortest path first (SPF) while considering
the cost of a link equal to the inverse of its delivery probability
(1/pd(e)) i.e. the expected transmission count over the link, as-
suming Bernoulli trials. We define U(e) equal to the number of
times that link e participates in constructing the shortest paths be-
tween the gateway and other nodes.

In a network with |V | nodes (one node is the gateway), we have
|V |−1 paths from all nodes to the gateway. Thus, we estimate the
probability of using a link for a transmission to the gateway as the

utility of that link (U(e)) over the total number of paths (
U(e)
|V |−1

)

Since our channel assignment algorithm tries to prune the topol-
ogy by deleting some links, it is important to start channel assign-
ment from links with the higher utility. Through our simulation
study, we found that in all topologies many links have the utility
equal to zero or one. Therefore, after sorting all links based on
their utility, links with the same utility must be ordered based on
their delivery probability. This sorting can be done by defining the
priority P(e) of each link e as equation (2), where γ is a tuning pa-
rameter subject to 0 < γ < 1. Big γ prefer links with higher utility
while small γ is preferable for networks without any gateway. We
use γ = 0.9 throughout this work. Note that γ = 1 means classi-
fying links only considering their utility which may be equal for
many links and thus results in an ambiguous classification.

P(e) = γ∗
U(e)

|V |−1
+(1− γ)∗ pd(e) ∀ e ∈ E (2)

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed chan-

nel assignment algorithm using the R numerical tool [16] and the
NS-2 [7] simulator. We use R to compare the capacity and interfer-
ence properties of different multichannel algorithms [10, 15]. De-
tailed NS-2 simulations are used to evaluate the performance of the
channel assignment algorithms in 802.11-based multi-radio mesh
networks. We have add the multi-radio functionality to the physi-
cal and MAC layer of 802.11 in NS-2 simulator based on the work
done in [1]. The routing tables in the NS-2 simulations are obtained
using SPF, while considering 1/pd(e) of any link e as its weight.

To assess the delivery probability (pd(e)) of link e we use the
shadowing propagation model [13] with a path loss β = 2.7 and
standard deviation σdB = 6 dB. We have used the default NS-2 val-
ues for the other propagation model parameters (see [7]). In our
model we consider that links exist only when pd(e) ≥ 0.5. With
the selected values, this delivery probability is achievable if the dis-
tance of the link is not longer than 131.5 m.

We consider a network with different number of nodes (10≤N≤
50) which are randomly placed in a square field of 300×300 m2.

We assume the protocol model for interference between wireless
links with an interference range equal to 263.06 m (two times the
communication-range). Throughout we assume that all nodes are
equipped with two radios that can be tuned over 12 non-overlapping
channels.

We compare UBCA with three relevant channel assignment al-
gorithms that have been proposed in the literature: the Common
Channel Assignment (CCA) [6]; the Connected Low interference
Channel Assignment algorithm (CLICA) [10]; and the distributed
channel assignment (ROMA) [5].

CCA applies the same channel assignment pattern for all nodes,
i.e. the first radio of all nodes is tuned to the first channel, the sec-

ond radio is tuned to the second channel and so on. Therefore if
each node has r radio interfaces, regardless of the number of avail-
able channels, the network created by CCA always uses r channels.

CLICA is a centralized channel assignment which tries to reduce
the interference weight of the links while preserving the network
topology. CLICA visits the nodes based on their priority which is
defined by their distance to a reference node and the number of free
radios they have. Here the reference node is the gateway. While
assigning a channel to a link, each end-point node will lose one of
its free radios and thus during the channel assignment the priority
of the nodes will change dynamically. CLICA selects a channel for
a link in such a way that leads to the lowest amount of interference
weight over that link and all other links which are interfering with
it [10].

ROMA is a distributed algorithm proposed for a network with at
least one gateway. At the beginning of the channel assignment each
gateway produces a channel sequence (c1,c2, · · · ,cn), and broad-
casts it. The node which is i hops far from the gateway will select
the ci−1 and ci elements of the channel sequence, and tune its ra-
dios to the selected channels. Therefore, at the end of the procedure
each node will have a common channel with its previous node on
the path to the gateway, and a common channel with its neighbors
at the same and lower level.

4.1 Topology Properties

4.1.1 Capacity-Gain

We use the maximum number of concurrent transmissions as an
estimation for network one-hop capacity [3]. We calculate this met-
ric in two steps: First, computing all independent sets in the conflict
graph, and then selecting the set which gives us the maximum ca-
pacity factor, as we explain in the following.

The simplest way to determine the capacity factor (C f (C)) of a
multi-channel network with C orthogonal channels, is by consider-
ing the cardinality of the largest independent set S of the conflict
graph G f (C) [3]. To take into account the delivery probability in
the capacity metric, we calculate the summation of the delivery
probability of the links in each independent set (equation (3)). We
define the capacity gain of the multi-channel network in relation to
the single channel network in equation (4), where C f (C) and C f (1)
represent the capacity factor of a multichannel network with C or-
thogonal channels, and a single channel network respectively.

C f (C) = max
∀S⊂G f (C)

∑
∀e∈S

pd(e) (3)

Capacity Gain =
C f (C)

C f (1)
(4)

4.1.2 Network Interference

We use two metrics to show the interference characteristic in a
multi-channel network: the collision domain size, and the link con-
flict weight.

Size of collision domains: A collision-domain is a subset of links
in which all links collide each other if they transmit simultaneously.
A collision-domain in the conflict graph is a complete subgraph or
clique of vertices. All vertices in a clique are connected pairwise,
therefore the set of their corresponding links in the topology graph
make a potential collision domain.

Maximum average interference weight: The interference weight
for a link is the number of links in its interference range (Section
2.2). We calculate this metric taking the maximum of equation (1)
over C. This metric is important since a link with the maximum
interference weight could be a potential bottleneck for the network.
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Figure 3: Size of the collision domains.
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Figure 4: Maximum interference weight.
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Figure 10: Average delay for CBR traffic

(gateway profile).

In CLICA [10] the authors use a similar metric as the objective
function.

4.2 802.11 Based Multi-Radio Performance
We use NS-2 simulator to evaluate multi-radio networks created

by different channel assignment algorithms in terms of aggregate
throughput, packet delivery ratio, and average delay. In each net-
work we produce random traffic flows. The number of flows is
equal to the 40% of the number of nodes in each topology. We use
two type of sources: CBR traffic with fixed rate at 100 kbps and
packet size equal to 1 kB; and TCP traffic with packet size equal to
1.4 kB. We consider two traffic profiles: gateway profile consisting
of flows from the gateway to randomly selected nodes; and random

profile consisting of flows between random pairs of nodes. The
simulation time was set to 100 s. RTS/CTS mechanism is enabled.
For each topology with different number of nodes, we repeated the
simulation for 50 different random placement of the nodes, and re-
port the average with the confidence intervals.

Aggregate Throughput: For TCP traffic we calculate the aggre-

gate throughput (Mbps), dividing the total received traffic by the
duration time of TCP flows.

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): We consider the number of cor-
rectly received packets with respect to the amount of sent packets.

Average Delay: For all received CBR packets, we calculate the
average delay to verify the ability of the network to use non inter-
fering channels to deliver data with less contention.

4.3 Results
As explained before, Fig. 2-4 have been computed with the R

numerical tool [16], analyzing the properties of the topology graphs
obtained by the channels assignment algorithms under study. Note
that these properties do not reflect the fact of having a gateway.
Fig. 8-7, on the other hand, show the results of analyzing the traces
obtained using the NS-2 simulator [7].

Fig. 2 shows the capacity gain of multi-channel networks (equa-
tion (4)). The results are produced by different channel assignment
algorithms varying the number of nodes. Using CCA the capacity
gain is bounded to two, since CCA only uses two channels through-
out the network [6]. The figure shows that our proposal, UBCA,
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outperforms the other mechanisms. This is because two main rea-
sons: First, considering the delivery probability of the links during
the channel assignment; and second, removing some useless links
from the original network. As expected, removing useless links
will reduce the collision domain size, thus resulting a considerable
increase in capacity gain.

Fig. 3 shows the average size of the collision domains for dif-
ferent number of nodes. CLICA is successful in reducing the size
of collision domains compared to CCA, but the reduction is much
higher with UBCA and ROMA. Note that, even after increasing the
network density, the size of collision domains do not change much
for the topologies created by UBCA and ROMA.

Fig. 4 depicts the maximum interference weight of the links for
different network densities. The figure shows that by increasing the
network density, the maximum interference weight do not change
significantly for UBCA, while for the other mechanisms increases
rapidly. Although CLICA is designed to minimize this metric, it
couldn’t achieve a reasonable result compared to UBCA since it
tries to preserve the topology and as explained in section 2.2,this
approach couldn’t achieve a diverse-channel assignment hence un-
successful in eliminating the interference over links.

To investigate the performance of the proposed channel assign-
ment in a general situation, we first run the simulation for the ran-
dom profile. Fig. 5 depicts the aggregate TCP throughput with dif-
ferent number of nodes. The figure shows that due to a significant
increase in the network capacity (see Fig. 2), UBCA outperforms
the other mechanisms specially in dense topologies.

Fig. 6 shows that the packet delivery ratio in network topologies
created by UBCA is also much better than the others. Moreover,
in contrast to other mechanisms, delivery ratio in UBCA is rather
insensitive to the network density.

Fig. 7 shows that by using UBCA, the average delay for CBR
traffic is significantly lower than with the other algorithms. The
out-performance of UBCA confirms its smaller size of collision do-
mains, and lower interference weight obtained in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
respectively.

We re-run the simulation by considering the gateway profile in
Figs. 8-9. Fig. 8 shows the aggregate TCP throughput with dif-
ferent number of nodes. As expected, due to the proper channel
assignment in CLICA, ROMA and UBCA compared to CCA, the
aggregate throughput improves significantly. UBCA get almost the
same result as ROMA. Recall that ROMA is designed to optimize
the gateway paths.

Fig. 9 shows that the packet delivery ratio in network topologies
created by UBCA and ROMA is much higher than the others. Ad-
ditionally, in UBCA and ROMA the rate of decrease in the packet
delivery ratio with respect to the increase of the network density, is

much lower than the others. Finally, Fig. 10 shows that in UBCA
and ROMA, the average delay for CBR traffic is lower than the
other algorithms. These results are justifiable by taking into ac-
count the fact that ROMA optimizes the paths to the gateway, and
UBCA estimates the utility of the links based on their frequency to
access the gateway.

We conclude that our simulation results show that UBCA builds
a network topology with low interference with a small number of
radios per node. We showed that removing some links from the
network topology will lead to a better performance, even if it may
cause an increase in the length of some paths between nodes.

4.3.1 The Impact of γ

Recall that UBCA uses a weighted metric for assigning the pri-
ority to wireless links before channel assignment (Section 3.1). As
we have explained previously, the priority metric is a weighted sum
of the utility and the delivery probability of the wireless links. The
weight given to the utility (U) is denoted by γ, while the weight
given to the delivery probability (pd) is 1− γ.

To investigate the impact of γ on the performance of UBCA, we
repeated the simulation with 0.1 ≤ γ ≤ 0.9 for three different net-
work densities (N = 10,25,50).

Fig. 11 shows that by increasing γ, UBCA achieves better net-
work throughput for TCP traffic generated in the gateway profile.
Obviously the impact of different value of γ is more significant for
dense networks (N = 25,50), because big γ leads to decrease the
interference over the links which are close to the gateway.

Fig. 12- 13 show that a larger value of γ leads to better packet
delivery ratio with less delay for CBR traffic.

These simulation confirms that, since a large γ forces the channel
assignment to favor the links with higher utility, for the gateway
profile UBCA achieves better performance with increasing γ. For
the random profile we have not obtained significant differences for
different values of γ.

5. RELATED WORK
The static channel assignment problem is well studied in recent

years and has been addressed in several proposals [2, 4–6, 10–12,
14,15]. The core idea of all proposed algorithms is to use the avail-
able channels to eliminate the interference of neighboring transmis-
sions. A simple approach for utilizing two channels in a dual-radio
network is presented in [6], while the main focus of authors is
on modifying the routing parameters to benefit from multi-channel
structure. Further investigations in [10] and [12] show that it is
possible to increase the performance of the multi-channel network
more than two factors by applying smart channel assignment algo-



rithms. Raniwala et. all [11, 12] presented a centralized (and also
a distributed) traffic aware channel assignment. Given the network
topology and the traffic profile, the channel assignment binds each
radio to a channel such that the available bandwidth on each link
is proportional to its expected load. If the traffic loads change over
time the algorithm must perform channel reassignment, thus us-
ing traffic aware schemes in presence of a dynamic traffic profile is
very challenging. Marina et. all [10] and Subramanian et. all [15],
formulated the channel assignment problem as a topology control
problem, and develop their approaches subject to minimize the link
conflict weight. Avallone et. all [2] formulated the problem to ac-
quire the smaller size of collision domains. However none of these
works consider the delivery probability of the wireless links. Re-
cently Dhananjay et.all [5] proposed a distributed channel assign-
ment and routing which takes the links delivery ratio into accounts.
In the proposed algorithm each node follows the channel assign-
ment pattern which is propagated by the gateway i.e. the algorithm
optimizes the paths to the gateway, thus the big size of collision do-
mains specially in a dens network may lead to a lower performance
in an arbitrary traffic profile.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have studied the channel assignment problem in

a multi-radio multi-channel mesh network. We have showed that
considering the utility of the links makes it possible to estimate the
usefulness of each link regardless of the traffic profile. We have
presented a new algorithm, called UBCA, which assigns channel
to links considering their utility without a tight constraint on pre-
serving the topology. We have done a performance evaluation com-
paring UBCA with other relevant channels assignment algorithms
proposed in the literature. In our study we have used a numerical
tool to analyze the properties of the topology graphs, and detailed
NS-2 simulations. Our numerical results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of UBCA in exploiting channel diversity for reducing the
interference over wireless links with a small number of radios per
node. The simulation results show that our approach increases the
performance of the multi-radio mesh network significantly. Addi-
tionally, UBCA provides a considerable decrease in the size of col-
lision domain and thus significant increase in the network capacity.
The NS-2 simulations proved that pruning the network from some
useless links leads to a better channel utilization and thus reduces
the average delay and increases in the packet delivery ratio and
throughput.

Our future work will focus on formulating the proposed channel
assignment problem to obtain the optimal bound for network ca-
pacity and interference. We will seek for an optimal solution while
considering the delivery probability of wireless links and relaxing
the constraint on topology preserving. We will also investigate the
distributed version of UBCA.
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Abstract—Channel assignment has been extensively re-
searched for multi-radio wireless mesh networks, but it is still
very challenging when it comes to its implementation. In this
paper we propose a semi-dynamic and distributed channel
assignment mechanism called SICA that uses game theory. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first game formulation of
channel assignment which takes the co-channel interference
into account. SICA is an interference aware, distributed
channel assignment which preserves the network connectivity
without relying on a common channel nor central node
for coordination between mesh routers. SICA applies an
on-line learner algorithm which assumes that nodes do
not have perfect information. We have simulated SICA
and compared against another interference-aware channel
assignment mechanism proposed in the literature called
Urban-X. Simulation results show that SICA outperforms
Urban-X, even using fewer radio interfaces per node.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-antenna technologies are well known to offer

significant improvement in capacity through the use of

multiple frequencies offered in IEEE 802.11 standards.

The network capacity can be further enhanced if the

network employs an intelligent channel assignment which

seeks a proper mapping between the available channels

and the radios at every node.

Many channel assignment approaches fall under the

static category, where mesh nodes tune an antenna to

a specific channel permanently (see [1], [2]). Due to

the variable nature of the wireless medium, the channel

assignment mechanism must be flexible enough to adapt

to the erratic traffic or interference pattern. Static CAs

are unable to cope with the external interference but they

can easily be extended to semi-dynamic by refreshing the

channel assignment at regular time intervals in response to

the changes in the traffic pattern or co-channel interference

(see e.g. [3]–[5]).

In this work we propose SICA, a semi-dynamic in-

terference aware channel assignment algorithm for IEEE

802.11 based WMN. We estimate the amount of inter-

ference over channels, induced by any wireless enabled

devices, based on IEEE 802.11k standard. We then use

game theory to formulate the problem. Unlike previous

game formulation in the literature (see e.g. [5]–[7]), we

assume a more realistic scenario where nodes do not have

perfect information about others strategies and channels

suffer external interference from neighboring networks.

Then we apply the online learning method to design a

distributed algorithm which tries to assign the best channel

to each radio. The nodes continuously refine their decision

accounting the changes in the wireless environment. The

main contributions that sets our work apart from others

are the following ones:

• A novel game theory formulation of channel assign-

ment, considering external and internal interference.

• A decision making strategy which assumes imperfect

information at each router but adapts fast to the

changes in the wireless environment.

• A fully distributed CA algorithm which preserves

the network connectivity and supports any routing

protocol.

• A self-contained protocol which applies channel load

estimation, interface switching, control message ex-

change and data delivery mechanisms in addition to

channel assignment.

We evaluate SICA through simulations using ns-3, and

compare it with another distributed and interference aware

channel assignment mechanism that has been proposed

in the literature. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of

SICA in exploiting channel diversity, hence reducing the

interference over wireless links, even with a small number

of radios per node.

II. SICA ARCHITECTURE

We introduce a multi-radio multi-channel architecture

which reduces the impact of the wireless interference, and

improves the performance of the network by driving the

benefits of non-overlapping channels. Channel assignment

is viewed as a lower layer mechanism which doesn’t

consider the traffic load. Our goal is to reduce the effect

of the interference inside the mesh network and with any

other co-located wireless networks. The distributed multi-

channel architecture considers the channel selection mech-

anism, describes the switching process of the antennas

and controls data buffering and transmitting. Nodes use

a distributed algorithm to occupy the best channel based

on the information gathered during the channel sensing

periods.

We shall describe SICA with nodes equipped with

2 radio interfaces, each provided with a set C (with

cardinality |C|> 1) of non overlapping channels. However,

SICA could be easily extended to a network where nodes

are equipped with a number of radios larger than 2. The

radios will be referred to as the receiving radio and the

transmitting radio, and denoted by R and T, respectively.



The distributed channel assignment selects and assigns a

channel to the R radio of each node. Then, nodes switch

the T radio accordingly. For example, if a generic node

A tunes its R radio over channel c ∈C, each neighboring

node, which aims to send traffic to A, will switch its T

radio to channel c before start transmission. The T radio

remains on channel c until all the packets addressed to

node A have been sent, or until a maximum period of

time (Tmax).

In the following sections we explain the details of

SICA. We explain the channel sensing mechanism, CA

algorithm and its implementations in sections III, IV and

V, respectively. The synchronization and switching of R

and T radios are explained in sectionVI.

III. EXTERNAL INTERFERENCE ESTIMATION

To estimate the amount of external interference, mesh

nodes use the clear channel assessment (CCA) mecha-

nism for spectrum sensing [8]. CCA is based on energy

detection during a specific period of time. At a given

time all nodes on the same channel stop transmission and

start sensing the channel, the synchronization is achieved

through sending messages (see section VI). Since all nodes

working on the same channel must remain silent during

listening to the carrier, a big sensing period will degrade

the network throughput. On the other hand, a long enough

sensing period is necessary to have a precise estimation [4]

During the sensing period (TSS) every node monitors the

channel by taking samples at the sense rate (TSRate). The

channel status would be monitored as either idle or busy.

Define Ti,busy(c), the time that a channel is sensed as busy

during the sensing period. On the contrary Ti,idle(c) shows

the amount of time that the channel is sensed as idle.

IEEE 802.11k standard for radio resources measurement

proposes a simple formulation to compute the channel load

as the percentage of time that the node sensed the medium

as busy. At the end of sensing period node i estimates

the normalized bandwidth (or duty cycle) consumed by

external networks over a channel c, as:

Bi,neig(c) =
Ti,busy(c)

Ti,busy(c)+Ti,idle(c)
(1)

The mesh nodes then use the channel load to make

decision in channel assignment algorithm (see Section IV).

IV. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

We have used a game theory model to formulate the

distributed channel assignment, which is adaptive to the

external interference. In our model each node is a rational

player which tries to occupy the best channel for its

R radio. The best channel is a channel which suffers

less external interference and it is not shared by many

neighboring nodes of the same network. From this point

forward we use the terms node and player interchangeably.

Let N be the number of nodes of the network, and fi,c

the number of R radios of player i using channel c ( fi,c ∈
{0,1}). Define the strategy of player i, si, as its channel

allocation vector, given by si = ( fi,1, fi,2, ..., fi,|C|), i =
1, · · ·N.

A player strategy describes whether it has a radio over

a specific channel or not. Note that the total number of

R radios employed by player i is given by fi = ∑
|C|
k=1 fi,k.

Since only one R radio is used, fi = 1. We define the

strategy matrix (strategy profile), S, as the strategy vector

of all players at a given time: S = [sT
1 sT

2 ... sT
N ]. By S−i we

shall refer to the strategy matrix consisting of all nodes’

strategies except player i. Note that the node may not know

S−i completely.

We formulate a game theory model where each player

i chooses a channel c trying to minimize a loss function.

Each mesh router derives two separate costs for selecting

a channel. The first cost is according to the channel

load estimated in Section III (equation (1)). The second

cost is according to internal interference induced from

neighboring nodes. To estimate the internal interference

over a channel, mesh routers compute how congested is

the channel in the neighborhood. Let Ni be the number

of nodes in the interference range of node i (two-hops

neighbors based on interference protocol model [9]). We

shall represent by Ri(c) the number of nodes in the set Ni

that have tuned their R radio to channel c at a given time:

Ri(c) = ∑
k∈Ni

fk,c (2)

We define the density of interfering nodes over channel

c by
Ri(c)

Ni
. The mesh router then merges the costs by

taking the average of the individual cost as bandwidth loss

function:

Mi,B(c,S−i) =
1

2
(Bi,neig(c)+

Ri(c)

Ni

) (3)

However, the cost of one node’s decision depends not

only on the available bandwidth of the selected channel,

but also the switching delay penalty. According to [4],

[10] current 802.11 commodities suffer a considerable

switching delay (Ds) varying from 80 µs to 22 ms. A big

switching delay affects the performance of the protocol if

the radio switches frequently. We consider the magnitude

of the switching delay related to the Hello interval, TH

(explained in Section VI). If the hello interval is big

enough the effect of the switching delay is negligible. On

the other hand a considerable switching delay should give

a higher cost, making nodes to switch between channels

less frequently.

Let ci the channel being used by node i, we assume that

a switching delay loss function for any channel c, is given

by:

Mi,D(c,S−i) =

{

Ds
TH

, c 6= ci

0, otherwise
(4)

Finally, we combine bandwidth and switching delay

costs in the loss function given by:

Mi(c,S−i) = γ Mi,B(c,S−i)+(1− γ)Mi,D(c,S−i) (5)

Note that, γ is a tuning parameter (γ ∈ [0,1]), and the loss

function co-domain is [0,1]. It is not feasible nor necessary

for a player to compute Mi(c,S−i) for all possible values of

S−i. Each player computes the loss value for one strategy



profile at a time, in Section IV-A we explain how this

method solves the game effectively.

To sum up, we defined a game with the following

properties:

• Nodes are rational players and try to occupy the most

vacant frequency channels.

• Nodes do not have knowledge about their neighbors

criteria of making decision beforehand.

• Each channel decision imposes a cost (in the range

of 0 to 1) to a node, as a function of the switching

delay and the available bandwidth over the selected

channel.

• The game is played in several rounds and the external

parameters introduced by the environment may differ

in each round, i.e. the environment is unpredictable.

A. Solving the game

Due to the changes in the co-channel interference, the

game outlined in the previous section has no deterministic

loss matrix, therefore using common approaches to solve

the game is impossible. Our solution is based on the

online learning approach proposed by Freund and Schapire

in [11].

Let Mi be the loss matrix of node i, i.e. the rows of

Mi are the strategies of node i (the channels c ∈C it can

choose), and the columns are all possible strategies of the

other players, S−i. Each node assigns non-negative weights

(wi(c)) to the rows of Mi. We assume that, the number of

rows in Mi is the same for all nodes and equal to the

number of orthogonal channels (|C|).
Initially Mi is unknown to player i, but this game can be

played repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds (1, · · ·T ).

To avoid channel oscillation in each round t (t ∈ 1, · · ·T ),

the player plays a mixed strategy based on the weights

(wi,t(c)) assigned to the rows of Mi. The probability of

selecting channel c, is calculated as:

Pi,t(c) =
wi,t(c)

∑c∈C wi,t(c)
(6)

At the beginning all weights are set to 1, thus, the prob-

ability of selecting any channel is identical. After selecting

a channel, the node gathers information from its neighbors

and updates the loss that is suffered (equation (5)). Then,

the weights are updated as:

wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c)βMi(c,S−i) (7)

where β is the game parameter in the range of (0,1).
A big β introduces minor changes to the weights and

the learner follows the environment slowly but more

accurately. Therefore it is applicable to a scenario where

the environment changes less frequently. On the contrary, a

small β imposes big changes in the weights, and introduces

bigger error to the decision but adequate to a scenario with

frequent changes. In our simulations we found that β= 0.2

leads to better results (see Section VII). We use the same

β for all players. Note that the best solution reached by

the learner is not necessarily the Nash Equilibrium. Since

it has been shown that multiplicative weights updates

learning algorithm cannot work for Nash Equilibrium in

general bi-matrix games [12].

V. CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT IMPLEMENTATION

Alg. 1 summarizes the implementation of the channel

assignment previously described. Recall that the main idea

of SICA is using available information on each node,

gathered from its neighbors, and selecting the best channel

by playing a game with mixed strategies. As explained in

section IV-A, the game is played in rounds that we shall

refer to as channel assignment periods, and represent its

duration by TCA. Each node i runs Alg. 1 at every TCA.

Algorithm 1 SICA(Ni)

Input:
Ni: set of one and two-hops neighbors of node i.

1: if this is the first assignment then
2: Set wi,t(c) = 1 ∀c ∈C
3: Assign a random channel ci to the R radio
4: else
5: Compute Pi,t(c) ∀c ∈C (Eq. (6))
6: Assign channel ci to the R radio with probability Pi,t

7: end if
8: Switch the R radio to channel ci

9: Use CCA and estimate Bi,neig(c) (Eq. (1))
10: Inform other neighbors about Bi,neig(c)
11: for c ∈ {channels used by R radio of Ni nodes} do
12: Calculate Mi(c,S−i) (Eq. (5))
13: Update wi,t(c) (Eq. (7))
14: end for

Four main reasons call for SICA to be an efficient

channel assignment algorithm:

• Nodes are not required to have the perfect information

about other players’ strategies and loss functions.

• Nodes are supposed to be selfish players trying to

occupy the best channels.

• It is not necessary for a node to estimate the external

interference over all channels. In our proposal each

node senses the channel of its R radio and uses the

information of its neighbors about other channels.

• The proposed channel assignment eliminates the

Channel Oscillation problem. This problem happens

when some nodes find a channel empty and try to

occupy it simultaneously, finally they will switch

back when they find it busy by others. Playing a

mixed strategy, as previously described, avoids chan-

nel oscillation since each node selects the destination

channel randomly with a predefined probability.

Param. Possible Value Default Value

TH 10 ms - 100 ms 20 ms
TCA TH ≪ TCA 5 s
TSS TH < TSS < TCA 1 s
TSRate TSRate ≪ TSS 1 ms
β 0 ≤ β < 1 0.2
γ 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 0.8
Ds 80 µs - 20 ms 300 µs

Table I: Channel Assignment Parameters



VI. MESH NODES SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISM

Unlike Urban-X and many other CAs in the literature,

in SICA there is no common channel between all nodes

but the synchronization is achieved through exchanging

messages. Since each node can assign a different channel

to its receiving (R) radio, the network topology may appear

to be partitioned. To avoid network partitioning, nodes

must be aware of the channels used by their neighbors’

R radios. A node broadcasts Hello messages to report the

channel of its R radio to its neighbors.

It is not necessary to send Hello messages over all

available channels, except when a new node joins the

network or when a node stops receiving Hello messages

from any neighbors. Once a node knows the channels used

by the R radios of its one-hop neighbors, then the node

switches the T radio to those channels and sends Hello

messages every specific period of time (TH ).

After gathering information from the neighbors, a node

may start transmitting data. One node may have packets

to deliver to different neighbors on different channels.

In our model each channel is associated with a queue.

Packets are added to the corresponding queue according

to the receiving channel of the neighbors. When the T

radio switches to each channel, it sends all or some of the

packets in the associated queue. We use a different queue

for Hello messages, which has higher priority than data

packets’ queue.

A mesh node uses Round Robin for visiting all channels

for which it has data to sent. To avoid starvation, after

switching, the T radio will stay in one channel for at

most a specific period of time (Tmax). We assume that the

switching delay of the T radio is constant and equal to Ds.

Therefore to have the same opportunity to transmit over

|Ci| channels, the node computes Tmax as
TH−(|Ci|−1)Ds

|Ci|
.

Fig. 1 shows an example describing the data delivery

process over two channels. For simplicity we merged

the data and Hello packets in the same queue (shaded

and black boxes, respectively), but Hello messages have

higher priority than data. Fig. 1-a shows the channel status

before TH starts. The mechanism starts from channel one

(Fig. 1-b). After switching the T radio to a channel, a

node must wait at least for Dt units of time before it

starts transmitting, to avoid collision with any ongoing

transmission on the channel (see section VI-B). After

Dt , the node sends packets during at most Tmax, then it

switches the T radio to channel two and the transmission

process is repeated for this channel (Fig. 1-b). While there

are packets in the queues, the node will round robin among

them until the end of TH (Fig. 1-c).

A. Switching the R radio

When a node decides to switch the R radio to any

channel, it must announce the switching attempt through

Hello messages. The switching attempt information in a

Hello message, consists two fields: the destination channel

to which the R radio will switch; and the switching timer

(TS).
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Figure 1: Data delivery mechanism

The switching timer (TS) is the units of time before the

R radio will switch to the new channel. This timer must be

longer than the Hello interval (2TH < TS ≪ TCA) to make

sure that all neighbors are informed. The timer is used to

inform the neighbors about the channel switching attempt

before the switching process is completed. Therefore the

neighbors will consider it for upcoming transmissions.

If a node misses any information about a switching

attempt of a neighbor, the node would fail to send packets

to it. The algorithm tries to prevent this by selecting

a sufficiently large TS. Moreover the node always gets

information about a lost neighbor from other common

neighbors, thus, updating its information.

B. Switching The T Radio

The T radio switches more often than the R. Each

node checks all queues sequentially and if there is any

data waiting for transmission, it switches the T radio to

the corresponding channel and starts sending data after

a delay (Dt ). When a node switches to a new channel

it may fail to hear the previous CTS/RTS between any

other nodes on the same channel, thus it must avoid

transmitting immediately to prevent the collision with

ongoing transmissions. Consequently after switching, a

node may wait for Dt before starting any transmission.

The node remains on the target channel until the end of

the transmission or at most for Tmax. Then it proceeds on

checking other queues.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we study the performance of the pro-

posed channel assignment algorithm using ns-3 simula-

tor [13] for 802.11-based multi-radio mesh networks. We

use a network where the mesh routers initialize their rout-

ing tables using Shortest Path First (SPF), minimizing the

number of hops. We assume a two ray ground propagation

model with a radio range of 250 m. Wireless nodes can

tune their radio to any channel among 8 non-overlapping

channels (according to IEEE 802.11a standard). CTS/RTS

mechanism is disabled.

We compared SICA with another interference-aware

channel assignment proposed in the literature called

Urban-X [4]. Urban-X uses three radios for each node:

an R and T radios, as in SICA, and a third radio

which is tuned to a common channel for all nodes. The

common channel stays unchanged through the life time
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Figure 3: Average end to end delay

vs. number of nodes
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Figure 4: Control overhead vs.

number of nodes
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Figure 5: Data delivery ratio vs. the

number of channels that suffer

external interference
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Figure 6: Data delivery ratio vs. CBR

traffic loads
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Figure 7: Data delivery ratio over

time

of the network. Channel assignment in Urban-X takes

into account the amount of flows a node has to send,

and the estimated external interference over the channels.

Nodes need to have information about the number of flows

their neighbors have. Then Urban-X assigns a priority to

each node based on the number of active flows it has,

and nodes having higher priority have more chances to

occupy the best channels (those with less traffic from

external networks). Nodes broadcast control messages

over the common channel up to two-hops neighbors. After

switching to a channel, the T radio remains there for a

predefined period of time (40 ms).

We’ve used a dual-radio network to evaluate SICA,

while for Urban-X, we have added an extra radio for

each node for the common channel. We have evaluated

the performance of the protocols for different number of

nodes which are placed in a grid topology. The traffic

is generated by 100 kbps CBR flows sent over vertical

and horizontal directions in the grid. The packet size is

equal to 1 kB and the average hop count between a source

and a destination is 6. The channels having interference

from external networks are chosen randomly. We have

done simulations using different number of channels. A

channel with external interference is modeled as an on-off

process, i.e. the channel is sensed busy and idle during

the on and off states respectively. The duration of the busy

state has been fixed to a constant value, while the duration

of the idle state is chosen exponentially distributed. The

duration of the busy and idle periods have been varied to

produce different interference loads. The SICA parameters

and the assigned values are shown in Table I. The Urban-

X specific parameters are set according to the values given

in [4].

A. 802.11 Based Multi-Radio Performance

We consider three network performance measures:

• Data delivery ratio: ratio of the total amount of data

which is correctly received by the destinations, to

the total amount of data packets transmitted by the

sources.

• Average end to end delay: mean delay of the packets

to reach the destination.

• Control overhead: ratio of the total number of control

messages sent between nodes, to the total number of

correctly received packets.

Figures 2-4 show the network performance for different

number of nodes and two CBR traffic flows of 100 kbps.

Every 50 s, external interference is introduced over 4

channels chosen randomly. In these simulations the du-

ration of busy state of the external interference is fixed to

10 ms, while the mean duration of the idle state is 8 ms.

The results have been obtained averaging over 10 runs of

1000 s simulation time with different seeds. The error bars

in the figures show 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 2 shows that the delivery ratio is 10% higher in

SICA than in Urban-X. This is a significant improvement,

since Urban-X uses 3 radios and SICA uses only 2.

The result shows that the game theory approach used in

the channel assignment of SICA outperforms the priority

scheme used in Urban-X.

In Fig. 3 we can see that the average end to end delay

is much lower in SICA than in Urban-X. SICA leads to a

lower delay because of the fast switching of the T radio

over all channels, while Urban-X keeps the T radio in



each channel for a predefined period of time, regardless

of having data to send.

Fig. 4 shows that both protocols have a similar control

overhead in terms of Hello messages. Urban-X uses a

specific common radio for exchanging control messages,

and each control message is sent over two hops. SICA,

on the other hand, sends control messages only over those

channels where a node has neighbors.

Fig. 5-7 are obtained using a 7×7 grid network while

other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 compares the delivery probability obtained with

SICA and Urban-X, varying the number of channels with

external interference and the interference load. The x-

axis shows the load of the external interference, which

has been varied by changing the duration of the busy

state of the interference between 5 ms and 20 ms, and

maintaining the mean duration of the idle state equal to

8 ms. We introduced interference over 2 and 6 channels.

Fig. 5 shows that, even with a high interference load, the

delivery ratio in SICA changes from 90 to 60%, when

the interference is increased from 2 to 6 channels. On

the other hand, in Urban-X, the delivery ratio drops from

90 to 40%. The result confirms that, SICA is much more

robust and less sensitive to the external interference than

Urban-X.

Fig. 6 compares the delivery ratio obtained with SICA

and Urban-X varying the number of CBR sources between

2 and 10. Fig. 6 shows that SICA outperforms Urban-X,

confirming the conclusions drawn from Fig. 2.

In order to have a more detailed view of the protocol’s

behavior, Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of the delivery

ratio obtained with SICA and Urban-X. The values shown

in the figure have been obtained repeating the simulation

for 20 different random seeds and averaging the delivery

ratio over 5 s periods. The figure shows that in SICA the

delivery ratio is kept more stable than in Urban-X. Recall

that every 50 s external interference is introduced over 4

channels chosen randomly. Fig. 7 shows that Urban-X has

a considerable drop in delivery ratio at these time instants.

SICA, on the contrary, is less sensitive to the changes

of external interference, demonstrating that SICA adapts

faster than Urban-X to the external interference.

We have also investigated the sensitivity of SICA to

γ and β tuning parameters of the game model (see sec-

tion IV). We omit the details here due to space constrains.

The results show that the performance of SICA is not

very sensitive to γ, and the best results are obtained with

β ≈ 0.2.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the channel assignment

problem in multi-radio wireless mesh networks. We have

proposed a new semi-dynamic protocol called SICA. SICA

uses game theory and online prediction concepts for a

distributed channel selection where nodes do not have

perfect knowledge about others strategies. We have done

a performance evaluation comparing SICA with Urban-

X, which is an adaptive channel assignment algorithm

proposed in the literature. Simulation results show the

efficiency of SICA in exploiting channel diversity for

avoiding external interference and reducing the internal

interference with only 2 radios per node. Moreover, even if

Urban-X uses 3 radios per node, SICA outperforms Urban-

X in terms of delivery ratio and delay.
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Abstract

The increasing demand for large and low cost

wireless coverage, ranging from campus to city wide

areas, has motivated a high interest in multi-hop com-

munications with IEEE 802.11s as the most significant

and successful standard for wireless mesh networks.

Although IEEE 802.11s introduces new interworking,

routing and wireless frame forwarding at the link layer,

the multi channel architecture receives less attention.

In this paper we provide insights into the IEEE 802.11s

standard and explain some channel assignment (CA)

protocols which can be considered for wireless mesh

networks to improve their performance by limiting the

negative interference effects.

1. Introduction

Multihop wireless networks are emerging as a

promising architecture to extend the wireless coverage

in a flexible and cost-effective way without relaying on

any wired infrastructure. They have broad applications

in Internet access, emergency networks, public safety,

and so forth [1, 2].

Technical solutions for multihop wireless networks

are being specified in IEEE 802.11s [3]. IEEE 802.11s

is developed as an extension of the successful IEEE

802.11 standard for WLANs (Wireless Local Area

Networks) [4]. IEEE 802.11s based mesh networks are

composed of mesh stations (Mesh STAs) that operate

as routers. Within a mesh, packets are transmitted over

multiple wireless hops. However due to the broadcast

nature of the wireless media, wireless links interfere

each other if there are simultaneous transmissions

in them. In multi hop networks, the interference of

the next hop link over the previous hop reduces the

end-to-end performance drastically [5, 6]. A possible

solution to eliminate the interference of radio trans-

missions is that nearby links transmit over different

non-overlapping frequencies using multi-radio nodes.

Multi-radio, multi-channel mesh networks (MRMC-

WMN) have been vastly studied during recent

years [7–9], and research results show that they achieve

significant performance gains when compared to sin-

gle channel networks [10, 11]. Nevertheless, channel

selection mechanisms for MRMC-WMNs are very

challenging to design, since many formulations of this

problem turn out to be NP-hard [12–14].

IEEE 802.11s defines the mesh operation in a single

channel although multi-radio mesh STAs can form

different meshes. The connection between different

meshes is provided via bridging. Mesh STAs can

initiate the channel switching mechanism which moves

the mesh or part of it to another channel. The STAs

which do not want to follow the channel switch request

may join another mesh. Although it is possible to

have dynamic multi-channel networks, the network

performance may be compromised drastically if mesh

STAs join and leave their mesh too frequently due to

channel switching overheads. In addition, the default

path selection metric of the standard does not consider

the dynamic channel selection of mesh STAs. And, it

offers low performance in multi-channel multi-radio

networks compared to other path metrics which con-

sider the channel diversity for selecting the path [15].

This paper, provides -in Section 2- an overview

of how 802.11s based mesh networks work. It also

presents some of the recent proposals for adaptive
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Figure 1: 802.11s Wireless Mesh Network

channel selection -in Section 3. And, it shows the

performance gains of dynamic channel assignment in

multi-channel mesh networks compared to the single

channel one -in Section 4. The paper is concluded in

Section 5.

2. Current 802.11s Standard for Wireless

Mesh Networks

Since 2004, the Task Group S has been developing

an amendment for 802.11 standard to create multi hop

wireless networks based on WLAN technology. The

new standard called IEEE 802.11s that was finally

released in 2011 [3], introduces wireless frame for-

warding, routing capabilities (Path Selection) at MAC

layer, interworking and security.

Interworking makes the 802.11s mesh network to

look like a single Ethernet object to the outside (Fig. 1).

A mesh BSS (MBSS) is an IEEE 802.11 LAN consist-

ing of autonomous STAs [3]. Mesh STAs, which form

the MBSS, forward packets wirelessly inside the mesh

but they do not communicate with non mesh STAs

(Fig. 1).

IEEE 802.11s added some fields -extension address

fields, mesh sequence and time-to-live fields- to the

data and management frames compared to conven-

tional 802.11 frames. The address extentions allow for

a total of six addresses in mesh data frames. This is

useful when a mesh station acts as a proxy for some

stations which do not belong to the mesh network, e.g.

mesh STAs G and H in Fig. 1. The extended source and

destination addresses carry the address of the source

and destination which use the mesh STA as a proxy.

2.1. Mesh Formation

Active scanning (Probe frame transmission) or Pas-

sive scanning (observation of mesh beacons) are used

by mesh STAs to detect each other. Through beacons,

mesh STAs transfer the following information:

• Mesh ID: The ID of the mesh network.

• Mesh configuration: The path selection and path

metric identifier, the congestion control mode, the

synchronization method identifier, etc.

• Mesh parameters: Parameters that are supported

by the transmitter mesh STA.

• Mesh Channel Switch Parameters.

Mesh STAs are considered to have only one radio

interface and hence, the default operation for IEEE

802.11s mesh networks is in single channel. However,

as Fig. 2-a shows multi-radio stations can form differ-

ent meshes on different channels where the layer two

bridging may be used to unify the different meshes in

a single LAN. Fig. 2-b shows the three meshes formed

on different channels.

2.1.1. MBSS Channel Switching. A mesh STA can

initiate a channel switching announcement to move

the mesh to another channel due to any reason, such

as interference or radar appearance. The mesh STA

shall inform each of the peer mesh STAs that the

mesh is moving to a new channel. It maintains the

mesh peerings by advertising the switching event us-

ing Channel Switch Announcement elements together

with Mesh Channel Switch Parameters element in

Beacon frames, Probe Response frames, and Channel

Switch Announcement frames until the intended chan-

nel switch time.

The channel switch has to be scheduled so that

all mesh STAs in the MBSS, including mesh STAs

in power save mode, have the opportunity to receive

at least one Channel Switch Announcement element

before the switch.

A mesh STA that receives a Channel Switch An-

nouncement element may choose not to perform the

specified switch, but to take an alternative action. For

example, it may choose to move to a different MBSS.

It is important to remark that, the standard does not

provide any default mechanism for selecting the target

channel, hence opening the door for each manufacturer

to implement their own solutions.

2.2. Medium Access Control

Mesh STAs use Mesh Coordination Function (MCF)

to access the medium. MCF consists of a mandatory
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contention based and an optional contention free chan-

nel access mechanisms.

The contention based MCF relies on Enhanced

Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), which provides

limited support for quality of service (QoS) by defining

four different traffic categories at the MAC layer [4].

A mesh STA using EDCA is able to transmit multiple

frames whose total transmission duration does not

exceed the transmission opportunity limit (TXOP). The

receiver acknowledges any successful frame reception.

MCF Controlled Channel Access (MCCA) is an op-

tional access method that allows mesh STAs to access

the medium at selected times with lower contention

than would otherwise be possible. Not all mesh STAs

are required to use MCCA. MCCA may be used by a

subset of mesh STAs within the mesh.

MCCA enabled mesh STAs, use management

frames to make reservations for transmissions. The

mesh STA has to transmit an MCCA Setup Request

frame to initiate a reservation, the reserved TXOP is

called MCCA Opportunity (MCCAOP). MCCAOP has

a precise starting time and a pre-defined maximum

duration, which requires a tight synchronization for all

mesh STAs using MCCA. Note that the standard does

not provide any default mechanism for scheduling the

MCCAOPs, which may affect the performance of the

MCCA [16].

The mesh STA advertises the MCCAOP via beacon

frames. To avoid conflict with mesh STAs outside the

beacon reception range, the mesh STA also includes

its neighbors’ MCCAOP reservation in the advertising

frame. This implies that MCCA assumes the interfer-

ence from nodes laying outside the two hops neigh-

borhood of a link is negligible, which may degrade

the performance of the channel access in realistic

conditions [16].

The mesh STA which has reserved the MCCAOP

will access the medium using EDCA and does not

have any priority over other mesh STAs which does

not support MCCA.

2.3. Congestion Control

Mesh networks suffer from interference due to the

broadcast nature of the wireless medium. The mesh

STAs, in the middle of the mesh, face more inter-

ference due to the high number of neighbors they

have, compared to mesh STAs at the edge of the

network. Since the access to the media relies on the

carrier sense mechanism of 802.11 [4], core mesh

STAs have less opportunities to access the media and

hence they are prone to suffer congestion and start

dropping frames. Dropping data frames is costly in a

mesh network because a frame may travel several hops

before reaching the congestion point.

IEEE 802.11s provides a congestion signaling pro-

tocol which allows the congested mesh STAs to ad-

vertise the expected duration of the congestion to the

neighboring mesh STAs and inform them to slow down

or to stop transmitting. The reduction of the frame

arrival rate to a congested mesh STA avoids wasting

the mesh resources for transmission of packets that

with high probability will not be handled/forwarded

by the congested mesh STA [17].

2.4. Synchronization and Beaconing

Beaconing procedure for mesh STAs is introduced

in 802.11s. Since beacons are not acknowledged, a

Mesh beacon collision avoidance (MBCA) mecha-

nism is introduced to avoid collision between bea-

cons transmitted by hidden nodes. Using MBCA, a

mesh STA advertises its beacon interval and target

beacon transmission times (TBTTs) in addition to its



neighbors beacon interval. Upon receiving the beacon

timing from its neighbors, the mesh STA uses these

information to select its TBTT and beacon interval

so that its beacons do not collide with the neighbors’

beacons within the two hops transmission range.

In 802.11s the synchronization is similar to the

timing synchronization function (TSF) of the origi-

nal 802.11 standard [4]. In order to enable minimal

synchronization capabilities between mesh STAs using

MCCA, MBCA and power saving mode, an extensi-

ble synchronization framework is also introduced to

support different synchronization mechanisms in the

mesh networks. Within the framework, the neighbor

offset synchronization method is defined as the de-

fault mandatory synchronization method. Using the

neighbor offset synchronization method, a mesh STA

have to maintain a timing offset value between its

own time synchronization function (TSF) timer and

the TSF timer of the mesh STA with which the mesh

STA is synchronized. A mesh STA can initiate its TSF

independently and can update the TSF timer offset

based on the time-stamp received in the beacons from

other mesh STAs.

2.5. Path Selection

IEEE 802.11s provides a mandatory default path

selection and path metric, but any other approaches

could be also used.

The path metric is called Airtime and reflects the

amount of channel resources consumed by transmitting

a 1 kB frame over a particular link, considering the data

rate, overhead and transmission errors.

The default path selection, Hybrid Wireless Mesh

Protocol (HWMP) combines the operations of a proac-

tive tree oriented approach with an on demand path

selection inspired from Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance

Vector (AODV) protocol.

HWMP elements are the path request (PREQ), path

reply (PREP), path error (PERR), and root announce-

ment (RANN). The path metric is announced through

PREQ, PREP, and RANN elements. An independent

sequence number is propagated by mesh STAs to

others through HWMP elements. The sequence number

is used to discover stale paths and maintain loop free

connections.

HWMP supports two modes of operation depending

on how the mesh network is configured:

• On-demand mode: The functionality of this mode

is always available, independent of whether a root

mesh STA is configured in the MBSS or not. It

allows mesh STAs to communicate using peer-to-

peer paths.

• Proactive tree building mode: In this mode, an

additional proactive tree building functionality

is added to the on-demand mode. This can be

performed by configuring a mesh STA as root

mesh STA using either the proactive PREQ or

RANN mechanism. The proactive PREQ mecha-

nism creates paths from all the mesh STAs to the

root, using only group-addressed communication.

The RANN mechanism creates paths between the

root and each mesh STA using acknowledged

communication.

3. Dynamic Channel Access

IEEE 802.11s standard proposed a channel switch-

ing mechanism which moves the mesh to another

frequency to avoid performance degradation due to

interference or presence of radar. As all mesh STAs are

supposed to work in the same channel, the access to

the channel becomes competitive specially in the core

of the network. Many research findings show that the

capacity per node in such scenario drops significantly

when the network size increases [5, 7]. In a multi-

hop single channel network with all links running,

the end-to-end performance suffers low throughput and

unfairness [18]. Multi-channel mesh networks are able

to provide significant capacity gain compared to single

channel networks by placing neighboring links over

different non overlapping channels [7, 8].

Assuming that mesh STAs have two or more radios,

hybrid channel assignment protocols can be used to

enhance IEEE 802.11s mesh networks, where at least

one radio interface at each mesh STA is controlled

dynamically to communicate with neighboring mesh

STAs on different channels [19, 20]. Here we provide

an overview of some channel assignment algorithms

proposed recently, and compare their performance

against the single channel network via simulation.

3.1. Breath First Search Channel Assignment

(BFSCA)

Breath First Search Channel Assignment (BF-

SCA) [21] is a centralized mechanism that considers

one node in the WMN as a coordinator, which is

responsible for assigning channels to all nodes’ radios

in the network. One radio at each node is tuned to a

common channel for control messages. BFSCA assigns

the same channel to the end points of a link, and

therefore to maintain the topology, neighboring nodes

are advertised to change the channel simultaneously.

Each node estimates the external interference

through monitoring the packets on the wireless media.



From monitoring, the node estimates the data rate

and the number of external devices working over the

channel. BFSCA assumes that nodes can acquire the

MAC address of all other mesh STAs in their network.

Therefore, they are able to calculate the amount of

external interference through analyzing the packets

gathered during the monitoring mode. Then the node

sends the results of such action to the central node

through the common channel.

The coordinator assigns channels to links and in-

forms nodes. Nodes redirect the traffic to the common

channel before switching to a new channel and, there-

fore, they need to be tightly synchronized. Otherwise

the channel switching mechanism would interrupt the

data packet transmissions.

Channel assignment in BFSCA uses a graph the-

ory based interference model to find the interfering

links [5]. It sorts all links based on the distance to the

central node and their quality in terms of delay, and

then tries to assign different channels to the interfering

links. If such a channel is not found, BFSCA assigns

random channels to the links.

Since the number of radio interfaces on each node

is limited, when a channel is assigned to a link, the

nodes at the end points of the link loose their flexibility

to choose any channel for the other links connected to

them, therefore BFSCA gives more priority to the links

of those node for assigning channels to them.

The coordinator then sends messages to the nodes

which should switch their radios based on the new

configuration.

3.2. Urban-x: Distributed Channel Assignment

Urban-X [20] considers three radios for each node:

one receiving (R) and one transmitting (T) radio, and a

third radio which is tuned to a common channel for all

nodes. The common channel stays unchanged through

the life time of the network. The channel assignment

assigns different channels to the R radio interface

of each node. Then a node which has data to send

establishes the connection with the intended receiver

by switching its T radio to the receiving channel of

the intended receiver.

The channel assignment in Urban-X is distributed

and takes into account the amount of flows a node has

to send, and the estimated external interference over

the channels.

The amount of external interference over a channel

is acquired by sensing the channel while all nodes

belonging to the mesh are silent. The synchronization

is achieved through sending control messages over the

common channel.

Nodes need to have the information about the num-

ber of flows their neighbors have. Each node sends the

amount of traffic waiting to be sent on each channel

through control messages which are broadcasted over

the common channel up to two-hops neighbors.

Then, Urban-X assigns a priority to each node

based on the number of active flows it has among

its neighbors. Nodes with a higher priority have more

chances to occupy the best channels. After switching

to a channel, the T radio remains there for a predefined

period of time (40 ms).

3.3. Semi-dynamic Interference aware Chan-

nel Assignment (SICA)

SICA [19] is a distributed semi dynamic channel as-

signment which is designed based on Game theory for-

mulation. SICA assumes at least two radio interfaces

for each node: one receiving (R) and one transmitting

(T) radio. The channel assignment assigns a channel

to the R radio subject to minimize the interference

over the receiving channel, while nodes control the

T radio dynamically to establish the connections with

their neighbors.

SICA does not relay on any common channel nor

central node for synchronization. The synchronization

is achieved through sending control messages over

all channels where a node has a neighbor. More-

over the nodes use a similar mechanism of 802.11s

(Section 2.1.1) to switch the channel of a radio by

announcing the channel switch event in advance.

The channel assignment in SICA is distributed and

based on Game theory where nodes are assumed to

be rational and selfish trying to occupy most vacant

channels. In addition, nodes are assumed to be unaware

of others strategy or the type of game they are playing.

Each node estimates the amount of external interfer-

ence over a channel via sensing the channel. Then, the

channel assignment considers the external interference

and the number of neighboring nodes over a channel

in addition to the switching penalty to choose the best

channel.

The nodes use a multiplicative weight update learn-

ing method [22] to find better channels over time

following the changes in the wireless environment.

4. Performance Evaluation of Multi-

Channel and Single Channel Mesh

We have evaluated the performance of a single

channel and a multi-channel mesh network for differ-

ent number of nodes placed in a grid topology and



with different number of traffic flows. The traffic is

generated by 150 kbps CBR flows with packet size

of L = 8000 bits sent over vertical and horizontal

directions in the grid topology. Each flow is between

one node in an edge toward the other node placed at the

opposite edge. For a grid of xSize× ySize, the vertical

flows are between (x,y) and (x+Size-1, y) while the

horizontal flows are between (x,y) and (x,y+ySize-1).

The simulation duration is 1000 s.

The channels receiving interference from external

networks, are chosen randomly. A channel with exter-

nal interference is modeled as an on-off process, such

that the channel is sensed busy and idle during the on

and off states, respectively. Note that when the channel

is detected busy due to the external interference, nodes

are not allowed to transmit during that state. The

duration of the busy state has been fixed to a constant

value (15 ms), while the duration of the idle state is

exponentially distributed with mean equal to 8 ms.

In the simulations, external interference is introduced

over 4 channels chosen randomly.

Different multi-channel mesh networks are evalu-

ated using the channel assignment protocols explained

before (Section 3). The specific parameters of the

protocols are set according to the values given in [19–

21].

We consider three network performance measures:

• Data delivery ratio: ratio of the total amount

of data which is correctly received by the des-

tinations, to the total amount of data packets

transmitted by the sources.

• Average end-to-end delay: mean delay of the

packets to reach the destination.

• Control overhead: ratio of the total number of

control messages sent between nodes, to the total

number of correctly received packets.

4.1. Increasing the number of nodes

Fig. 3- 5, show the packet delivery ratio, average end

to end delay and control overhead of 3 CBR (150 kbps)

traffic flows for different number of nodes in grid

topology. The traffic sources and destinations are the

same in all simulations. Each point in the figures shows

the average over 10 runs. The error bars in the figures

show 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 3 shows that the delivery ratio of multi-channel

networks is higher than the single channel network as

the number of nodes increases. Moreover, as expected,

the specific channel assignment protocol has a big

impact on the efficiency of the multi-channel network.

The delivery ratio in SICA is higher than in other

protocols and it does not decrease as the number
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Figure 3: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Grid
topology)
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Figure 4: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes
(Grid topology)
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Figure 5: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Grid
topology)

of nodes increases. For BFSCA, on the other hand,

the delivery ratio drops fast as the number of nodes

increases since the centralized protocol is not scalable

enough. The single channel network performs as a

multi channel network using Urban-X in terms of

delivery ratio, but it results in a higher delay due to

the higher congestion in the single channel.

Fig. 4 shows that the average end to end delay of

dynamic channel assignment protocols is much lower



compared to single channel. Urban-X results in a

higher delay compared to other channel assignment

protocols, since it keeps the transmitting radio on

each channel for a predefined period of time, after

switching, regardless of the amount of traffic waiting

to be sent.

Fig. 5 shows that SICA and BFSCA lead to lower

control overhead. The control overheads of the single

channel network are the Hello messages that nodes

send to their neighbors to inform them about them-

selves.

4.2. Increasing the number of traffic sources

Fig. 6-8 are obtained using a 6 × 6 grid network

while the number of CBR flows of 150 kbps increases

from 2 to 7. The results have been obtained averaging

over 10 runs of 1000 s with different seeds. The error

bars in the figures show 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 6 shows that the delivery ratio of SICA is

higher than others in presence of high traffic load. The

delivery ratio of BFSCA drops fast when the number

of traffic flows increases, since any channel switching

interrupts the data transmission and nodes are forced

to deliver data packets through the common channel,

which saturates it (Section 3.1). The delivery ratio

obtained by using a single channel network is lower

than multi-channel networks due to the lower capacity

of a single channel.

Urban-X performs better and more robust in pres-

ence of high traffic load compared to BFSCA since it

considers the traffic load for making decisions, but it

results in a considerable high end-to-end delay (Fig. 7).

Moreover, multi-channel approaches lead to a lower

end to end delay compared to the single channel

network, although the dynamic protocols suffer from

the radio switching delay.

Fig. 8 shows that the control overhead of SICA and

BFSCA is better than for Urban-X.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we overview the main features of

IEEE 802.11s -the recent standard for wireless mesh

networks. In addition, we analyze some of the most

recent channel assignment protocols which are po-

tential candidates to enhance the operation of actual

IEEE 802.11s-based mesh networks. Simulation results

show the benefits of using Dynamic Channel Allo-

cation mechanisms in multi-channel mesh networks

compared against single channel or static channel

selection approaches. The presented results show that,

more attention should be directed at designing a smart
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Figure 6: Data delivery ratio vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 7: Average end to end delay vs. number of CBR
traffics
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Figure 8: Control overhead vs. number of CBR traffics

channel selection mechanism and a channel aware path

selection metric for the current standard.
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networks, but it is still very challenging when it comes to its implementation. In this paper
we propose a semi-dynamic and distributed channel assignment mechanism called SICA (Semi-
dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment) based on game theory formulation. SICA is
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1 Introduction

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are supposed to be the

next Internet back-haul providing network connectivity for

end users through multi-hop forwarding. However due to

the increasing number of devices sharing the same spectrum

brand, interference is one of the important factors that can

degrade the performance of the mesh networks (Gupta &

Kumar 2000). Interferences can be grouped in two types:

external and internal. The external interference appears when

two or more coexisting wireless networks work in the same

frequency channel (Fig. 1). Although it can be eliminated

by using different non-overlapping channels offered in

IEEE 802.11 (IEEE-SA 2007), it requires that the different

networks agree on the channel distribution. Additionally,

as the number of non-overlapping channels is reduced, the

scenario where the external interference can be completely

avoided is unrealistic. By internal interference we refer to

the time overlapping transmissions by nodes of the same

network which can result in collisions or transmissions errors.

Both external and internal interferences limit the system

performance (Si et al. 2010, Ramachandran et al. 2006).

Multi-radio technologies are well known to offer a

significant improvement in capacity through the use of

multiple channels offered by IEEE 802.11 standards (Draves

et al. 2004). The network capacity can be further enhanced if

the network employs an intelligent channel assignment which

seeks a proper mapping between the available channels and

the radios at every node (Raniwala & Chiueh 2005, Raniwala

et al. 2004, Marina et al. 2010).

Channel assignment (CA), was extensively researched but

still challenging since many formulations of the problem turn

to be NP-hard (Marina et al. 2010, Ramachandran et al.

2006, Si et al. 2010). Considering the time duration between

consecutive runs of channel assignment algorithm, many

channel assignment approaches fall under the static category,

where mesh nodes tune an antenna to a specific channel

permanently (see e.g., (Raniwala et al. 2004, Marina et al.

2010, Avallone & Akyildiz 2008, Amiri Nezhad & Cerdà-

Alabern 2010) and references therein). Static approaches

provide low complexity and low feedback overheads and

can achieve performance improvements through minimizing

External

Interference

Regions

Fixed Network

EIS: External Interference Source

MN: Mesh Node

Channel A

Channel B

Channel C

MN

Traffic flow

EIS

MN

MN

MN

MN

MN

Figure 1: Wireless Mesh Network suffering from

interference caused by external sources. If there are only

three available channels (A, B and C), to avoid the external

interference the mesh network has to be able to find the most

suitable channel at each hop.

the internal interference. However due to the variable nature

of the wireless medium, the channel assignment mechanism

must be flexible enough to adapt to the arbitrary traffic

and both external and internal interference patterns (Wu &

Mohapatra 2010).

Dynamic channel assignments (Gong et al. 2009, Bahl

& Chandra 2004), on the other hand, enforce nodes to

switch their interface dynamically from one channel to

another between successive data transmissions. Therefore

they require tight synchronizations among nodes. Dynamic

approaches are only applied for single radio nodes working

over multiple frequencies, since they can not exploit the

advantages of multi-radio networks (Crichigno et al. 2008).

Copyright c© 2009 Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.
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Static CAs can easily be extended to semi-dynamic

by refreshing the channel assignment at regular time

intervals in response to changes in traffic pattern or

co-channel interference from both external and internal

sources (Ramachandran et al. 2006, Wu et al. 2006, Alicherry

et al. 2006, Mohsenian-Rad & Wong 2007, Raniwala &

Chiueh 2005, Kyasanur & Vaidya 2006, Wooseong Kim &

Gerla 2010, Kim & Suh 2008, Felegyhazi et al. 2007, Fu &

Agrawal 2008).

In this work we propose SICA, an interference aware

channel assignment algorithm for IEEE 802.11 based

WMNs. We estimate the amount of interference over

channels, induced by any external wireless device, based

on IEEE 802.11k standard (IEEE-SA 2008). We then

use game theory to formulate the semi-dynamic channel

assignation problem. Unlike previous game formulation in

the literature (Felegyhazi et al. 2007, Gao et al. 2008, Chen

& Zhong 2009, Shah et al. 2010, Gao & Wang 2008) we

assume a more realistic scenario by explicitly considering the

presence of external interferences from other networks and,

we assume that nodes do not have perfect information about

others’ strategies. Then we apply a real-time learning method

to design a distributed algorithm which assigns channels

to radios while avoiding the ripple and channel oscillation

effects (Si et al. 2010). The nodes continuously refine their

decision accounting the changes in the wireless environment.

The main contributions that sets our work apart from others

are the following ones:

• A novel game theory formulation of the channel

assignment problem, considering external and internal

interferences.

• A decision making strategy assuming imperfect

information at each mesh router that allows a

fast network adaption to the changing wireless

environment.

• A fully distributed channel assignment algorithm

which preserves the network connectivity and supports

any routing protocol.

• A new protocol which applies channel load estimation,

interface switching, control message exchange and

data delivery mechanisms in addition to channel

assignment.

We evaluate SICA through simulations using ns-3 (ns-

3 development team 2011) and compare it with other channel

assignment mechanisms that have been proposed in the

literature (Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010, Ramachandran et al.

2006, Gao et al. 2008). Results demonstrate the effectiveness

of SICA in exploiting channel diversity, hence reducing the

interference over wireless links and improving the system

performance in terms of capacity and supported nodes and

networks.

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe

the related work in Section 2. Then, in Sections 3–6 we

explain SICA architecture, channel assignment algorithm and

simulation details. The performance evaluation is done in

Section 7, and Section 8 ends the paper with the concluding

remarks.

2 Related Work

The channel assignment problem has been studied in deep

during last years (Crichigno et al. 2008, Si et al. 2010)

and many semi-dynamic solutions have been addressed

in previous proposals (Ramachandran et al. 2006, Wu

et al. 2006, Alicherry et al. 2006, Mohsenian-Rad &

Wong 2007, Raniwala & Chiueh 2005, Kyasanur & Vaidya

2006, Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010, Kim & Suh 2008,

Felegyhazi et al. 2007), but few proposals consider the

effect of the external interference (Ramachandran et al. 2006,

Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010).

A simple semi-dynamic approach is proposed

in (Kyasanur & Vaidya 2006) for a mesh network with two

radio interfaces per node. Although the authors introduce

a new path metric which takes into account the interface

switching cost in addition to the expected transmission

time (Draves et al. 2004), the proposed mechanism considers

only the internal interference.

Breath first search channel assignment

(BFSCA) (Ramachandran et al. 2006) is the first interference

aware CA mechanism. In BFSCA each node estimates the

external interference through monitoring the wireless media

and coordinates with a central node through a common

channel. The central coordinator then assigns channels to

links considering the distance of each link to the coordinator

and the quality of the link in terms of transmission delay. The

main drawbacks of BFSCA are: it needs tight synchronization

between nodes and, the channel assignment algorithm is very

slow and time consuming since it does an exhaustive search

over all interfering links to find the best channel for each link.

Urban-X is another adaptive and semi-dynamic channel

assignment (Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010). Urban-X is

proposed for a network where each node must have at

least three radios. One radio of all nodes is tuned to a

common channel and is used for control traffic. The channel

assignment considers the external interference in addition to

the number of flows at each node, to make decisions. The

best channel is occupied by the receiving radio of a node

which has more traffic to send, although it may not receive

any traffic.

Channel assignment algorithms using game theory

models have been studied recently in some works (Felegyhazi

et al. 2007, Gao et al. 2008, Chen & Zhong 2009, Shah

et al. 2010). None of the proposed algorithms considers the

effect of co-channel interference. All approaches consider

that nodes or players have information about all strategies and

payoffs, it means that all nodes make decisions based on a

global payoff table. However, in a scenario having external

interference, it is difficult to have a perfect knowledge of the

channel use, before making decisions.

Felegyhazi et al. (2007), formulate the channel

assignment problem as a game where traffic flows compete

for shared channels in a conflict situation. Although the

algorithm converges to a stable Nash Equilibrium, their work
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is limited to a single hop single collision domain network,

where each node participate in only one traffic flow. Further

extensions of this work for multi hop networks but limited to

one collision domain are presented in (Gao et al. 2008, Chen

& Zhong 2009, Kim et al. 2009), where nodes are limited

to communicate with devices in their transmission range.

However, although it may be an unrealistic assumption, the

authors assume that each node knows about the existence of

all other nodes in the network and the channel they use.

Kim et al. (2009) did not put any constraints for the

number of radios per node. The proposed game should be

played sequentially and channels should be reallocated for

any changes in the traffic profile. The approach proposed

in (Gao et al. 2008) formulates the channel assignment

as a cooperative game where nodes are cooperating with

each other to improve the network throughput. The channel

reallocation is necessary for any changes in traffic pattern.

Shah et al. (2010) formulate the game for multiple collision

domains, but they use a static game which is limited to find a

Nash Equilibrium for competing flows.

Unlike all previous game models for channel assignment,

SICA consider co-channel interference while assuming

that nodes have imperfect information and the solution is

independent from the traffic profile.

This paper is a revised and expanded version of the

workshop paper (Nezhad & Cerdà-Alabern 2011). A new

game theory model that handles better the internal and

external interference is presented here. The new game theory

model is based on a set of control parameters that improve the

system adaptability to the changing environment conditions.

Using the new game theory model, SICA achieves a gain

equal to 11% compared with the former protocol (Nezhad

& Cerdà-Alabern 2011). Finally, a new random topology

is introduced to evaluate SICA, as well as we extend the

protocols to which it is compared (see Section 7.1), showing

that SICA outperforms all of them.

3 SICA Architecture

We present a multi-radio multi-channel mechanism which

mitigates the impact of the interference, and improves the

performance of the wireless mesh networks by driving

the benefits of non-overlapping channels. The distributed

multi-channel architecture considers the channel selection

mechanism, describes the switching process of the antennas

and controls data buffering and transmitting. Nodes use a

distributed algorithm to occupy the best channel based on

the information gathered during the channel sensing periods.

Channel assignment is viewed as a lower layer mechanism

which does not consider the traffic load and, therefore any

routing protocol can be applied to the network.

We describe SICA in the specific case where nodes are

equipped with two radio interfaces, each one being able to use

a set C (with cardinality |C|> 1) of non overlapping channels.

However, SICA could be easily extended to a network where

nodes are equipped with a number of radios larger than two.

The radios will be referred to as the receiving radio and the

Idle Busy

Sense

Busy BusyIdle Busy Busy Idle

TSRate

TSS

TCA

TSS

TCA

Channel Status:

Node

Channel

Figure 2: Sensing a channel by gathering samples

transmitting radio, and denoted by R and T, respectively (Fu

& Agrawal 2008).

The distributed channel assignment mechanism selects

and assigns the best channel to the R radio of each node.

Then, nodes switch the T radio accordingly. For example, if

a generic node A tunes its R radio over channel c ∈ C, each

neighboring node, which aims to send traffic to A, will switch

its T radio to channel c before start transmission. The T radio

remains on channel c until all packets, which are addressed to

node A, have been sent, or until a maximum period of time,

called Tmax.

In the following sections we explain the details of SICA.

We explain the channel sensing mechanism and CA algorithm

in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, respectively. The synchronization

and switching of R and T radios are explained in sections 4, 5

and 6.

3.1 External interference estimation

To estimate the amount of external interference, mesh

nodes use the clear channel assessment (CCA) mechanism

for spectrum sensing (Kleinrock & Tobagi 1975). CCA is

based on energy detection during a specific period of time.

Since CCA is used to estimate the wireless interference of

external devices, to exclude the interference of the nodes

from the same network, at a given time all nodes on

the same channel stop transmission and start sensing the

channel. The required time synchronization for the common

sensing period is achieved through sending messages (see

Section 4). Since all nodes working on the same channel must

remain silent during channel state assessment, a big sensing

period will degrade the network throughput. However, a

long enough sensing period is necessary to have a precise

estimation (Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010, IEEE-SA 2008,

Nguyen et al. 2011). In SICA, each node senses only one

channel at each sensing period (the channel of its receiving

radio). Then, at the end of each sensing period, each node

exchanges the channel state information with its neighbors.

As shown in Fig 2, during the sensing period (TSS) every

node monitors the channel by taking samples at the sense rate

(TSRate). TCA is the period of time between consecutive runs

of channel assignment algorithm.

The channel status would be monitored as either idle or

busy. Define Ti,busy(c) as the time that channel is sensed busy

during the sensing period and Ti,idle(c) as the amount of time

that the channel is sensed idle.
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IEEE 802.11k standard for radio resources

measurement (IEEE-SA 2008) proposes a simple formulation

to compute the channel load as the percentage of time that the

node senses the medium as busy. At the end of the sensing

period, node i estimates the normalized bandwidth (or duty

cycle) consumed by external networks over a channel c, as:

Bi,neig(c) =
Ti,busy(c)

Ti,busy(c)+Ti,idle(c)
(1)

The mesh node then uses the channel load to make

decision in channel assignment algorithm (see Section 3.2).

3.2 Game Theory Based Channel Assignment Model

We use a game theory model for the distributed channel

assignment in SICA, which is adaptive to the external

interference.

In our model each node is a rational player which tries

to occupy the best channel for its R radio. The best channel

is a channel which suffers less external interference and it is

not shared by many neighboring nodes in the same network.

From this point forward, we use the terms node and player

interchangeably.

Let N be the number of nodes of the network, and fi,c the

number of R radios of player i using channel c ( fi,c ∈ {0,1}).
Define the strategy of player i, si, as its channel allocation

vector, given by:

si = ( fi,1, fi,2, . . . , fi,|C|), i = 1, . . . ,N (2)

A player strategy describes whether it has a radio over a

specific channel or not. Note that the total number of R radios

employed by player i is given by

fi =
|C|

∑
k=1

fi,k (3)

In a dual radio network with one R radio for each node,

fi = 1.

We define the strategy matrix (strategy profile), S, as the

strategy vector of all players at a given time:

S =









s1

s2

. . .

sN









(4)

By S−i we refer to the strategy matrix consisting of all

nodes’ strategies except player i. Note that, node i may not

know S−i completely.

We formulate a game theory model where each player i

chooses a channel c trying to minimize a loss function. Each

mesh router uses two separate costs for selecting a channel.

The first cost is according to the channel load estimated in

Section 3.1 (Equation (1)). The second cost is according

to internal interference induced from neighboring nodes. To

estimate the internal interference over a channel, mesh routers

compute how congested is the channel in the neighborhood.

Let Ni be the number of nodes in the interference range of

node i (two-hops neighbors based on the interference protocol

model presented by Gupta & Kumar (2000)). We represent by

Ri(c) the number of nodes in the set Ni that have tuned their

R radio to channel c at a given time:

Ri(c) = ∑
k∈Ni

fk,c (5)

We define the density of interfering nodes over channel c

by

Ri(c)

Ni

(6)

The mesh router then merges the costs by taking the

weighted average of the individual cost as a bandwidth loss

function:

Mi,B(c,S−i) = α ·Bi,neig(c)+(1−α)
Ri(c)

Ni

(7)

where α ∈ [0,1] is the control parameter.

However, the cost of one node’s decision depends not

only on the available bandwidth of the selected channel, but

also on the switching delay penalty if a node’s radio switches

frequently (Yang et al. 2011). According to Wooseong Kim

& Gerla (2010), Murray et al. (2007) current 802.11

commodities suffer a considerable switching delay (Ds), that

ranges from 80 µs to 22 ms. We consider the magnitude of the

switching delay related to the Hello interval, TH (explained in

Section 5).

If the hello interval is large enough the effect of the

switching delay is negligible and nodes are allowed to

switch frequently to other channels. On the other hand

a considerable switching delay should result in a higher

channel switching cost, making nodes to switch between

channels less frequently.

Let ci the channel being used by node i for the R radio, we

assume that a switching delay loss function, for any channel,

is given by:

Mi,D(c,S−i) =

{

Ds
TH

, c 6= ci

0, otherwise
(8)

Finally, we combine bandwidth and switching delay costs

in the loss function given by:

Mi(c,S−i) = γ Mi,B(c,S−i)+(1− γ)Mi,D(c,S−i) (9)

where γ ∈ [0,1] is a tuning parameter. Note that the loss

function codomain is [0,1].
It is not feasible nor necessary for a player to compute

Mi(c,S−i) for all possible values of S−i. Each player

computes the loss value for one strategy profile at a time.

In Section 3.3 we explain how this method solves the game

effectively.

To sum up, we have defined a game with the following

properties:

• Nodes are rational players and try to occupy the most

vacant frequency channels.

• Nodes do not have knowledge about their neighbors

criteria of making decision, beforehand.
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• Each channel decision imposes a cost (in the range of

0 to 1) to a node, as a function of switching delay and

available bandwidth on the selected channel.

• The game is played in several rounds, as the external

parameters introduced by the environment may differ

in each round, the environment is unpredictable and can

remain permanently in the transient state.

3.3 Solving the channel assignment game

Due to the changes in the co-channel interference, the game

outlined in the previous section has no deterministic loss

matrix, therefore using common approaches to solve the

game is impossible. Our solution is based on real-time

learning approach proposed by (Freund & Schapire 1996,

1999).

As define before, Mi(c,S−i) is the loss matrix of node i,

i.e. the rows of Mi(c,S−i) are the strategies of node i (the

channels, c ∈ C, it can choose), and the columns are all

possible strategies of the other players, S−i.

Each node assigns non-negative weights (wi(c)) to the

rows of Mi(c,S−i). We assume that, the number of rows in

Mi(c,S−i) is the same for all nodes and equal to the number

of orthogonal channels (|C|).
Initially Mi(c,S−i) is unknown to player i, but this game

can be played repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds

(1, . . . ,T ). To avoid the channel oscillation in each round t

(t ∈ 1, . . . ,T ), the player plays a mixed strategy based on

the weights (wi,t(c)) assigned to the rows of Mi(c,S−i). The

probability of selecting the channel c, is calculated as:

Pi,t(c) =
wi,t(c)

∑c∈C wi,t(c)
(10)

Initially, all weights are set to 1, which means that

the probability of selecting any channel is identical. After

selecting a channel, the node gathers information from its

neighbors and updates the loss that is suffered (equation (9)).

Then, the weights are updated as:

wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c)βMi(c,S−i) (11)

where β∈ [0,1] is the game parameter (Freund & Schapire

1999). The main theorem (Freund & Schapire 1996, 1999)

concerning this algorithm is:

Theorem 1: For any matrix M with n rows and entries in

[0,1], and for any sequence of mixed strategies Q1, . . . ,QT

played by the environment, the sequence of mixed strategies

P1, . . . ,PT produced by the algorithm satisfies

T

∑
t=1

M(Pt ,Qt)≤
ln( 1

β
)

1−β
min

P

T

∑
t=1

M(P,Qt)+
1

1−β
ln n (12)

The proof can be found in (Freund & Schapire 1996,

1999). The theorem simply implies that, the excellency of

the decisions made by the learner using the multiplicative

weights scheme, depends on the value of β. A high β
value introduces minor changes to the weights, and the

learner follows the environment more accurately but slowly.

Therefore it is applicable to a scenario where the environment

changes less frequently. On the contrary, a low β value

imposes big changes in the weights, which introduces a

higher error to the decision but, it is adequate to a scenario

with frequent changes. In our simulations we found that β =
0.2 leads to better results (see Section 7). We use the same

β for all players. Note that the best solution reached by

the learner is not necessarily the Nash Equilibrium. Since it

has been shown that multiplicative weights update learning

algorithm cannot work for Nash Equilibrium in general bi-

matrix games (Daskalakis et al. 2010).

3.4 Channel Assignment Mechanism

Alg. 1 summarizes the channel assignment mechanism

previously described. Recall that the main idea of SICA

is to use all the available information at each node, which

is gathered from its neighbors and sensing the channels,

and selects the best channel by playing a game with mixed

strategies. As explained in Section 3.3, the game is played in

rounds that we refer to as channel assignment periods, and

represent its duration by TCA. Each node i runs Alg. 1 at every

TCA.

Algorithm 1 SICA(Ni)

Input:

Ni: set of one and two-hops neighbors of node i.

1: if this is the first assignment then

2: Set wi,t(c) = 1 ∀c ∈C

3: Assign a random channel ci to the R radio

4: else

5: Compute Pi,t(c) ∀c ∈C (Eq. (10))

6: Compute the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) out of

Pi,t(c) ∀c ∈C.

7: Select channel ci using Inverse Transform Sampling.

8: Assign channel ci to the R radio.

9: end if

10: Switch the R radio to channel ci (Alg. 2)

11: Use CCA to estimate Bi,neig(c) (Eq. (1))

12: Inform other neighbors about Bi,neig(c)
13: for c ∈ {channels used by R radio of Ni nodes} do

14: Calculate Mi(c,S−i) (Eq. (9))

15: Update wi,t(c) (Eq. (11))

16: end for

Four main reasons make SICA to be an efficient channel

assignment algorithm:

• Nodes are not required to have the perfect information

about other players’ strategies and loss functions.

• Nodes are supposed to be selfish players trying to

occupy the best channels.

• It is not necessary for a node to estimate the

external interference over all channels. Each node only

estimates the interference over the channel of its R

radio.

• The proposed channel assignment eliminates the

Channel Oscillation problem. This problem happens
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when some nodes find a channel empty and try to

occupy it simultaneously. In such situation, the nodes

will switch back as they will find it busy by the

others that have switched to that channel too. Playing a

mixed strategy, as previously described, avoids channel

oscillation since each node selects the destination

channel randomly with a predefined probability.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the channel

assignment mechanism and the default value for each one of

them.

4 Mesh nodes synchronization mechanism

Unlike most CAs proposed in the literature (see Section 2),

in SICA there is not a common control channel shared by

all nodes. In SICA, the synchronization is achieved through

exchanging messages over the data channels. Since each node

can assign a different channel to its receiving (R) radio, nodes

must be aware of the channels used by their neighbors’ R

radios. In SICA, a node broadcasts Hello messages to report

the channel of its R radio to its neighbors.

It is not necessary to send Hello messages over all

available channels, except when a new node joins the network

or when a node stops receiving Hello messages from any

neighbor. Once a node knows the channels used by the R radio

of its one-hop neighbors, the node switches the T radio to

those channels and sends Hello messages every TH seconds.

We refer to the period between Hello messages as TH . This

period must be long enough to minimize the overhead caused

by the switching time of the T radio, and small enough to

keep the information updated for all nodes.

A Hello packet contains the following information,

besides a sequence number:

1. Channel and MAC address of the R radio,

2. Channels of the R radios of the node’s one-hop

neighbors,

3. Spectrum sensing information,

4. Channel switching attempt information.

Additionally, each node has to broadcast the the channel

used by the R radios of its one-hop neighbors in the Hello

messages. Therefore the neighbors are able to keep the

information of two-hops nodes.

Spectrum sensing information contains: i) the estimated

consumed bandwidth by external interferences over the

receiving channel; and ii) the time units remaining before

the start of the next sensing period. Neighboring nodes need

information about the upcoming sensing period to avoid

initiating any transmission over the channel that is going to be

sensed. Nodes broadcast the remaining time units before their

next sensing event periodically, therefore neighboring nodes

are informed even though some of the messages get lost.

We assume that re-sending the sensing information, which

is done frequently via hello messages, reduces the error of

miscalculating the sensing time for neighbors.

Channel switching attempt information is the expected

time units before the moment that a node will switch its R

radio to a new channel (See Section 6). Note that there is no

need to have a tight synchronizations between nodes since

nodes are aware of changes through Hello messages.

5 Data delivery mechanism

After gathering information from the neighbors, a node may

start transmitting data. One node may have packets to deliver

to different neighbors which have their R radio on different

channels. In our model each channel is associated with a

sequential first-in first-out (FIFO) queue. Packets are added to

the corresponding queue according to the receiving channel

of the neighbors. When the T radio switches to each channel,

it sends all or some of the packets in the associated queue. We

use a different queue for Hello messages, which has higher

priority than data packets’ queue.

A mesh node uses a Round Robin approach to visit all

the channels for which it has data to sent, defined as the

subset Ci⊂C. To avoid starvation, after switching, the T radio

will stay in one channel for at most a specific period of time

(Tmax). We assume that the switching delay of the T radio is

constant and equal to Ds. Therefore if a node has to send data

over Ci ⊂ C channels, it will take |Ci| Tmax +(|Ci| − 1)Ds to

visit them. In order to have the same opportunities to transmit

over Ci channels, the node computes Tmax as:

Tmax =
TH − (|Ci|−1)Ds

|Ci|
−Dt (13)

where TH is the period between Hello messages and Dt is the

delay before the T radio starts the transmission. Note that Ci

is given by the number of different channels used by node’s

neighbors.

Fig. 3 shows an example describing the whole process. In

the example the node has |Ci|= 2 channels over which it has

data to send. Every TH a Hello packet is pushed at the front

of the Ci queues. We show Hello and Data packets with black

and shaded boxes, respectively. Tmax shows the maximum

duration of time that a node may remain in each channel (see

Equation (13)). In detail, Fig. 3-a shows the node status before

TH starts. The mechanism starts from channel one (Fig. 3-b)

and, after Tmax it switches to channel two, where it is able to

transmit only three packets before to switch again to channel

one.

After switching the T radio to a channel, to avoid collision

with any ongoing transmission on the channel, a node must

wait at least for Dt units of time before it starts transmitting,

(see Section 6.2). After Dt , the node sends packets during at

most Tmax, then it switches the T radio to channel two and the

transmission process is repeated for this channel (Fig. 3-b).

While there are packets in the queues, the node will round

robin among them until the end of TH (Fig. 3-c).

Note that the T radio can not switch to a channel and

initiate any transmission when the channel is being sensed by

any of the neighboring nodes. Moreover nodes must consider

the switching attempt of the R radio which is announced to

the neighbors before it starts. The switching mechanisms of T
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Parameter Name Description Possible Value Default

TH Hello interval 10 ms - 100 ms 20 ms

TCA Channel assignment interval TH ≪ TCA 10 s

TSS Channel sense interval TH < TSS < TCA 5 s

TSRate Channel sense rate TSRate≪ TSS 1 ms

α Bandwidth loss function tuning parameter 0≤ α≤ 1 1

β Channel weight parameter 0 < β < 1 0.2

γ Loss function tuning parameter 0≤ γ≤ 1 0.8

|C| Number of available orthogonal channels 1 < |C| 8

Ds Switching delay of the radio 80 µs - 20 ms 300 µs

Table 1 Channel Assignment Parameters

Ds

TH

C1

C2 (a)

Dt

Dt

Dt

Dt

Dt Dt

(c)

(b)

TMax TMax

Figure 3: Channel queues and data delivery mechanism

and R radios are explained with more details in the following

section.

6 Channel Switching Mechanism

The switching mechanism consists of two different protocols

for switching T and R radios, respectively.

6.1 Switching the R radio

When a node decides to switch the R radio to any channel,

it must announce the switching attempt through Hello

messages. The switching attempt information in a Hello

message, consists the following fields:

1. The destination channel to which the R radio will

switch,

2. The time to switch (TS).

The switching time (TS) contains the remaining time in the

current channel until the R radio switches to the new channel.

This time must be longer than the Hello interval to make

sure that all neighbors are informed. Therefore the neighbors

will consider the new channel for upcoming transmissions. A

node follows the steps in Alg. 2 to tune the R radio to the

defined channel.

If a node misses any information about a switching

attempt of a neighbor, the node would fail to send packets

to it. The algorithm tries to prevent this by selecting a

Algorithm 2 Switch The R Radio (c)

Input:

c: The target channel for switching

1: if there is any transmission on R radio then

2: Wait until the end of transmission

3: else

4: TS← Random(2TH : 3TH)
5: Set the timer delay to TS

6: while the timer is running do

7: Update the switching attempt information in Hello

messages

8: end while

9: Switch the R radio to channel c

10: end if

sufficiently large TS (see Table1). Moreover the node always

gets information about a lost neighbor from other common

neighbors, thus, updating its information.

6.2 Switching The T Radio

The T radio switches channels more often than R. Alg. 3

describes the switching mechanism for the T radio. Here each

node checks all queues sequentially (Round Robin) and if

there is any data waiting for transmission, it switches the T

radio to the corresponding channel and starts sending data

after Dt units of time.

When a node switches to a new channel it may fail to hear

an on-going transmission between any other nodes on the

same channel, so it could be a hidden terminal for the ongoing

transmission and must avoid transmitting immediately to

prevent the collision. Consequently after switching, a node

may wait for Dt before starting any transmission.

The node remains on the target channel until the end of the

transmission or at most for Tmax. Then it proceeds to check

the other queues.

7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed

channel assignment algorithm using ns-3 simulator (ns-

3 development team 2011) for 802.11-based multi-radio

mesh networks. We use a network where the mesh routers

initialize their routing tables using Shortest Path First (SPF),
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Algorithm 3 Switch The T Radio (QCi
,Ci)

Input:

Qc: The packet queue associated with the channel c

Ci: Channels of R radios of one-hop neighbors

1: for c ∈Ci do

2: Set the timer delay to Tmax

3: if |Qc|> 0 then

4: Switch the T radio to channel c

5: Wait for Dt period of time

6: while the timer is running AND |Qc|> 0 do

7: P← Pop one packet from Qc

8: Send P

9: end while

10: end if

11: end for

minimizing the number of hops. We assume a two ray ground

propagation model with a radio range of 250 m. Wireless

nodes can tune their radio to any channel among 8 non-

overlapping channels (according to IEEE 802.11a standard).

RTS/CTS mechanism is disabled.

We compare SICA with three relevant channel assignment

mechanisms proposed in the literature: the Centralized

Breath First Channel Assignment (BFSCA) (Ramachandran

et al. 2006); the semi-dynamic interference aware channel

assignment (Urban-X) (Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010); and

the Nash Equilibrium Channel Assignment (NEMCA) (Kim

et al. 2009). A baseline single radio network working over

one channel is also introduced for completeness.

7.1 Description of BFSCA, Urban-X and NEMCA

Breath First Search Channel Assignment

(BFSCA) (Ramachandran et al. 2006) is a centralized

mechanism that considers one node in the WMN as a

coordinator, which is responsible for assigning channels to

all nodes’ radios in the network. It also considers that one

radio at each node is tuned to a common channel for control

messages. Each node estimates the external interference

through monitoring the wireless media, sending the results of

such action to the central node through the common channel.

The coordinator then assigns channels to links and informs

nodes. Nodes redirect the traffic to the common channel

before switching to a new channel and, therefore, they need to

be tightly synchronized as, otherwise the channel switching

mechanism would interrupt the traffic transmission. Channel

assignment in BFSCA uses a graph theory based interference

model to find the interfering links (Gupta & Kumar 2000). It

sorts all links based on their distance to the central node and

then tries to assign different channels to the interfering links

but if such a channel is not found it assigns a random channel

to the link.

Urban-X (Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010) uses three radios

for each node: one R and one T radio, as in SICA, and a third

radio which is tuned to a common channel for all nodes. The

common channel stays unchanged through the life time of the

network. Channel assignment in Urban-X is distributed and

takes into account the amount of flows a node has to send,

and the estimated external interference over the channels.

Nodes need to have information about the number of flows

their neighbors have. Then Urban-X assigns a priority to

each node based on the number of active flows it has. Nodes

having higher priority have more chances to occupy the

best channels. Nodes broadcast control messages over the

common channel up to two-hops neighbors. After switching

to a channel, the T radio remains there for a predefined period

of time (40 ms).

Nash Equilibrium Channel Assignment (NEMCA) (Kim

et al. 2009) is a game theory based channel assignment

which only considers the internal interference. NEMCA is

distributed and played by rational nodes. Nodes consider

the internal interference over channels without keeping any

memory. Each node selects a list of channels which are better

than the current channel it has, from where it selects the next

channel to use using a uniform random probability.

7.2 Simulation Parameters and Performance Metrics

We have evaluated the performance of the protocols for

different number of nodes for two different node placement

topologies: grid and random, and with different number

of traffic flows. The traffic is generated by 100 kbps

CBR flows with packet size of L = 8000 bits sent over

vertical and horizontal directions in the grid topology and

between random nodes in the random topology. Data queues

are simulated in a way that they drop the old packets

automatically to avoid saturation. We assume that the

maximum time duration that a packet can remain in a queue

is 1 s for data and 20 ms (TH ) for Hello messages.

The channels receiving interference from external

networks, are chosen randomly. In the simulations, we

consider that, at each time 50% of channels are busy due to

the external interference. A channel with external interference

is modeled as an on-off process, such that the channel is

sensed busy and idle during the on and off states, respectively.

Note that as the channel is detected busy due the external

interference, nodes are not allowed to transmit during that

state. The duration of the busy state has been fixed to a

constant value, while the duration of the idle state is chosen

exponentially distributed. The duration of the busy and idle

periods have been varied to produce different interference

loads.

The SICA parameters have been set using the values of

Table 1. The specific parameters of other protocols are set

according to the values given in (Ramachandran et al. 2006,

Wooseong Kim & Gerla 2010, Kim et al. 2009).

We consider three network performance measures:

• Data delivery ratio: ratio of the total amount of data

which is correctly received by the destinations, to the

total amount of data packets transmitted by the sources.

• Average end to end delay: mean delay of the packets to

reach the destination.

• Control overhead: ratio of the total number of control

messages sent between nodes, to the total number of

correctly received packets.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Grid Topology

Figures 4-6 show the network performance for different

number of nodes and two CBR traffic flows of 100 kbps.

Every 50 s, external interference is introduced over 4 channels

chosen randomly.

In these simulations the duration of the busy state of

the external interference is fixed to 10 ms, while the mean

duration of the idle state is 8 ms. The results have been

obtained averaging over 10 runs of 1000 s simulation time

with different seeds. The error bars in the figures show 95%

confidence intervals.

Fig. 4 shows that the delivery ratio is 20% higher in

SICA and BFSCA than in Urban-X or NEMCA. This is

a significant improvement, since Urban-X and BFSCA use

3 radios and SICA uses only 2. This result shows that

the game theory approach used in the channel assignment

of SICA outperforms the optimized centralized algorithm

used in BFSCA for large networks. The bigger error bars

in NEMCA and the single-channel network shows that

they suffer more unexpected external interference which is

avoided by adaptive schemes. Moreover, NEMCA, as a non

adaptive channel assignment, performs worse than a single

channel network because of the radio switching penalty

and channel assignment overheads for making inefficient

decisions without considering the external interference.

In Fig. 5 we can see that the average end to end delay is

lower in SICA and BFSCA than the other protocols. SICA

leads to a lower delay thanks to the fast switching mechanism

of the T radio over all channels (see Section 5) and because

it avoids the channels which suffer external interference. The

average delay in Urban-X is much higher than others because

it keeps the T radio in each channel for a predefined period

of time, regardless of having data to send, therefore forcing a

considerable delay for data waiting in the queues of the other

channels.

Fig. 6 shows that SICA and BFSCA have similar control

overhead. BFSCA uses a common channel for control packets

which should be forwarded until the coordinator node, in

SICA on the other hand a node broadcasts control messages

only over all channels which are used by its neighbors. The

control overhead in NEMCA is much higher than others since

it broadcasts many control messages for channel assignment

but has a low data delivery ratio. The control messages of the

single channel network consist of Hello messages that nodes

send every TH seconds to their neighbors to announce their

presence.

7.3.2 Random Topology

Fig. 7- 9, show the packet delivery ratio, average end to end

delay and control overhead for different number of nodes

which are randomly distributed over a 1000× 1000 m2 area.

We check the network topology to be connected using R

numerical tool (r development core team 2008). Each point

in the figures shows the average over 50 runs. The error bars

in the figures show 95% confidence intervals. Fig. 7 shows
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Figure 4: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Grid

topology)
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Figure 5: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes

(Grid topology)
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Figure 6: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Grid

topology)

that the delivery ratio in SICA is higher than other protocols

and it does not drop a lot as the number of nodes increases.

For BFSCA and Urban-x on the other hand, the delivery

ratio drops fast as the number of nodes increases. NEMCA

performs the same as a single channel network following the

reasons explained for Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 shows that the average end to end delay of all

protocols is much lower compared to Urban-X due to the

same reason explained for Fig. 5.

Fig. 9 confirms the reason explained for Fig. 6, showing

that control overhead for NEMCA is higher than other
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Figure 7: Data delivery ratio vs. number of nodes (Random

topology)
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Figure 8: Average end to end delay vs. number of nodes

(Random topology)
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Figure 9: Control overhead vs. number of nodes (Random

topology)

protocols, while SICA and BFSCA lead to lower control

overhead.

7.3.3 Increasing the number of traffic sources

Fig. 10-12 are obtained using a 8×8 grid network while other

parameters are the same as the parameters considered for the

grid scenario.

Fig. 10 shows that the delivery ratio of SICA is higher

than others in presence of high traffic load. The delivery ratio

of BFSCA drops fast increasing the number of traffic flows,

since any channel switching interrupts the data transmission

and nodes are forced to deliver data packets through common

channel which offers a high load over the common channel

(Section 7.1).

Urban-X performs better in presence of high load traffic

compared to BFSCA since it considers the traffic load for

making decision, but it results in a considerable high end to

end delay (Fig. 11).

Fig. 12 shows that the control overhead of SICA and

BFSCA is almost better than others.
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Figure 10: Data delivery ratio vs. number of CBR traffics
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Figure 11: Average end to end delay vs. number of CBR

traffics
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Figure 12: Control overhead vs. number of CBR traffics
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7.3.4 Changing the interference load

Fig. 13 is obtained using a 8× 8 grid network while other

parameters are the same as the parameters considered for the

grid scenario.

Fig. 13 compares the delivery probability obtained with

all protocols, varying the load of the interference. The x-axis

of these figures shows the amount of the external interference,

which is varied by changing the duration of the busy state

of the interference process between 5 ms and 20 ms, and

maintaining the mean duration of the idle state equal to 8 ms.

We introduced interference over 4 channels. Fig. 13 shows

that, even with a high interference load, the delivery ratio in

SICA and BFSCA does not change, when the interference

is increased. On the other hand, delivery ratio in Urban-

X and NEMCA drops fast. The result confirms that, SICA

and BFSCA are much more robust and less sensitive to the

external interference than Urban-X.
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Figure 13: Data delivery ratio vs. Busy duration of external

interference

7.3.5 Data delivery ratio: temporal evolution

In order to have a more detailed view of the protocol’s

behavior, Fig. 14 shows the time evolution of the delivery

ratio obtained with different channel assignment protocols

using a 8× 8 grid network. Other parameters are the same

as the parameters considered for the grid scenario. The

values shown in the figure have been obtained repeating the

simulation for 20 different random seeds and averaging the

delivery ratio over 5 s periods.

Figure shows that in SICA the delivery ratio is kept

more stable than in others. BFSCA is also able to offer a

high packet delivery ratio with a few variations. Urban-x

shows high variations in delivery probability and NEMCA is

incapable to avoid the interference over channels.

7.3.6 SICA performance as function of α, γ and β

Finally, we investigate the sensitivity of SICA to the α, γ
and β tuning parameters that characterize the response of the

game theory model (see Section 3.2). Fig. 15-17 are obtained

using a 8× 8 grid network while other parameters are the

same as the parameters considered for the grid scenario.
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Figure 14: Data delivery ratio over time (zoomed in at the

end of the graph in order to make it easier to see which line

corresponds to each protocol)

Recall that α is the weight which controls the related

magnitude of external and internal interference and γ is

the weight between the bandwidth and switching delay loss

functions, while β is used to update the mixed probabilities of

the game. Fig. 15- 17 show the delivery ratio obtained with

SICA varying α, γ and β, respectively. The figures show the

values obtained for a grid network with different number of

nodes (depicted with different line types), and using other

parameters the same as the parameters considered for the grid

scenario.

Fig. 15 shows that SICA performs better for the high

values of α. This comes from the fact that in our simulation

scenario, nodes are prevented from communicating during

the time that a channel is occupied by external interference,

which has a higher impact than the internal interference on

the system performance.

Fig. 16 shows that the performance of SICA is not

sensitive to γ but values of γ in the range of [0.4,1] give

better results, which implies that it is more important to give

a higher weight to the bandwidth loss functions rather than

switching delay loss function. This comes from the fact that

we have chosen a Hello interval (TH = 20 ms) significantly

larger than the switching delay (Ds = 300 µs).

Regarding β, Fig. 17 shows that the best results are

obtained with β < 0.4. Recall that choosing a lower value

for β makes the algorithm to adapt faster to the changes of

external interference.
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Figure 15: Data delivery ratio vs. α
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Figure 16: Data delivery ratio vs. γ
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Figure 17: Data delivery ratio vs. β

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the channel assignment

problem in multi-radio wireless mesh networks. We have

proposed a new semi-dynamic channel assignment protocol

called SICA. We presented a novel formulation for channel

assignment problem using game theory and have solved

the game using a real time learning mechanism. SICA is a

distributed channel assignment and assumes that nodes do

not have perfect knowledge about other’s nodes strategies.

We have done a performance evaluation comparing SICA

with other channel assignments mechanisms proposed in the

literature. Simulation results show the efficiency of SICA

in assigning proper channels to radios by avoiding external

interference.
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Abstract—In the context of wireless network simulation, many
simulators are capable of evaluating the performance of single
channel network protocols, but they need many modifications
to be able to simulate multi radio multi channel networks. We
address the problem of simulating channel assignment protocols
for multi radio wireless mesh networks in ns-3 simulator, provid-
ing the essential steps needed to simulate a channel assignment
protocol. In addition, we explain the details of simulating the
Semi-dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment protocol
(SICA) as an example. We validate the channel assignment model
used in SICA using a Markov model and check the correctness
of the simulation by doing an exhaustive search over the relevant
events that occur during its runtime.

Index Terms—Network Simulation; ns-3; Channel Assignment;
Markov Model

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) will be the next self-

configuring back-haul providing Internet access for last mile

users through multi hop forwarding (Fig. 1). Mesh networks

however suffer from wireless interference due to the broadcast

nature of the wireless media that may degrade their perfor-

mance significantly.

Multi radio WMNs are able to offer higher network capacity

using different non-overlapping channels provided by IEEE

802.11 standards in the unlicensed bands [1]. Although there

are several non-overlapping channels available, the number of

channels that can be used simultaneously by a single node

is limited by the number of radio interfaces installed on the

node. Therefore a mechanism which selects the best channel,

in terms of interference, among all available channels, is

needed in order to achieve the maximum possible network

performance.

Technical solutions for multihop wireless networks are be-

ing specified in IEEE 802.11s [2]. IEEE 802.11s is developed

as an extension of the successful IEEE 802.11 standard for

WLANs (Wireless Local Area Networks) [1]. IEEE 802.11s

defines the mesh operation in a single channel although multi-

radio mesh routers can form different meshes. The connection

between different meshes is provided via bridging. Mesh

routers can initiate the channel switching mechanism which

moves the mesh, or part of it, to another channel. The routers

which do not want to follow the channel switch request may

join another mesh. Channel switching may help mesh routers

to avoid the external interference but does not reduce the

internal interference between routers which belong to the same

Mesh Basic Service Set (MBSS), since it moves the MBSS

to another channel. However frequent channel switching may

degrade the mesh performance due to the high overheads that

it implies [3].

In multi-radio mesh networks, the channel assignment (CA)

is a mechanism which tries to find a feasible mapping between

wireless channels and radio interfaces at each node with the

aim of maximizing the capacity of the network.

A channel assignment solution must satisfy the following

conditions to be feasible:

• The number of channels assigned to a node must be equal

or less than the number of radio interfaces it has.

• The neighboring nodes must have at least a radio at a

common channel to be able to communicate with each

other.

Based on the time duration between consecutive runs of the

channel assignment protocol, CAs are categorized as: static;

dynamic; and semi-dynamic [3].

Most of CA proposed in the literature fall into static cate-

gory [4–13], where nodes tune their radios to certain channels

permanently. Static CAs are easy to deploy but unsuccessful

to cope with the changes in the wireless environment [4].

Dynamic channel assignments [14; 15], on the other hand,

enforce nodes to switch their interface dynamically from one

channel to another between successive data transmissions.

Therefore they require tight synchronizations among nodes.

Dynamic approaches are only used for single radio nodes

working over multiple frequencies, since they can not exploit

the advantages of multi-radio networks [3].

Static CAs could be easily extended to be semi-

dynamic [16–25] if the node refreshes the channels assigned to

the radios on a regular time period. Semi-dynamic CAs adapt

fast to the changes in the traffic pattern and the interference on

the wireless medium from both internal and external sources.

However to maintain the network connectivity, neighboring

nodes are supposed to share a common channel [16; 26].

Hybrid CAs apply a semi-dynamic channel assignment to

the fixed radio interface of each node while the other interface

is controlled dynamically. Wireless nodes which use hybrid

CAs, do not share common channel with their neighbors, since



Fig. 1: Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh Network

the dynamic radio switches to the channel of the neighboring

nodes to make the connection.

Implementing a multi-radio multi-channel mesh network is

very challenging due to the following reasons:

• The transmitting and receiving antennas installed on a

single mesh node should be separated enough to reduce

the noise of the transmitter on the own receiver [26; 27].

• The current 802.11 commodity devices suffer interference

caused from non-overlapping frequencies over each other

due to lack of prefect filtering at the antenna [27].

• The MAC layer of IEEE 802.11 standard should be

modified to support channel assignment mechanisms [3].

• The routing protocol must be modified to take the advan-

tage of the underlying channel assignment [6; 16; 17; 26].

Channel assignment mechanisms are usually evaluated via

simulations due to the multiple considerations and complex

scenarios required to evaluate them [7–10; 13; 22–25]. How-

ever most of current network simulators do not support multi-

radio routers nor dynamic re-configuration of the radio inter-

face, requiring modifications in to their core-level to allow the

evaluation of CA mechanisms [28].

Ns-3 [29] is a young simulator which allows the wireless

mesh nodes to be equipped with more than one radio interface,

and makes it possible to change the frequency of the radio

during the simulation runtime. Although those features are

necessary in order to simulate a multi-radio multi-channel

network, they are not enough for simulating hybrid or dynamic

CA mechanisms. Multi radio mesh networks simulated in ns-3

based on the recently published standard, IEEE 802.11s [2],

are assumed to share common channels. The ns-3 modules for

IEEE 802.11s can be used to simulate static or semi-dynamic

CAs but they are insufficient for dynamic or hybrid CA. As

in IEEE 802.11s, the peer links are formed over common

channels, the Peer Management Protocol must be changed

to be able to send beacons for neighboring mesh points

which do not share any common channel. This modification

is incompatible with IEEE 802.11s standard which assumes

that mesh points operate in a single channel [2]. According

to IEEE 802.11s standard, multi radio stations form different

meshes on different channels, which are unified in a single

LAN using the layer two bridging. We consider the problem

of simulating hybrid CAs without restrict our work to IEEE

802.11s mesh networks.

In this work we show in detail how to simulate a hybrid

channel assignment protocol using ns-3 simulator [29] without

any need to modify the simulator’s source code (Section II).

We use the simulator version 3.9 released on August 2011. As

a specific example, we present the simulation of the channel

assignment proposed in [25] (Section III), followed by the

simulation verification and the validation of the proposed CA

model using a Markov chain (Section IV- V). A brief summary

of other CA protocols proposed in the literature which could

also be implemented following the presented approach, is

described in Section VI and conclusions are presented in

Section VII.

II. SIMULATION COMPONENTS FOR MULTI RADIO MESH

NETWORKS

In this section, we introduce the required extensions to

ns-3 simulator [29] for simulating hybrid CA mechanisms.

These extensions include the basic functions on top of which

the CA mechanism can be implemented. In addition, a CBR

traffic generator and a specific routing strategy are presented

as required components, to evaluate the performance of the

CA mechanism.

A. Multi Radio Wireless Nodes

Multi radio wireless mesh nodes are the required basic

building blocks of the simulation scenarios. Fig. 2 shows a

wireless mesh node equipped with several radio interfaces.

The figure depicts a general cross-layer channel assignment

protocol that interacts with the new components which must

be added to the simulation: traffic generators; routing protocol;

and the channel sensing mechanism.
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Fig. 2: Node object

In Program 1 it can be seen how to make a multi radio node

(MRNode) in ns-3. Where I is the number of radio interfaces



which must be installed on a node. Note that in ns-3 a unique

ID starting from 0 is automatically assigned to each radio

interface.

We configure the MAC and physical layers according to

Table I which makes IEEE 802.11a based radio interfaces. The

radio propagation model is set to the fixed range propagation

model with a maximum range equal to 250 m. We also define

a single transmission rate equal to 6Mbps for data and control

packets transmission. Note that this configuration is not fixed

and it could be changed to any of the propagation and channel

loss models that ns-3 supports [29].

Program 1 Creating a multi radio wireless node

1 Ptr<Node> MRNode = C r e a t e O b j e c t<Node> ( ) ; / / /< C r e a t e a

node

2 Ptr<Wif iNetDevice> r a d i o ;

3 f o r ( i n t i =1 ; i< I ; i ++ ) {
4 r a d i o = C r e a t e O b j e c t<Wif iNetDevice> ( ) ; / / /< C r e a t e one

r a d i o i n t e r f a c e

5 r a d i o−>SetMac ( m a c C o n f i g u r a t i o n ) ; / / /< C o n f i g u r e t h e MAC

l a y e r o f t h e i n t e r f a c e

6 r a d i o−>SetPhy ( p h y C o n f i g u r a t i o n ) ; / / /< C o n f i g u r e t h e

p h y s i c a l a t t r i b u t e s o f t h e i n t e r f a c e

7 MRNode−>AddDevice ( r a d i o ) ;} / / /< Add t h e d e v i c e t o t h e node

8 Ptr<NewClass> NewObject = C r e a t e O b j e c t<NewClass>

9 ( ) ; / / /< C r e a t e a n o t h e r o b j e c t , i . e . CA

10 MRNode −>A g g r e g a t e O b j e c t ( NewObject ) ; / / /< A t t a c h t h e

o b j e c t t o t h e node

Routing

CA

Channel

Address

Net Device

Node

Fig. 3: Class Diagram of the Node

Lines 8- 10 of Program 1 shows how any other object (CA

mechanism, routing protocol, etc.) is created and aggregated

to the wireless mesh node. Fig. 3 shows the class diagram of

a node in ns-3.

Sections II-B1- II-C provide a brief explanation of the com-

ponents which must be added to the multi radio node to make

it possible to simulate the channel assignment mechanism.

B. Network Devices

1) Configuring The Radio Interface: Ns-3 indicates each

channel with a unique ID, which starts from 0. By default the

channel assigned to all radios in a node is set to 0. To re-

configure the channel assigned to a radio interface, a node has

to change the ID of the default channel in the physical layer

of the radio interface. All channels is ns-3 are supposed to be

non-overlapping.

Program 2 shows the process of assigning channel c to the

first radio interface (netDevice) installed on MRNode.

Program 2 Assign channel c to a radio interface (netDevice)

1 Ptr <NetDevice> n e t D e v i c e = MRNode−>GetDevice ( 0 ) ; / / /< Get

t h e a d d r e s s o f t h e r a d i o i n t e r f a c e

2 Ptr <Wif iNetDevice> w i f i N e t D e v i c e =

3 ne tDev ice−>GetObjec t<WifiNetDevice >() ;

4 Ptr<WifiPhy> n e t D e v i c e P h y i c a l L a y e r = w i f i N e t D e v i c e−>
GetPhy ( ) ; / / /< Get t h e a c c e s s t o t h e p h y s i c a l l a y e r

5 i f ( ! n e t D e v i c e P h y i c a l L a y e r−>I s S t a t e B u s y ( ) )

6 n e t D e v i c e P h y i c a l L a y e r−>SetChannelNumber ( c ) ; / / /<

Change t h e c h a n n e l o f t h e r a d i o i n t e r f a c e

7 e l s e

8 {
9 Time d e l a y T o I d l e =

10 n e t D e v i c e P h y i c a l L a y e r−>G e t D e l a y U n t i l I d l e ( ) ; / / /< Get

t h e t i me l e f t u n t i l t h e d e v i c e g e t f r e e

11 S i m u l a t o r : : S c h e d u l e ( d e l a y T o I d l e ,& S w i t c h I n t e r f a c e ,

t h i s , c ) ; / / /< S c h e d u l e t h e t i m e r t o change t h e

c h a n n e l l a t e r

12 }

Note that, if the interface is busy due to sending or receiving,

it is not possible to switch to another frequency. Program 2

checks the status of the device (Line 5) before setting the new

channel.

It is also possible to acquire the remaining time until

the device gets idle (Line 9) and set the channel afterward

(Line 11).

2) Data Service Components: To transmit packets in a

multi radio multi channel architecture, where wireless nodes

use a dynamic or hybrid CA, some extra tasks must be done

to acquire the channel on which the packets must be sent, in

addition to computing the time for switching a radio interface

to the desired channel. Fig. 4 shows the main process that a

node follows to deliver packets on the presented multi-radio

multi-channel architecture. It comprises three steps: Desti-

nation Channel Query, Time Stamp Assignment and Packet

Queuing
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Fig. 4: Data Services For Channel Assignment Mechanism

Unlike single channel networks, a node in a multi channel

architecture needs to consider the possibility of having next



Parameter Name Description Value

Standard MAC and Physical layer standard ns3::WIFI PHY STANDARD 80211a
PropagationDelay The propagation delay between the specified source and destination ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel
PropagationLoss Modalize the propagation loss through a transmission medium ns3::RangePropagationLossModel
MaxRange Radio range 250 m
RemoteStationManager Data and control packets transmission rate ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager

TABLE I: Physical and MAC layer configuration

hop neighbors over different channels. Therefore, to forward

a packet, a wireless mesh node needs to know the channel over

which it can send the packet, in addition to the the address of

the next hop mesh node.

The Destination Channel Query function finds the channel

on which the packet must be sent. A Packet Queuing mecha-

nism buffers packets and keeps them until the sender switches

one radio interface to the corresponding destination channel.

To avoid saturation in a given queue, the packets that have been

waiting for a period of time exceeding a certain threshold, are

dropped from the queue. For such purpose, a time stamp is

assigned to each new arriving packet and used as a reference

to drop the packets.

a. Destination Channel Query: Multi radio nodes keep the

following information about their neighbors in addition to their

address:

• The number of radio interfaces a node has,

• The channel assigned to each radio interface,

• At which time each node will switch from one channel

to another,

• At which time each node can receive packets on each

channel.

The mentioned information is kept in the Neighbor Table.

To forward a packet, a node gets the receiving channel of the

next hop neighbor. With this information the node can tune a

radio to that channel and send the pending packets.

Nodes use control messages to update the information about

their neighbors in the Neighbor Table. This is necessary for

the adaptive channel allocation mechanisms, where a node

changes the channel of its radio interface frequently.

Every time that a node informs its neighbors about switch-

ing the channel of its radio interface, the neighbors will update

the entry in the Neighbor Table.

In a multi channel architecture, nodes may need to monitor

the available channels to acquire the list of busy channels.

When forwarding a packet, the node should make sure that

the receiver is not in the monitoring mode. Therefore, the

node needs to keep the next monitoring period for all of its

neighbors to avoid initializing any transmission.

Program 3 shows an entry of the Neighbor Table.

b. Timestamp Assignment: Nodes must time stamp the

packets waiting to be sent over a certain channel, in the

case the destination channel is busy, the older packets must

be discarded to avoid saturation. Therefore, it is possible to

control the length of the buffers.

Program 3 An entry of the Neighbor Table

1 s t r u c t N e i g h b o r T a b l e E n t r y

2 {
3 u i n t 3 2 t m id ; / / /< The ID of t h e n e i g h b o r

4 u i n t 3 2 t m neighborRadioNo ; / / /< The number o f r a d i o

i n t e r f a c e s t h a t t h e n e i g h b o r has

5 u i n t 3 2 t m neighborChanne l ; / / /< The c h a n n e l used by

n e i g h b o r ’ s r a d i o i n t e r f a c e

6 Address m Addr ; / / /< MAC a d d r e s s o f t h e n e i g h b o r ’ s r a d i o

i n t e r f a c e

7 Time m switchTime ; / / /< Shows t h e r e m a i n i n g t ime t h a t a

n e i g h b o r s t a y on t h e c u r r e n t c h a n n e l

8 u i n t 3 2 t m neighborNewChannel ; / / /< New c h a n n e l f o r t h e

r e c e i v i n g r a d i o

9 Time m monitorTime ; / / /< Shows t h e r e m a i n i n g t i me u n t i l

t h e n e i g h b o r s t a r t s m o n i t o r i n g a c h a n n e l

10 Time m updateTime ; / / /< Time stamp , which shows t h e

moment t h a t t h e i n f o r m a t i o n i s u p d a t e d

11 bool c l o s e ; / / /< I f t h e e n t r y e x p i r e d o r n o t

12 }

The timestamp assigned to each packet is equal to the

time at which the packet was received from the routing agent

(Tenqueu(p)). We define Twait(p) as the maximum amount of

time that a packet is allowed to stay in the buffer before it

is transmitted over the wireless media. To remove the old

packets, a node checks the current time of the system (Tcurrent ),

and deletes those packets that Tcurrent > Tenqueu(p)+Twait(p).

To avoid the queues from getting saturated in high traffic

rate, nodes may select a smaller value for Twait(p).

c. Data Queuing: In multi-radio multi-channel networks,

the number of available frequencies is bigger than the number

of radio interfaces at each router (|C| > I). Therefore neigh-

boring nodes may set their antennas over different channels.

A wireless mesh node which has traffic for more than one

neighbor, might need to switch to different channels to be

able to deliver its packets to the next hop. During the time

that a node transmits data over a channel, packets destined for

other channels must be buffered to be sent later.

We create sequential First-in, First-out queues for buffering

packets in ns-3 for different channels. Each queue corresponds

to one of the available channels. The defined queues have the

ability to eliminate the old packets automatically as described

in Section II-B2.

Table. II shows the fields of each element of the queue with

a brief description.



Element Description

Packet Type The type of the packet: Data or Control
Packet A pointer to the packet
Expire Time The time at which the packet expires and should be dropped

TABLE II: Packet buffers elements

C. External Interference and Channel Sensing

Simulating two separate wireless networks which interfere

each other is not possible in ns-3. Separated wireless networks

simulated in the same scenario do not have any effect over

each other since ns-3 treated them separately. Note that, Signal

to Noise plus Interference (SNIR) is defined as part of the

physical layer of the WiFi device [30]. Therefore setting the

noise figure weight for a radio interface affects all packets

which have been received over different channels. For an

adaptive channel assignment we have a scenario where each

channel is occupied by different amounts of interference.

Nodes estimate the amount of interference through sensing or

monitoring all channels at the same time [16; 22]. Simulating

this scenario is possible only if the interference threshold is

set separately for each channel.

Therefore, to simulate the external interference on wireless

channels, we have created an Interference Emulator for each

channel (Program 4). The interference emulator is based on

a semi Markov model of the possible channel status (Fig. 5),

where the status of a channel is considered as either Busy or

Idle.

The emulator keeps the channel Busy for predefined period

of time (BusyDuration). The duration of Idle state is deter-

mined using an exponential random variable with mean equal

to MeanIdleTime.

In the constructor (Line 8 of Program 4), a timer is initial-

ized to call the ChangeStatus function when it expires. Initially

the delay of the timer is set to an exponentially distributed

random variable with mean equal to 8 ms.

ChangeStatus changes the status of the channel from

Idle State to Busy State or vice versa. It sets the timer to

BusyDuration after setting the channel status to Busy State.

Whenever it changes the channel status to Idle State it sets

the timer to a randomly selected duration.

Idle Busy

Fig. 5: Channel Status

To monitor a channel, a node checks the Interference

Emulator Status attached to the channel during the sensing

period.

The amount of interference over a channel, induced by an

external network, can be varied by setting different values for

MeanIdleTime and BusyDuration.

Program 4 External Interference Emulator

1 ChannelEmu : : ChannelEmu ( ) :

2

3 b u s y D u r a t i o n (<M i l l i S e c o n d s> BusyDura t ion ) , / / /< The

d u r a t i o n o f Busy s t a t u s

4 nextTime ( E x p o n e n t i a l V a r i a b l e ( MeanIdleTime ) ) , / / /< The

random v a r i a b l e which d e t e r m i n e s t h e d u r a t i o n o f

I d l e s t a t u s

5 S t a t u s ( I d l e S t a t e ) , / / /< I n i t i a l s t a t u s o f t h e e m u l a t o r

6 s t a t u s T i m e r ( Timer : : CANCEL ON DESTROY)

7

8 { s t a t u s T i m e r . S e t D e l a y ( nextTime . GetValue ( ) ) ;

9 s t a t u s T i m e r . S e t F u n c t i o n (&ChannelEmu : : ChangeS ta tus ,

t h i s ) ; / / /< S e t t h e f u n c t i o n which i s c a l l e d when

t h e t i m e r i s e x p i r e d

10 s t a t u s T i m e r . S c h e d u l e ( ) ;}

D. Routing Modifications

When simulating multi radio multi channel WMNs, con-

sidering a proper routing protocol is challenging. The routing

have to be considered as a joint problem with the channel

assignment [16; 18–20], since any change in the channel

radio mapping affects the quality of the links between nodes

and may trigger the routing protocol to re-route the traffic.

On the other hand, the changes in the traffic pattern have

an impact on the next decision of the channel assignment

protocol. Therefore, the routing protocol and the routing metric

must be modified to adapt to the channel assignment [6].

In ns-3 the available routing protocols are not applicable for

multi radio wireless networks when using dynamic or hybrid

channel assignment. Nevertheless, as we are only focusing on

fixed WMNs, where nodes are fixed or have limited mobility,

the static routing is a simple way to avoid complexity related to

the dynamic routing protocols. The Global Routing simulated

in ns-3, provides static routing only for wired networks by

filling the routing tables at the beginning of the simulation.

In the case of wireless networks there is no static routing

since the topology of a wireless network is determined by the

propagation model and other parameters at run time [29].

Therefore, we have attached a static routing table to each

node and initialized it using Shortest Path First (SPF) algo-

rithm, minimizing the number of hops between each node and

any other destination. Each node knows about the next hop

node on the paths to all other nodes in the network. Program 5

shows an entry of the Routing Table.

The Routing Table is filled using a file containing all shortest

paths between all nodes. We have created this file using

R numerical tool [31] feeding the position of nodes in the

network.
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Program 5 A routing table entry

1 s t r u c t R o u t i n g E n t r y

2 {
3 u i n t 3 2 t m dst ; / / /<The Id o f t h e d e s t i n a t i o n node

4 u i n t 3 2 t m nextHop ; / / /<The Id o f t h e n e x t hop node

toward t h e d e s t i n a t i o n

5 double m metr ic ; / / /<The m e t r i c v a l u e o f t h e p a t h

6 }

The routing header which is attached to each packet has the

following elements:

• Sequence number,

• Node ID of the source,

• Node ID of the destination,

• Node ID of the next hop device to the destination,

• The time of originating the packet.

The relay nodes on the path from the source to the desti-

nation, update the ID of the next hop node in the header and

froward the packet.

E. Traffic Generator

Channel assignment problem can be formulated in a way

to reduce the time overlapping of low rate traffics and high

rate traffics by using wireless mesh nodes to communicate over

different channels based on their respective data rates [23; 32].

This approach increases the throughput of high rate traffics.

The traffic generated in ns-3, must be provided by an

intermediate agent to interact with the dynamic CA in the case

that, there is the need to control the traffic rate. Moreover

for dynamic or hybrid CA, the packets can not be sent

immediately through the media after the next hop has been

selected, since the radio interface should first switch to the

destination channel. For simplicity, we have created a simple

constant bit rate (CBR) packet source that generates traffic

with a specific packet size (1000 b) at the constant rate (i.e.,

100 kbps). The packet generator is attached to the source node.

Program 6 shows our CBR traffic generator.

Program 6 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Packet Generator

1 G e n e r a t e C B R T r a f f i c ( u i n t 3 2 t pSize , u i n t 3 2 t pRate )

2 {
3 Ptr<Packe t> p= Crea t e<Packe t >(p S i z e ) ; / / /< C r e a t e a

p a c k e t w i th t h e d e f i n e d s i z e

4 R o u t i n g P o r t ( p ) ; / / /< D e l i v e r p a c k e t t o t h e r o u t i n g

p r o t o c o l

5 Time p a c k e t I n t e r v a l = M i l l i S e c o n d s ( p S i z e / pRate ) ; / / /<

Compute t h e t i me d u r a t i o n between c r e a t i n g each

p a c k e t

6 S i m u l a t o r : : S c h e d u l e ( p a c k e t I n t e r v a l , &Genera t eCBRTra f f i c ,

t h i s

7 , pSize , pRate ) ; / / /< C a l l t h e f u n c t i o n t o c r e a t e t h e n e x t

p a c k e t a f t e r t h e i n t e r v a l

8 }

The packet is created (Line 3) and delivered to the routing

agent (Line 4) which adds the routing header to it and sends

it to the data service (Fig 4). Then, the packet is enqueued to

the corresponding queue (Section II-B2).

III. AN EXAMPLE OF CA IMPLEMENTATION: SICA

Fig. 8-9 show the class diagram and the collaboration

diagram of using the defined classes to model a channel as-

signment protocol. In the following section we show with more

detail the simulation of a channel assignment mechanism,

called SICA, in ns-3 using the components introduced before.

Moreover we provide the details of some important process

regarding the Data Forwarding and Channel Selection.

Semi dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment

mechanism (SICA), is a protocol proposed and simulated in

ns-3 [29], for wireless mesh networks [25]. The source code

of SICA is available and can be accessed at [33].

SICA is implemented in a network where nodes are

equipped with two radio interfaces, each one is able to use a
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Fig. 9: Collaboration Class Diagram of the CA Class
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set C (with cardinality |C| > 1) of non overlapping channels.

The radios will be referred to as the receiving radio and the

transmitting radio, and denoted by R and T, respectively.

The aim of the channel assignment mechanism is to select

the channels which suffer less interferences in terms of both

internal and external interference. The channel assignment

mechanism selects and assigns a channel to the R radio of each

node. Then, the node switches the T radio according to the

receiving channel of its neighbors to start transmission. After

a channel switch, the T radio remains on the same channel

until all packets, which are addressed to the same destination

node, have been sent, or until a maximum period of time has

expired [25].

Nodes estimate the amount of external interference on a

channel via sensing the channel. Then, they use control packets

called Hello to exchange channel sensing information and

inform their neighbors about upcoming interface switching for

the receiving radio (R).

A. External Interference Estimation

Using the Channel Emulators (Section II-C), the status of a

channel can be monitored as Busy or Idle. Each node monitors

the channel’s status for its receiving radio (R) once in each

sensing period of length TSS seconds. For monitoring a channel

c, the node checks the status of the corresponding Channel

Emulator (ce) at a pre-defined rate (TSRate) (Program 7).

Program 7 Monitoring Channel

1 void SenseChanne l ( u i n t 3 2 t c )

2 {
3 Ptr<ChannelEmu> emu=GetChannelEmu ( c ) ; / / /< Get t h e

i n t e r f e r e n c e e m u l a t o r a t t a c h e d t o t h e c h a n n e l

4 i f ( emu−>I sBusy ( ) )

5 Tbusy+= Channe lSenseRa te ; / / /< I n c r e a s e t h e c h a n n e l busy

t i me i f t h e c h a n n e l i s busy

6 e l s e

7 Tidle+= Channe lSenseRa te ; / / /< I n c r e a s e t h e c h a n n e l i d l e t ime

i f t h e c h a n n e l i s i d l e

8 m channelSenseTimer . S c h e d u l e ( ) ; / / /< R e s c h e d u l e t h e s e n s e

t i m e r f o r t h e n e x t s e n s i n g p e r i o d

9 }

Tbusy (Line 5) and Tidle (Line 7), are global variables which

save the duration of the Busy and the Idle state respectively.

At the end of the monitoring period the node estimates the

amount of external interference over a channel (Bext ) using

Equation (1).

Bext(c) =
Tbusy(c)

Tbusy(c)+Tidle(c)
(1)



Note that, each node senses only one channel during the

monitoring period. It then sends this information to its neigh-

bors and as its neighbors do the same, it gathers information

about other channels via the control packets received from its

neighbors (see Section III-C).

The internal interference is estimated based on the Inter-

ference Protocol Model proposed in [34]. Each node is

informed by its neighbors about the current channel of their

receiving radio. Therefore a node i can calculate the number

of neighboring nodes over channel c (Ri(c)). Then the node

estimates the density of interfering nodes on channel c by
Ri(c)

Ni

where Ni represents the total number of neighbors of node i.

In SICA, nodes use the average of the estimated external

and internal interference over a channel as a metric to select

a channel that has more available capacity.

B. Channel Selection Mechanism

The channel selection mechanism is developed as a repeated

game which uses the interference estimation information and

selects the best possible channel for the receiving radio of a

node.

Initially the channel selection mechanism calculates and

assigns a weight to all available channels based on the amount

of internal and external interference estimated over a channel.

Then, the weights are updated using the multiplicative weight

update technique proposed in [35; 36].

We define wt(c) as the weight assigned to channel c at

time t. The channel assignment computes the probability of

selecting a channel as :

Pt(c) =
wt(c)

∑c∈C wt(c)
(2)

Initially all weights are set to 1, thus, the probability of

selecting any channel is identical. After selecting a channel,

the node gathers information from its neighbors and updates

the loss that it is suffered. Then, the weights are updated as

follows:

wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c)βMi(c) (3)

where Mi(c) is the loss suffered by node i considering the

external and internal interference over channel c [25], and β
is the game parameter in the range of (0,1) [36].

Then SICA selects a radom channel considering the proba-

bility of each channel as shown in Program 8.

Program 8 computes and sorts the probability of selecting a

channel according to Equation. (2) (Line 11- 18 and Line 20).

Then it sorts the list of available channels based on the weights

(probabilities) assigned to each channel (Line 19). Line 21

computes the cumulative probability vector by adding up each

probability value with all probabilities lower than it. Then the

probabilities are fed to the empirical random variable generator

(Line 22-23) which generates a random number as an index

for the available channels’ list (Line 24 of Program 8).

Program 8 Channel Selection Mechanism

1 u i n t 3 2 t Selec tRandomChannel ( s t d : : v e c t o r<ui n t 32 t> c h a n n e l s

)

2 {
3 / / / c h a n n e l s c o n t a i n s t h e l i s t o f a v a i l a b l e c h a n n e l s

4 s t d : : v e c t o r<double> prob ; / / /< A v e c t o r t o keep t h e

p r o b a b i l i t y o f s e l e c t i n g any c h a n n e l

5 s t d : : v e c t o r<double> we i g h t ; / / /< A v e c t o r t o keep t h e

w e i g h t s a s s i g n e d t o each c h a n n e l

6 s t d : : v e c t o r<double> cProb ; / / /< A v e c t o r t o keep t h e

c u m u l a t i v e p r o b a b i l i t y o f c h a n n e l s

7 E m p i r i c a l V a r i a b l e emRnd ; / / /< An e m p i r i c a l random

v a r i a b l e t o s e l e c t a random number based on

c u m u l a t i v e p r o b a b i l i t i e s

8 double t o t a l W e i g h t =0;

9 double tempW ;

10 / / / r e a d t h e w e i g h t s o f c h a n n e l s

11 f o r ( s t d : : v e c t o r<ui n t 32 t > : : i t e r a t o r i = c h a n n e l s . b e g i n ( ) ;

i != c h a n n e l s . end ( ) ; ++ i )

12 {
13 tempW=m channel . GetChannelWeight (* i ) ;

14 we i g h t . push back ( tempW ) ;

15 t o t a l W e i g h t +=tempW ;

16 }
17 f o r ( u i n t 3 2 t i =0 ; i<we i g h t . s i z e ( ) ; i ++)

18 prob . push back ( we i gh t [ i ] / t o t a l W e i g h t ) ; / / /< Compute t h e

p r o b a b i l i t i e s u s i n g t h e w e i g h t s

19 s o r t ( c h a n n e l s . b e g i n ( ) , c h a n n e l s . end ( ) ,

CompareChannelsWeight (* t h i s ) ) ; / / /< S o r t c h a n n e l s

c o n s i d e r i n g t h e i r w e i g h t s

20 s o r t ( p rob . b e g i n ( ) , p rob . end ( ) ) ; / / /< S o r t t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s

21 cProb = C o m p u t e C u m u l a t i v e P r o b a b i l i t y ( prob ) ; / / /< Adds up t h e

p r o b a b i l i t i e s t o have t h e c u m u l a t i v e p r o b a b i l i t y

v e c t o r

22 f o r ( u i n t 3 2 t i =0 ; i< cProb . s i z e ( ) ; i ++)

23 emRnd . CDF( i , cProb [ i ] ) ; / / /< Feeds t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s t o

t h e random v a r i a b l e

24 re turn c h a n n e l s [ emRnd . G e t I n t e g e r ( ) ] ; / / /< S e l e c t a

random c h a n n e l c o n s i d e r i n g t h e a s s i g n e d p r o b a b i l i t i e s

25 }

C. Control Packet Elements

Unlike most CAs proposed in the literature [16; 20; 22], in

SICA there is no common control channel shared by all nodes.

In SICA, the synchronization is achieved through exchanging

packets over the data channels. Since each node can assign

a different channel to its receiving (R) radio, nodes must be

aware of the channels used by their neighbors’ R radios. In

SICA, a node broadcasts Hello packets to report the channel

of its R radio to its neighbors. Fig 10 shows the content of a

Hello packet.

In addition to the receiving channel announcement, Hello

packets are used to inform about the channel sensing infor-

mation and the receiving channel of the neighboring nodes,

so a node can compute the external and internal interference

for each channel. In order to do that, there is a field in each

packet which contains the amount of external interference over

the receiving channel estimated by the node. The number of

neighbors and the channels of their receiving radio is also

added at the end of each Hello packet.

The remaining time before a node switches its R radio

to another channel and the remaining time before the node

starts sensing the current channel is also announced via Hello

packets. The announcements inform the neighboring nodes

about upcoming channel switching or sensing events.
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D. Data And Control Transmission

For each channel c ∈ C, SICA maintains two sequential

First In First Out queues for buffering packets (Section II-B2):

control packets queue (Qctrl(c)); and data packets queue

(Qd(c)). Qctrl(c) has higher priority than Qd(c). The source

and each node in the middle of the path to the destination,

push each packet to the corresponding queue attached to each

channel. Each packet is time stamped when it is pushed to

the queue. Using the timestamp as a reference, packets that

remain in the queue for a longer time than a certain threshold

are discarded to avoid saturation (see Section II-B2).

When the transmitter radio switches to a channel, it fetches

the stored packets from the queues and sends them until there

are no packets left in the queues or until a maximum amount

of time has elapsed [25]. Program 9 shows how packets are

sent over a channel c.

Program 9 Send packets over channel c

1 u i n t 3 2 t h e l l o Q u e u e S i z e =Qctrl . G e t S i z e ( c ) ; / / /< Get t h e

s i z e o f t h e queue which keeps c o n t r o l messages

2 u i n t 3 2 t d a t a Q u e u e S i z e =Qd . G e t S i z e ( c ) ; / / /< Get t h e s i z e

o f t h e queue which keeps d a t a messages

3 Time t x E s t i m a t i o n = E s t i m a t e T x D u r a t i o n ( maxPacke tS ize ,

w i f i p h y ) ;

4 whi le ( ( h e l l o Q u e u e S i z e >0 | | da taQueueS ize>0 )&&

T I n t e r f a c e R e a d y T o S e n d ( c , t x E s t i m a t i o n ) )

5 {
6 i f ( h e l l o Q u e u e S i z e >0)

7 {
8 pro toco lNumber =SICA HELLO PORT ; / / /< S e t t h e p o r t

number t o c o n t r o l p o r t number

9 qE n t r y =Qctrl . Dequeue ( c ) ; / / /< F e t c h a queue e n t r y o f a

c o n t r o l message

10 }
11 e l s e

12 {
13 pro toco lNumber =SICA DATA PORT ; / / /< S e t t h e p o r t

number t o d a t a p o r t number

14 qE n t r y =Qd . Dequeue ( c ) ; / / /< F e t c h a queue e n t r y o f a

d a t a message

15 }
16 i f ( qE n t r y )

17 {
18 SendPacke t ( qEnt ry−>G e t P a c k e t ( )−>Copy ( ) , m t I n t e r f a c e

, p ro toco lNumber ) ; / / /< Send d a t a o r c o n t r o l

messages u s i n g d i f f e r e n t p o r t number

19 }
20 h e l l o Q u e u e S i z e =Qctrl . G e t S i z e ( c ) ;

21 d a t a Q u e u e S i z e =Qd . G e t S i z e ( c ) ;

22 }

TInterfaceReadyToSend (Line 4) is a function which gets

the ID of the channel and the estimation of the required time

to send a packet by the T radio, and checks whether it is

possible or not to send a packet over the channel.

In the following cases the TInterfaceReadyToSend returns

False, which prevents the node from sending packets over

channel c:

• The channel is being sensed by any of the neighbors.

• The channel is busy due to the external interference.

• The T interface did not switch to the channel successfully.

• The estimated transmission time is less than the remaining

time over the current channel.

IV. VALIDATING THE GAME MODEL

The channel assignment in SICA is modeled as a repeated

game, where nodes compete to occupy the most vacant channel

(as explained in detail in Section III-B). The game is played

repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds. In each round, the

player plays a mixed strategy based on the weights assigned

to each channel.

In the following section we explain the Markov model we

use to validate the game theory model used in SICA. The

Markov model is used to proof that, the game theory based

channel assignment algorithm converges to a steady state if the
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Fig. 13: Markovian process of changing channel at node i

algorithm is played in sufficiently enough rounds in the case

that the environment does not change. We simulate the game

model using R numerical tool [31] and compare the result

with the results obtained using the Markov model to compute

the probability of selecting channels. We define the process

of selecting a channel for a radio interface at each node as a

Markov chain.

Fig. 13 shows the Markov chain that models how a node

selects the channels. The channels set (strategy set) was

mapped to the state space of the Markov model. The payoff

Pi = 1 − Mi, is considered as the reward for the transition

between channel c and ć by node i.

We define the state transition matrix (Q) by using the Boltz-

mann distribution (equation (4)) [37]. Boltzmann distribution

is used to solve the Markov model, by defining the transition

from state c to ć related to the reward obtained on state ć.

We assume that the probability of transmission from channel

c to ć is related to the reward of the destination channel

normalized by the total reward of all channels:

Qi,cć =
e

Pi [ć]
λ

∑k∈C e
Pi [k]

λ

(4)

Here λ is the learning parameter. For our model we define

λ = 1 − β, where β is the learning parameter used for the

Game model of SICA (see Section III). Note that small values

of λ enable the player to choose the optimal strategy more

accurately.

The stationary transition matrix (i.e the eigenvalues of Q)

is computed using the global balance equation for ergodic

Markov chains:

{

ρ(Q− I) = 0

ρE = e
(5)

Where I is the identity matrix, E is the square unit matrix

and e is the unit row matrix.

By solving equation (5) we get the stationary channel

transition vector for node i as ρ = e(Q+E − I)−1. Using the

R tool we’ve simulated the Game based learning algorithm of

SICA for a node. We define ρ́ as the final probability vector

of selecting each channel equal to the mixed strategy vector

obtained for the node. We compare ρ́ obtained for different

rounds of SICA algorithm, with ρ obtained from the Markov

model (Fig. 14- 15). Moreover we run SICA in ns-3 simulator

and report the probability distribution of selecting channels

over 200 s of simulation run. (Fig. 16- 17).

Fig. 14 shows the probability of selecting a channel at each

node. For clarifying, we show the available bandwidth of each

channel with a red line at the same figure with the probability

distribution of selecting a channel. As shown, the available

bandwidth in each channel decreases linearly from channel 1

to 8. The right y-axis shows the available bandwidth related

to the total bandwidth of a channel while the left y-axis shows

the probability of selecting the channel.

Fig. 14 shows that the weighted learning algorithm matches

quite closely the result from solving the Markov model after

100 rounds for β = 0.9.

We examine SICA and the Markov model for the case that

50% of the channels (channels with the IDs from 5 to 8)

are occupied by the external interference. The interference

occupies 80% of the bandwidth of those channels, while

channels with the IDs from 1 to 4 are almost free.

Fig. 15 shows that, in this specific scenario, when the

decision about selecting the best channels, is more clear, the

learning algorithm of SICA converges to the Markov solution

much faster, in this case only after 15 rounds.

To study the behavior of SICA over time, we simulate SICA

using ns-3 simulator for a grid network of size 5× 5 nodes

and 2 CBR traffic flows of 100 kbps. The results are obtained

averaging over 10 simulation runs and the error bars show the

90% confidence interval.

Fig 16 shows how the probability of selecting a target chan-

nel changes over time, when a different amount of external

interference is introduced on each channel. Specifically, the

channel with the higher ID suffers more external interference.

The figure shows that, the nodes tend to select the channel

which offers more bandwidth, which is the expected behavior

of any CA.

Fig 17 shows the average probability of selecting each

channel over time when the external interference is introduced

on the first four channels (channels with the IDs from 1 to

4) while other channels are free. The figure shows that the

probability of selecting any of the busy channels tends to 0

over time, while the probability of selecting any of the free

channels (channels with the IDs 5−8) increases to 0.25 which

confirms the results shown in Fig 15. Moreover, it can be

observed how SICA achieves a proportional utilization of the

four free channels.

V. VERIFYING THE SIMULATION MODEL

To verify the simulation in ns-3, we design a state space

explorer (SSE) which is invoked by the major events that

happen in the simulations and performs state checking to

verify the correctness of the simulation [38].

We assume that the simulation, as a system, consists of

a group of entities joined together to accomplish the packet

delivery goal and hence virtually, represents the operation of

the real system.

We consider each radio interface as an entity with the

following attributes:

• The frequency channel it is using.

• The number of packets it has received.
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Fig. 14: The probability of selecting a channel for a node

regarding the channel occupancy for different rounds of the

game
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Fig. 15: The probability of selecting a channel for a node

regarding the channel occupancy for different rounds of the

game
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Fig. 16: The probability of selecting a channel for a node

over time
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Fig. 17: The probability of selecting a channel for a node

over time

• The number of packets that has sent.

• The number of packets that has dropped.

The State of the system (st ) is the complete description of

the system at any time which includes all entities and values of

their attributes. We consider those attributes which are relevant

to the objective of interest. st represents a function of all

entities which assigns a value to all attributes, we consider

that, ξ contains all possible states of the system, and call it

state space.

The Event (et ) is any occurrence which changes the state of

the system. In our model we consider the following events:

• Sending a packet (Send, unconditional event).

• Receiving a packet (Receive, conditional,

et = Receive| et0 = Send t0 < t).

• Dropping a packet (Drop, conditional , et = Drop| et0 =
Send t0 < t).

• Changing the channel of the radio interface (Channel-

Change, unconditional event).

We define E as the set containing all above events. The first

three events occurred between two entities: the sender and the

receiver.

An Assertion is a property which must be hold for all

states of the system to be able to proof the correctness of

the simulation.

For the simulation of the channel assignment protocol we

define the following assertions:

• Only one channel must be assigned to a radio,

• There must be a common channel between the sender

radio and the receiver radio at any given time.

We’ve designed SSE in ns-3, which starts from the initial

state of the system and reaches the successor state following

the simulation events, and checks for any violation from the

assertions.

s0 is defined as the initial state of the simulation. We define

ś is explored by s0 if ś is the successor state of the system

after the triggering event e (e ∈ E) and we notate it as: s0
e
→ ś.

The event handler is triggered by any of the events in E and

it calls the state control procedure to check the assertion of

the successor event.

fi,c is defined as the number of receiving radios of node i

which are tuned to channel c. For any node i the assertion



condition is:
|C|

∑
k=1

fi,k = Ii , ∀i ∈ N (6)

where Ii represents the number of radio interfaces of node i.

For any transmission pairs (i, j) the assertion condition is:

∃c ∈C , fi,c. f j,c = 1 (7)

Alg. 1, shows the state check algorithm which is triggered

by sending, receiving or dropping packet events and checks if

any violations happen from the assertions.

Algorithm 1 StateCheck1(St ,et−1,P)

Input:
St : The current state of the system at time t.
et−1: The last event which moved the system to state St .
P: The pointer to the packet in the case of sending and receiving

events.

1: if St == S0 then
2: exit(0)
3: else
4: src = et−1−> Sender()
5: dst = et−1−> Receiver()
6: for c ∈C do
7: if fsrc,c. fdst,c then
8: Write(’Assertion holds’)
9: exit(0)

10: end if
11: end for
12: Write(’Assertion violated’)
13: exit(1)
14: end if

Algorithm 2 StateCheck2(St ,et−1)

Input:
St : The current state of the system at time t.
et−1: The last event which moved the system to state St .

1: if St == S0 then
2: exit(0)
3: else
4: N = et−1−> Node()
5: C = N−>Channels()
6: I = N−> Radios()
7: if C <= I then
8: Write(’Assertion holds’)
9: exit(0)

10: end if
11: Write(’Assertion violated’)
12: exit(1)
13: end if

Alg 2 shows the process of checking Channel-Change event.

The state checker gets the node which selects the new channels

and checks whether the number of channels selected by the

node is equal or less than the number of radio interfaces it

has. In SICA each node selects only one channel at a time

and all nodes are equipped with two radio interfaces, thus the

violation from the assertions never happens for the Channel-

Change events.

Fig. 18-19 are obtained running State Space Check algo-

rithm (Alg. 1) for checking the simulation events of SICA.

The simulation parameters are the same as the parameters

considered for Fig. 17.

Fig. 18, shows the state space control for Send, Receive

and Drop events. The figure depicts the number of events that

happened during 200 s of simulation run, and the number of

events for which the assertion holds. The figure shows that,

SICA does not violate any of the assertions.

Fig. 19 shows the number of packets which have been

sent, received or dropped on each channel when the external

interference is introduced over channels with the IDs from 1

to 4. The figure confirms that SICA makes the network to use

the capacity of the free channels efficiently.

Fig. 20 shows the average number of radio interfaces

over each channel during the simulation time. Note that the

simulation parameters are the same as Fig. 19. The figure

shows that the number of radio interfaces over the set of

channels that are occupied by external interference decreases

over time. It proves that, the channel assignment successfully

detects and avoids the channels which are occupied by external

interference as it is expected.

Fig. 21 shows the average number of packets (with a size of

1kb) in each data queue over the time. The figure shows that

the proposed data delivery mechanism ensures that the number

of waiting packets in each channel is lower than the default

maximum queue size in ns-3 (100 packets) [29]. In addition

the maximum number of packets waiting in a queue at the

beginning of the simulation (marked by red), happened over

those channels that are kept busy by external interference.

VI. RELATED WORK

Channel assignment is a problem that must be solved toward

the implementation of wireless mesh networks and it has

been studied extensively during the last years. Although many

solutions have been considered for channel assignment [3–

13; 16–24; 39], few proposals are adaptive to the changes in

the wireless environment such as the interference induced from

other wireless networks [16; 22; 25].

The first interference aware CA mechanism is Breath First

Search Channel Assignment (BFSCA) [16]. BFSCA is a

priority based and centralized algorithm which assigns better

channels to the links that are close to the gateway. The channel

assignment assumes that there is a common channel between

nodes for coordination. Another relevant adaptive and semi-

dynamic CA proposal is Urban-X [22]. Urban-X is a traffic

and interference aware CA which relies on a common channel

between nodes for exchanging control packets.

Semi-dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment

(SICA) [25] is a Game based CA mechanism that considers

both the internal and external interference. SICA is distributed

and assumes that, in wireless networks, nodes do not have

perfect information about their neighbors. This is the main

contribution that differentiates SICA from other Game based

CAs [24; 40–43]. Moreover, nodes do not need to tune one
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radio interface over a common channel. The implementation

of SICA in ns-3 has been detailed in previous section.

Simulating SICA and any other hybrid or dynamic CA

in the current network simulators needs some general com-

ponents which are missing in all simulators. The necessary

modifications for ns-2 simulator [44], for evaluating multi

radio wireless networks, are presented in [28]. The manual

is restricted to the static channel assignment, which assigns

a channel to the radio interface of a node before the simu-

lation starts and keeps the configuration until the end of the

simulation. Unlike the previous work, we provide the essential

steps toward simulating channel assignment protocols in ns-3

simulator in this paper, including the validation of the game

model used in SICA with a Markov model.

Furthermore, to the best of the authors knowledge, this is the

first time that the correctness of the channel assignment sim-

ulation is controlled through checking the simulation events.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the extensions which must

be done in ns-3 simulator to simulate channel assignment

mechanisms for multi radio wireless networks. We provided

the simulation details of the Semi-dynamic Interference aware

Channel Assignment (SICA) mechanism which is proposed in

[25] as an example. In addition the source code of SICA is

published and available at [33]. We verified the simulation of

SICA using a state space checker which checks the relevant

simulation events for any violation from the feasibility con-

ditions of channel assignment solution. The results prove the

correctness of the simulation and show that SICA is capable

of utilizing the channels in a fair and efficient way. Moreover

we justified the results obtained by the Game theory based

model of SICA, using a Markov chain model.

In the future, we plan to expand our implementation by

improving the data delivery mechanism to incorporate differ-

entiated priority scheduling, such that higher priority traffic

can be transmitted in preference to lower priority traffic. It is



also desired to consider traffic rate adaptation for channel as-

signment in addition to designing a method to avoid saturation

of data queues for high rate traffic. We also plan to investigate

the necessary modifications to the routing protocol for making

it able to work along hybrid channel assignment protocols.
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Abstract—The channel assignment problem in a dynamic
wireless environment is investigated using game theory. Unlike
previous game models, we consider diverse available bandwidth
for different channels in addition to different data rate requests
at wireless routers. Users are assumed to be selfish and try
to obtain the same share of bandwidth as their requested
data rate. The game is considered repeated with incomplete
information. We develop a distributed real time multiplicative
weights update learner algorithm to solve the game for a multi
collision domain network. The optimization problem for finding
the best response is solved to compare with the learner answer.
The simulation results show that our proposal outperforms the
previous proposals.

Index Terms—Channel Assignment; Multi-Radio; Multi-
Channel; Wireless Mesh Network; Game Theory; Real-time
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I. INTRODUCTION

C
HANNEL assignment (CA) [1] deals with selecting the

best channels for an individual wireless node or the

entire network. This is a special challenging task in distributed

wireless networks, as each channel may be shared by many

wireless devices from the same or different networks, which

makes it difficult to predict the amount of available bandwidth

in each channel.

Game theory is considered to solve the non-cooperative

and distributed channel assignment problem where nodes

have conflict of interests for the wireless bandwidth [2]–[4].

However the proposed models do not consider the dynamic

nature of wireless environment, which results in a different

amount of available bandwidth in each channel due to presence

of external devices. Moreover, they assume perfect information

at each player, and in some cases there is no constraint for

the number of radios installed on nodes [4]. However, in a

scenario with external interference, it is not possible to have

the perfect knowledge of the channel use before moving to
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that channel. The other shortage of the previous proposals is

assuming all nodes to seek for a maximum identical amount of

bandwidth while in a wireless network, nodes may reduce their

data rate to avoid congestion or to save energy. The proposed

games are solved disregarding the effect of past events on

future decisions.

In this work we present a game theory formulation for the

channel assignment problem with incomplete information in

a dynamic wireless environment. The size of the network is

not a limitation for our model neither the strategy of other

users for channel assignment. We propose a real time learning

algorithm to solve the game. We have evaluated our model

using R numerical tool [5].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Scenario

We consider a multi radio wireless network that consists of

N wireless nodes which are equipped with several radio inter-

faces. We assume that there are |C| non-overlapping channels

available. We define Ii < |C| as the number of radio interfaces

installed on node i. Each wireless channel suffers external

interference caused from external devices which belong to

other networks. The goal of a node is to use the channels

which have more available bandwidth in order to satisfy its

required data rate.

We define the normalized available bandwidth of a channel

c, B f ree(c) =
BW ( f ree,c)
BW (total) , as the amount of bandwidth which

is free over channel c related to the total bandwidth of the

channel, where BW (total) is identical for all channels. We

assume that nodes can estimate the occupancy of channels

using any of the bandwidth estimation methods proposed in

the literature [1]. We define ri,c as the number of radios that

node i has placed on channel c. Since the node does not get any

benefit from placing more than one radio on the same channel,

ri,c is limited to 1 (ri,c ≤ 1). Therefore, the bandwidth share

available for node i over channel c is equal to:

Bi,quota(c) =
B f ree(c)ri,c

max(∑n∈N rn,c,1)
(1)

We define ϑi as the bandwidth that node i wants to acquire.

This minimum bandwidth can be satisfied using one or more

channels at the same time.
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B. Channel Assignment Game

We consider the problem of finding the best channel assign-

ment as a game played between each node and the environ-

ment. The environment consists of all other nodes of the same

network, as well as the devices from other networks that also

operate in the same set of channels, that is, all wireless nodes

which work in the interference range of node i. From now on

we shall use the terms node and player interchangeably. We

assume that, players are rational and selfish. However they do

not know exactly the payoff matrix of the game, but they are

able to measure the current strategy’s payoff at the time. The

game is played over several rounds and players can modify

their decision in order to obtain a higher payoff.

We define si as the strategy of player i, which is the channel

allocation vector of the player, given by si = (ri,1,ri,2, ...,ri,C).
A node strategy, si, describes whether it has a radio over a

specific channel or not which can be either a pure strategy or

a mixed one.

We define the strategy matrix (strategy profile), S, as the

strategy vector of all players at a given time. By S−i we shall

refer to the strategy matrix which consists all nodes’ strategies

except player i.

We define the payoff of playing the strategy vector si equal

to the bandwidth share that node i gets from all channels, on

which it has radios, to the total available bandwidth of all

channels in its neighborhood.

F(si,S−i) =

∑
c∈C

Bi,quota(c)

∑
c∈C

B f ree(c)
(2)

We define ϕi as the minimum payoff that node i expects to

gain considering its required bandwidth (ϑi).

ϕi =
ϑi

∑
c∈C

B f ree(c)
(3)

Nodes are not able to know the payoff of all possible

strategies but they can choose a channel by measuring the

payoff in the current strategy profile. However they must avoid

channel oscillation. Channel oscillation happens when nodes

detect that a given channel is occupied by many nodes and

they decide to switch to another channel at the same time,

eventually they will find the target channel occupied again. To

avoid channel oscillation we use a Markov model to compute

the expected payoff of selecting any channel discounting the

expectation of the neighboring nodes (Section II-C).

C. Markov Model

1 2 3

F(1,S−i,t) F(2,S−i,t) F(3,S−i,t)

1
2
(1−F(1,S−i,t))

1
2
(1−F(2,S−i,t))

1
2
(1−F(2,S−i,t))

1
2
(1−F(3,S−i,t))

1
2
(1−F(1,S−i,t))

1
2
(1−F(3,S−i,t))

Fig. 1: Markov model of transition from one strategy to

another

The behavior of a node can be modeled as a Markov

chain, when the node keeps the current strategy with the

probability proportional to the payoff it gets and changes

to other strategies with the probability proportional to the

complementary of staying in the current strategy. Fig. 1 shows

a chain with 3 strategies or states available for a node with

one radio interface while S−i,t is the current strategy of the

environment. The probability of staying in strategy si for a

node is self transition over si and is equal to psisi
=F(si,S−i,t).

We assume that, the node has the same tendency to leave

its strategy and occupy any other strategies. Therefore the

probability of departure from strategy si, to any other strategy

śi, is considered as psi śi
=

1−F(si,S−i,t )
|Si|−1

. Note that for a node

with Ii radios, |Si| =
(|C|

Ii

)

is the number of possible channel

selections (strategies) while |C| channels are available. The

transition matrix of the Markovian process is:

Pi(S−i,t) =







F(1,S−i,t)
1−F(1,S−i,t )

|Si|−1

1−F(1,S−i,t )
|Si|−1

. . .

1−F(2,S−i,t )
|Si|−1

F(2,S−i,t)
1−F(2,S−i,t )

|Si|−1
. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .






(4)

We define the predicted payoff of selecting any strategy

as the stationary vector, that is, the probability of selecting

a strategy after a hight number of steps while S−i,t remains

unchanged (ρi,t = ρi,tPi(S−i,t)).

III. ONE COLLISION DOMAIN SOLUTION

We first investigate the scenario where nodes have complete

information and the game is played simultaneously at each

stage. Later, we will provide a new algorithm to solve the

game in a general scenario. This section is a benchmark to

justify the results of the general algorithm.

We define the goal of the channel assignment as maximizing

the total bandwidth that all nodes acquire in the network. We

further assume that there is only one collision domain.

The best response is the strategy profile that leads to

the maximum achievable bandwidth considering the limited

number of radios (Ii) and the bandwidth required by each node

(ϕi).

We define best response as the strategy that minimizes

the difference between the bandwidth that a node gains and

the bandwidth it requires. Therefore, for a given S, the best

response can be stated as the following optimization problem:

Minimize:

G(S) = ∑
i∈N





ϑi

∑
c∈C

Bi,quota(c)



 (5)

subject to:

∑
c∈C

ri,c ≤ Ii ∀i ∈ N

∑
i∈N

ξiri,c ≤ B f ree(c) ∀c ∈C

Note that, ξi shows the bandwidth demand of a node

for each channel (6), since we assume that, a node which
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has radios over more than one channel uses all channels

proportionally.

ξi =
ϑi

∑c∈C ri,c
(6)

To obtain the best response, the minimization problem is

solved using Lagrangian multipliers:

L(G(S),λ1, . . . ,λN+|C|) =

∑





ϑi

∑
c∈C

Bi,quota(c)



−λ1

[

∑
c∈C

r1,c − I1

]

− . . .

−λN

[

∑
c∈C

rN,c − IN

]

−λN+1

[

∑
i∈N

ri,1ξi −B f ree(1)

]

− . . .

−λN+|C|

[

∑
i∈N

ri,|C|ξi −B f ree(|C|)

]

In detail, the equations that are solved are:

∂L

∂ri,c
= 0 ∀i ∈ N; ∀c ∈C

together with the complementary slackness conditions:

λi

[

∑
c∈C

ri,c − Ii

]

= 0 ∀i ∈ N

λN+c

[

∑
i∈N

ri,cξi −B f ree(c)

]

= 0 ∀c ∈C

To solve the optimization problem we must assume that

a node knows the payoff of all possible strategies, which is

only possible if all nodes are in one collision domain. In the

next section we provide an algorithm which solves the game

without any need to deal with the optimization problem.

IV. GENERAL MULTI COLLISION DOMAIN SOLUTION

We propose a real-time learner algorithm which uses the

local information at each node and is based on a multiplicative

weights update scheme [6]. The main idea of the real-time

learner is as follows: 1) each player assigns a weight to

each possible strategy considering its payoff, 2) if the current

strategy does not provide the desired payoff, the player selects

a random strategy considering the weights, 3) the player

updates the weights based on the local observation of the

channel occupancy.

The algorithm minimizes the loss that players suffer without

knowing the payoff matrix of all strategy combinations.

Let E[F(S−i,t)] be the expected payoff vector of node i.

Therefore considering the strategy profile S−i,t , the expected

payoff of selecting strategy si is E[F(si,S−i,t)]:

E[F(si,S−i,t)] = δE[F(si,S−i,t−1)]+(1−δ)F(si,S−i,t) (7)

where δ is the memory tuning parameter that takes values in

the range [0,1). Equation (7) works as a low pass filter with

an exponential impulse response, that approximates the mean

value of F(si,S−i,t).
A node assigns a non-negative weight (w(si)) to each

element of E[F(si,S−i,t)]. Initially E[F(si,S−i,t)] is unknown

to player i, but as the game is played repeatedly in a sequence

of game rounds (1, . . . ,T ), it is updated at each round. In each

round t ∈ [1, . . . ,T ], the player plays a mixed strategy based

on the weights assigned to the elements of E[F(si,S−i,t)]. The

probability of selecting the strategy si, is calculated as the

related magnitude of its weight to the total weights of available

strategies:

pt(si) =
wt(si)

∑
s∈Si

wt(s)
(8)

Initially all weights are set to 1, thus, the probability

of selecting any strategy is identical following a uniform

distribution. Once one strategy has been selected, the node

observes the network state, that is, the external interference

and the channels occupied by its neighbors. Based on that, it

measures its obtained payoff and updates the weight assigned

to strategy si using the following formula:

wt(si) =











1, F(si,S−i,t)≥ ϕi OR

F(si,S−i,t)≥ max(ρi,t)

wt−1(si)β(1−E[F(si,S−i,t )]), otherwise

(9)

Here β is the game parameter in the range of (0,1) which

yields a multiplicative update [6]. The player selects a new

strategy only if it does not obtain the expected payoff (3)

and the current payoff is lower than the maximum payoff

computed by the Markov model (Section II-C). This implies

that, a node stops oscillating between channels when the

bandwidth it gets with the current strategy is adequate. Note

that, reaching a stable solution is a key point since oscillating

between channels reduces the network performance due to the

switching delay of the current wireless antennas.

The performance of the decision made by the learner

using the multiplicative weights update scheme, depends on

the value of β. With β near 1, the algorithm introduces

minor changes to the weights and the learner, follows the

environment more accurate but slowly. On the contrary, a

β close to zero, imposes big changes in the weights, and

introduces a higher error to the decision. Therefore, it is

adequate to a scenario with frequent changes. Note that the

best solution reached by the learner is not necessarily the

Nash Equilibrium, since it has been shown that multiplicative

weights update learning algorithm cannot work for Nash

Equilibrium in general bi-matrix games [7].

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the real-time learner channel assign-

ment (RTLCA) algorithm (Section IV) is evaluated and com-

pared with the best response solution and two other game

models proposed in the literature.

We first consider a scenario with N = 5 nodes, where each

node has Ii = 2 radio interfaces. The number of available

channels is |C|= 5. All channels have the same total bandwidth
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and it is normalized to 1. The amount of external interference

in each channel follows a uniform random variable which

picks values in the range between 0.2 and 0.8. The values of

external interference are kept unchanged during the simulation.

The learner algorithm is examined for different values of

β, δ and ϕ and compared with the best response solution.

Remember that δ is the memory tuning parameter for com-

puting the payoff (7), β is the game parameter (9), and ϕ is

the minimum payoff that a node expects to gain (3).

Fig. 2 shows the average distance between the payoff

obtained by RTLCA and the maximum achievable payoff from

the best response for different values of δ. Each point in the

chart shows the result of running the algorithm for T = 50

rounds and is averaged over 50 runs with different random

seeds. The error bars show 95% of confidence interval. We

have run the simulation for β ∈ {0.1,0.9} and ϕ ∈ {0.2,0.8}.

The figure shows that, changing ϕ has a big impact on the

results. With small ϕ the small difference between the best

possible payoff and the payoff obtained by the algorithm

shows that it reaches the expected results easily. For a network

where nodes have high expectation for payoff (big value of ϕ)

with a small value of β, the best result is achieved when δ is

high (and vice versa). This comes from the fact that a small β
imposes a big change to the weights assigned to the strategies,

and nodes are prone to select different strategies that are less

dependant to the past, this is get adjusted by having a big

value for δ as a memory tuning parameter.
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Fig. 2: The performance of the learner related to the best

response vs. different values of δ

We evaluate the performance of RTLCA with two other

game based channel assignments proposed in the liter-

ature: Centralized Nash Equilibrium Channel Assignment

(CNECA) [8]; and Centralized Nash Equilibrium Multi Colli-

sion domain Channel Assignment (CNEMCCA) [3]. CNECA

considers all nodes interfere each others while CNEMCCA

is designed for multi collision domain networks. Both algo-

rithms distribute the interfering radios on different channels

fairly. However none of the proposed algorithms considers the

different available bandwidth for different channels.

Fig. 3 is obtained for grid networks with different number

of nodes (9 ≤ N ≤ 100). The number of available channels is

|C|= 12. Nodes’ requested payoff follows a uniform random

variable which picks values in the range between 0.1 and 1 (3).
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Fig. 3: Chebyshev distance between the obtained and the

demand payoff vs. different number of nodes

We obtain results for RTLCA with β = 0.2 and γ = 0.8. The

other parameters are the same as for Fig 2.

Fig. 3 shows the Chebyshev distance metric between the

obtained payoff and the payoff which is required by the players

for different game based channel assignments. The results

show that, RTLCA is more successful in providing the required

bandwidth, for players, in unpredictable wireless environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a game theory based

formulation for the channel assignment problem in multi-

radio wireless networks. The considered problem is formulated

using a repeated game with incomplete information which is

general enough to be applicable for any wireless network. We

solve the game using a multiplicative weights update learning

algorithm which adapts to the changes in the environment and

reaches a desired solution in a limited amount of time.
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